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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

q_Js fourteenth quarterly technical progress report of the MHD Integrated Topping Cycle Project

presents the accomplishments during the period November 1, 1990 to January 31, 1991. A summary of
the work completed during this reporting period is presented in this Executive Summary.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (SECTION 3)

Testing of the High Pressure Cooling Subsystem electrical isolator was completed thi_ quarter. The
PEEK material successfully passed the high temperature, high pressure duration test (50 hours). High

temperature water resistivity deterioration still needs to be addressed.

The Facility Impact Report, a document used to transmit requirements placed on the facility by the

prototypical hardware, was updated.

The Interface Document was updated to include ali of the CDR comments and to accotmt for the
removal of the HPCS and subsequent addition of the LPCS.

The inputs for the annual Contractors' Review Meeting were prepared.

COMBUSTION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND FABRICATION (SECTION 4)

The Combustion Subsystem drawings were CADAM released. The px_curement process is in

progress. Purchase orders for most of the raw materials were awarded. Quotes to manufacture the
subsystem components were received.

An equipment specification and RFP were prepared for the new Low Pressure Cooling System (LPCS)
and released for quotation. Assessment of the impact of low temperature cooling water on the Combustion

Subsystem reliability was initiated.

PROTOTYPICAL CHANNEL DESIGN (SECTION 5)

During this reporting period, work has been conducted on confirmation tests leading to final gas-side
designs and studies to assist in channel fabrication. The final cathode gas-side design and the proposed
gas-side designs of the anode and sidewall (to be presented during the CDR in February) are presented in
this report. Anode confirmation tests and related analyses of anode wear mechanisms used in the selection
of the proposed anode design are presented. Sidewall confirmation tests, which were used to select the

proposed gas-side design, were conducted during this reporting period. Br_ing techniques and tests on the
durability of sidewall water cooling jumper hoses are presented along with the results of thermal stress tests
of sidewall elements.

CURRENT CONSOLIDATION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND FABRICATION (SECTION 6)

The design for the full scale CDIF system was completed this quarter. Ali electrical and mechanical
designs have been specified, and the Current Consolidation Subsystem meets or exceeds the requirements.

CDIF TESTING (SECTION 7)

The primary focus of testing during this quarter was in two areas:

1) Longer duration test attempts (16 to 24 electrical hour durations) in order to: a) evaluate the impact
of long duration iron oxide injection on cathode wall voltage nonuniformities, b) accumulate hours

on the prototypical coupons installed in the channel, and c) develop long duration facility
operational experience in preparation for the duration phase of the proof-of-concept (POC)

program.
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2) Shorter duration tests (2 to 4 elec_cal hour durations) for evaluation of: a) current controls as PTO
current consolidators, and b) slag grinder/denseveyor checkout without operation of the slag

rejection system control logic.

During the quarter there were five testing days prior to a refurbishment of the workhorse channel
including the installation of POC channel Z-wall and slagging anode material coupons, and .four testing days
after the channel refurbishment for a total of 45 thermal test hours and 31 power hours. The longest power
tesi duration was under 11 hours, due to problems experienced with the facility consumable feed systems.

A test program was initiated to investigate the practicality of using Avco current controls for current
con_lidation in the power takeoff (PTO) regions and to determine the cause of past current consolidation
failures. Another important activity was the installation of 1A4-style test coupons in the 1Al channel. A

description of the coupons and their location within the 1Al channel is presented herein. This confirmation
testing is scheduled for completion by mid-February (prior to the CDR).

MODELING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES (SECTION 8)

An ana':ysis of the effect of a coal injector hot sleeve on combustor performance and heat fluxes was
performed. Other combustor data analysis efforts focused on understanding and improving the cun'ent

levels of slag recovery and seed utilization achieved by the combustor. Channel data analysis activities
continued in support of prototypical coui,on testing at the CDIF.

TTIRC (SECTION 9)

A Power Management Integration Working Group was established to ensure the integration of the
subsystems which comprise the power management of a diagonally loaded MHD channel.

SCHEDULE

The overall schedule for the ITC project is shown on the foUowing pages.

_°°
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) Integrated Topping Cycle (ITC) Project represents the culmination
of the proof-of-concept (POC) development stage in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) program to
advance MHD technology to early commercial development stage utility power applications. The project is

a joint effort, combining the skills of three topping cycle component developers: TRW, Avco, and
Westingl_use. TRW, the prime contractor and system integrator, is responsible for the 50 thermal
megawatt (50 MWt) slagging coal combustion subsystem. Avco is responsible fbr the MHD channel
subsystem (nozzle, channel, diffuser, and power conditioning circuits), and Westinghouse is responsible
for the current consolidation subsystem.

The ITC Project will advance the state-of-the-art in MHD power systems with the design, construction,
and integrated testing of 50 MWt power train components which are prototypical of the equipment that will

be used in an early commercial scale MHD utility retrofit. Long duration testing of the integrated power
train at the Component Development art Integration Facility (CDIF) in Butte, Montana will be perfomaed,
so that by the early 1990's, an engineering data base on the reliability, availability, maintainability and

performance of the system will be.available to aUow scaleup of the prototypical designs to the next
development level.

Ten tasks comprise the ITC Project.

Task 1 - Systems Engineering Studies

Task 2 ..50 MW t Combustor Design, Fabrication, and Shipment

Task 3 - 50 MW t Channel Design, Fabrication, and Shipment

Task 4 - Diffuser Design, Fabrication, and Shipment

Task 5 - Power Conditioning Design, Fabrication, and Shipment

Task 6 - Test Engineering Activities at the CDIF

Task 7 - Hardware Repair/Replacement

Task 8 - MHD Tectmology Transfer/Integration

Task 9 - Quality Assurance

Task 10 - Integrated Project Management

, This Fourteenth Quarterly Technical Progress Report covers the period November 1, 1990 to January
31, 1991. The report is organized into sections which roughly follow the above task structure. The first
section is this introduction. Section 2 contains a concise description of the contract tasks to be performed

and their objectives. Section 3 summarizes the systems engineering activities in Subtask 1.1 Sections 4

through 7 summarize progress on the combustion subsystem (Task 2), channel subsystem (Tasks 3 and 4),
and current consolidation subsystem (Task 5) for this reporting period, and discuss testing at the CDIF
(Subtasks 1.2 and 6.3). Section 8 reports the results of ongoing power train performance analyses which

are part of Subtask 1.3. Activities of the Technology Transfer, Integration and Review Committee ('FI'IRC)
are reported in Section 9. Planned activities during the next reporting period are summarized in Section 10.
Section 11 is a brief summary of the work perforated during the quarter, and Section 12 is the distribution

list for this report.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The overall objective of the project is to design and construct prototypical hardware for an integrated
MHD topping cycle, and covduct lor, g duration proof-of-concept tests of the integrated system at the U.S.
DOE Component Development and Integration Facility in Butte, Montana. The results of the long duration
tests wiU augment the existing engineering design data base on MHD power train reliability, availability,

maintainability, and performance, and will serve as a basis for scaling up the topping cycle design to the
next level of development, an early commercial scale power plant retrofit.

The components of the MHD power train to be designed, fabricated, and tested include:

• A slagging coal combustor with a rated capacity of 50 MW thermal input, capable of operation with
an Eastern (Illinois No. 6) or Western (Montana Rosebud) coal,

• A segmented supersonic nozzle,

• A supersonic MHD channel capable of generating at least 1.5 MW of electrical power,

• A segmented supersonic diffuser section to interface the channel with existing facility quench and
exhaust systems,

• A complete set of current control circuits for local diagonal current control along the channel, and

• A set of current consolidation circuits to interface the channel with the existing facility inverter.

Specific objectives of the ten contract tasks are shown in Table 2-1. The overall approach to meeting
these objectives is to: l) utilize the design and operational experience gained from workhorse hardware to
design and construct prototypical hardware, 2) conduct design verification tests on the prototypical
hardware, and 3) integrate and operate the components for 1000 hours as a complete power train at the
CDIF. At the current stage of the project, the technical approach is focusing on item (1) above. Critical
design reviews have been held for two of the three subsystems of the ITC system and a preliminary design
review has been held for the third ITC subsystem. Fabrication of prototypical hardware will begin this
calendar year. Systems engineering disciplines are ensuring compatibility of each of the prototypical

subsystems with the overall toppingcycle system as well as with the CDIF where they eventually will be
integrated. Finally, the TrlRC is disseminating infomaation on the POC program and airing the major
integration issues involved in retrofittiag an existing power plant so as to permit utilities, the potential future

users of the technology, to assume an active role in the U.S. MHD program.
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TABLE 2-1. MHD ITC TASK OBJECTIVES

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING STUDIES Perform power train/facility integration activities to ensure
(TASK 1) compatibility of topping cycle components with the existing

test bay at the CDIF

Define system level requirements and specifications for the
integrated topping cycle power train

Provide test planning and performance data analysis
support for CDIF power train testing

PROTOTYPICAL 50 MWt COMBUSTOR Design, fabricate and deliver to the CDIF a prototypical
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND SHIPMENT coal-fired combustor for the integrated topping cycle power
(TASK 2) train

Conduct testing in support of the prototypical design effort
or to evaluate the risks and benefits of proceeding to the
development of an early commerciel scalc retrofit MHD
power plant

PROTOTYPICAL 50 MWt CHANNEL Design, fabricate and deliver to the CDIF a prototypical
(TASK 3) MHD channel (including the inlet nozzle and diagonal

current controls) for the integrated topping cycle power
train

Conduct testing in support of the prototypical design effort
or to evaluate the risks and benefits of proceeding to the
development of an early commercial scale retrofit MHD
power plant

DIFFUSER (TA3K 4) Design, fabricate and deliver to the CDIF a diffuser section
for the integrated topping cycle power train

POWER CONDITIONING AND INVERTER Design, fabricate and deliver to the CDIF current
(TASK 5) consolidation circuits for the prototypical channel

"TESTENGINEERING ACTIVITIES AT Provide to CDIF personnel technical direction and guidance
THE CDIF (TAS_ 6) for the installation, checkout and testing of CDIF MHD

power train components and appropriate auxiliary
equipment

HARDWARE REPAIR/REPLACEMENT Provide for the repair or replacement of power train
(TASK 7) components that show excessive wear, are damaged, or

fail as a result of operations and testing at the CDIF

CHARTER AND PARTICIPATE IN AN MHD Organize, charter and co-chair a committee that will permit
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, INTEGRATION potential users of MHD technology in the private sector to
AND REVIEW COMMITTEE (TASK 8) assume an active role in the MHD Program

Review and integrate POC program schedules and
integration issues and provide for technology transfer to
potential future users

QUALITY ASSURANCE (TASK 9) Prepare and implement a plan to assure that prototypical
power train components are manufactured per the
approved design

INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT Provide for overall technical, programmatic and
(TASK 10) subcontract management for the project

i
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3. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (TASK 1)

Systems engineering activities related to the power train integration and testing at the CDIF are
discussed in this section. These activities comprise Subtzsk 1.1 of the ITC Project.

A principal objective of the systems engineering task. is to focus the program's technical effort so that
the subsystems designed a._dbuilt for the topping cycle not oltly perform well by them,_lves, but also
perform weil when interconnected and integrated into the 50 MWt power train at the CDIF. The integrated

topping cycle system must be prototypical, and it must be designed to operate at conditions which closely
approximate the operating sta,.e of a 250 MW t retrofit power plant.

To attain these objectives, systems engineering studies axe being performed on specific issues as they
arise, and systems engineering documentation is being developed and maintained current to provide a
consistent basis for the design, fabrication and testing of the prototypical power train. Brief summaries of
the status and/or results of investigations into the CDIF integration issues are reportetain Section 3.1. The
status of the systems engineering documentation for the project is reported in Section 3.2.

3.1 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Table 3-1 lists the systems engineering analyses performed to date on the ITC project, summarizes the
results of the analyses, and presents the current resolution of the issues in terms of how they impact the
testing at the CDIF. The technical issues listed in the table were surfaced by the Technology Transfer,
Integration and Review Committee (TTIRC) and during me investigation of integrating the prototypical
power train into the CDIF. Issues on which studies continued during this reporting period included the
following:

• High Pressure Cooling Subsystem (HPCS) electrical isolation

• Effect of low temperature cooling on the combustion subsystem

3.1.1 HPCS Electrical Isolation

As reported in the last quarterly, the PEEK (poly-ether-ether-ketone) insulating nmterial was being
tested in a prototypical section of the high pressure, high temperature electrical isolator. At the end of the
last quarter, the duration testing was just beginning. During this quarter, 50 hours of duration testing at

1000 psi and 400°F were successfully completed and the i_lator was disassembled and inspected. The
PEEK insulator material had some mild distortion and discoloration but looked to be in good shape. The

isolator was reassembl, ed and tested for 3 additional hours at 450°F and ]000 psi with no problems.

One of the observations made during this testing was that the water resistivity decreased in going to the
higher temperature water. A literature search cord]rmed that disassociation (H20 _ OH" + H+) can

account for a factor of 20 decrease in resistivity (e.g., 10 Ml_2-cmto 0.5 M_-cm) in going from room
temperature to 400°F. 'lhis fact will require a re-evaluation of the isolator design to minimize current
leakage and its associated electrochemical erosion effects. Section 4.2.2 contains a detailed description of
the electrical isolator test results.

3.1.2 Combustion Subsystem Low Temperature Cooling

With the removal of the High Pressure Cooling Subsystem (HPCS), which operated at 450°F, the
effects of cooling the combustion subsystem components with lower temperature cooling water had to be

: investigated. Concerns have been raised about operating the combustor components with cooling water
below the dew point of nitric and sulfuric acid, which will be present in the combustion gases. This acid
condensation, especially during shutdown, may cause corrosion problems that were not a concern with the
higher temperature cooling water.

An investigation is presently underway to weigh the amount of corrosion that is expected under These
conditions against the design allowable and Ix)detelmine if a "dry-out" loop, or higher temperature
(approximately 2,10°F) cooling water during operation, is necessary. The dry-out loop would be a high
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TABLE 3-1. SUMMARY OF SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ANALYSES
Issue Analysis Summary Resolution

Oxidant Preheat Does vitiated air as currently used at the Analytical study demonstrated that preheated
CDIF sufficiently simulate preheated oxygen enriched air can be simulated by the use
oxygen enriched air which would be used in of an oil-fired vitiator. Additional oxygen is
a retrofit? required in vitiator to combust fuel oil.

Oxidant Oxidant for the second stage of a retrofit Higher oxygen enrichment levels are required
Composition plant has been proposed to be 40% oxygen during POC testing relative to projected retrofit

enriched air preheated to 1200oF. operation to account for the use of an oil-fired
vitiator, room temperature secondary oxidizer,
higher coal moisture (8% vs, 5%), higher throat
conductivity requirement (9.0 vs, 7.0 mho/m) and
higher combustor heat losses (7,0% vs. 5-6%),

Prototypical "Test Define test conditions for CDIF testing that Reference operating conditions have been defined
Conditions are prototypical of a retrofit operation, for both Western and Eastern coal. Actual

duration test conditions Will be determined

following Design Verification Testing.
CombustorCoolant The compatibility of combustor cooling For cooling water to be efficiently usodas boiler
Temperature (*) water with boiler feed water was feed water, temperature exiting combustor should

evaluated, exceed 450oF. Therefore, the combustor will be
designed for 450oF cooling.

The impact of cooling with low temperature Concerns with operation below nitric and sulfuric
water during CDIF tests is under acid dew points may dictate operation at >200°F
investigation at CDIF.

Electrical Isolation High Pressure Cooling Water Subsystem High temperature isolation is the baseline
(*) approach.

Slag Rejector Studies of the electrical isolation of the slag
rejection system have been completed.

Seed Material Seed material can be regenerated to Formate has higher theoretical performance than
formate at a lower cost than to carbonate, carbonate, but is not available commercially.
Can formate be used as seed? Some testing will be performed with dry or

aqueous KCOOH using regenerated formate.
Baseline will remain dr_ carbonate.

Coal System Fine coal may enhance performance in Coal fines were tested on the workhorse
terms of carbon utilization and will simplify hardware. The CDIF system will be modified to re-
operation at the CDIF. introduce the coal fines that the bag house

collects. "Thiswill have an adverse effect on slag
recovery.

Coal flow at the CDIF is not controllable in The coal system was tested and was modified to
the ranges requested for POC testing, improve control and measurement by

improvement of the flow control valve operation.

Theoretical grind size to achieve SOW
Coal grind size affects slag recovery, and requirement was defined, and tests are planned
CDIF grinder does not supply correct coal with classified coal to demonstrate >60% slag
grind to achieve >60% slag recovery (SOW recovery. After confirmation, duration tests will
requirement). Major cost impact to replace be run with out-of.spec coal from existing coal

__.rinder. system at reduced recovery,
Magnet Magnet is acritical piece of hardware. Its Spare coils were recommended;a dry(Halon) fire

failure could result in long delays in CDIF control system is recommended for the magnet
tes[program. __powe__._rs___y,

Startup/Shutdown The fast starts and stops that are currently Reduced stress startup and shutdown procedures
performed at the CDIF are very stressful on are being developed.
the..power train hardware,

Oxygen Storage There is insufficient ox'ygen capacity at the Additional temporary oxygen storage was
CDIF to perform more than 8 hours of installed at the CDIF.
testing more than once a week.

Power Train Anchor Stresses due to thermal growth of the The anchor pointwill be at the slagging stage/slag
Point power train are applied at different points, tank interface.

depending on the anchor point of the power
train.

Alignment of combustor/channel requires Study completed to determine channel alignment
new procedures due to fixed anchor point requirernents. Procedures reported at CDR.
andhigher cooling water temperature.

i (*) Indicates a Change from the previous quarterly report, or a study in progress. Rev. 2/12/91
• ,,,, H, , i,,,, ,, ........
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temperature (above the nitric and sulfuric acid clew points), low flow loop that could be used during
shutdown to dry-out acid condensation on the combustion components.

When the decision was made to eliminate the HPCS and replace it with a low temperature cooling
system, a working group was formed to evaluate alternate methods of cooling the combustion subsystem
components. Section 4.2.1 contains a description of the proposed cooling loop, as far as it is defined, and
a summary of the working group's findings and recommendations. Section 4.1.3 addresses the acid
condensation problem.

3.2 SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM DOCUMENTATION

Requirements, technical criteria, specifications andinterfaces for the power train hardware are being
documented to _sure that Statement of Work requirements aremet and that the subsystems designed and
built for the power train are compatible with e_ch other and with the test facility at the CDIF.

3.2.1 Interface Documentation

Tile Interface Document update was completed this quarter and was reviewed by the component
developers and MSE. These comments will be incorporated into the document, final signatures obtained,
and the document formally released through the TRW Configuration and Data Management (CADM) Office.

This update required extensive changes to the process flow diagram, the cooling water diagrams, and
the insmunentation diagrams due to the progr,arnmatic decision to remove the HPCS and replace it with a
Low Pressure Cooling System (LPCS).

3.2.2 Test Plan

An initial Test Plan update was completed in November and sent out for general review by the
component developers, MSE, and DOE. Comments were received back at the end of the quarter from
Avco, Westinghouse, TRW, and MSE. These comments will be incorporated into the Test Plan during the
next quarter after which the Test Plan will be sent out for final review. The goal is to have a finalized,
released version of the "/'est Plan prior to the first delivery of prototypical hardware to the CDIF.

One major change that must still be incorporated into the Test Plan is the removal of the HPCS and the
addition of the LPCS. At the time of the initial release for review, the HPCS had not been formally
removed from the program.

3.2.3 Facility Impact Report

Updating of the Facility Impact Report, which is the main vetficle for transmitting requirements imposed
on the facility by the prototypical hardware, continued this quaz_er. Azaofficial release of the document is
scheduled for February 15.

The main areas of update occurred in the following areas:

• Removal of the HPCS for combustion subsystem cooling and its replacement by the LPCS

• Decision to piace the Current Consolidation cabinets in a new building adjacent to Building 50

• Updating of ali of the process flow, cooling water flow, and instrumentation diagrams

• Updating of the prototypical hardware delivery schedule and the test schedule through completion
of the duration testing

• Evaluation of the impact of the two reference operating conditions on the CDIF capability to deliver
the required consumable flows.

3.2.4 Contractors' Review Meeting

Since the annual Contractors' Review Meeting is scheduled for early next quarter, February 19 through

2I, the presentation material was prepared during this quarter. A five page summary of the program
objectives, work accomplished during 1990, and future plans was submitted along with the viewgraph
presentation that will be given at the Review Meeting.
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4. COMBUSTION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND FABRICATION (TASK 2)

Task 2 combustion subsystem design ,support engineering and prototypical design activities are
discussed in this section. Three subtasks comprise Task 2 of the ITC project: Subtask 2.1, prototypical

combustor design; Subtask 2.2, prototypical combustor fabrication and assembly; and Subtask 2.3,
prototypical cornbustor shipment.

During this quarteriy reporting period, the efforts were concentrated on Subtasks 2.1 and 2.2. The 2.1
subtask encompasses design support engineering and testing, as well as the actual design of prototypical
combu:stor hardware, and procurement specification development for the high pressure cooling subsystem

(HPCS). "I_e 2.2 subtask encompasses the combustor and HPCS fabrication and assembly.

Subtask 2.1 was originally comprised of five elements:

• Subtask 2.1.1, Design confirmation testing at TRW. This subtask has been coml:l.eted and the

results have been reported.

• Subtask 2.1.2, Wall construction evaluations. Also completed and the results reported.

• Subtask 2.1.3, Design of prototypical combustor.

• Subtask 2.1.4, Low pressure oxidant second stage testing and design. This subtask was deleted

from the program.

• Subtask 2.1.5, 20 MWt combustor/channel characterization. Also completed and the results

reported.

Subtask 2.2 includes the following elements:

• Subtask 2.2.1, Component fabrication and assembly

• Subtask 2.2.2, Hot fire DVT testing at TRW.

Section 4.1 titled Combustion Subsystem Design Activities, and Section 4.2 titled High Pressure

Cooling Subsystem Design, include elements of Subtask 2.1.3. Section 4.3 titled Combustion Subsystem
Mzuiufacturing Planning includes elements of Subtask 2.2.

4.1 COMBUSTION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN ACTIVITIES (SUBTASK 2.1.3)

As a part of the combustion subsystem design development, the following activities occurred during
this reporting period:

• Prototypical combustor detail drawings sign-off process was completed and the drawings were
CADAM released.

• Manufacturing development activities were continued.

• Assessment of the impact of low temperature/pressure combustion subsystem cooling water on low

allow panel corrosion rate and operatiolml reliability was initiated.=

4.1.1 Design Status

The Combustion Subsystem detailed drawings for the precombustor, slagging stage, and second stage
: were signed-off and formally CADAM released. The only remaining unreleased drawings are the manifolds

and headers external to the combustor and the support stand. Layouts of these components have been

developed. A detailed design of the components will be performed at a later date when an exact location and
the features of a combustor cooling system will be better defined. Welding procedures for the slagging

stage and precombustor components were finali_,p,xl and documented. Ali welds are subdivided into two
classes, namely, Class I welds which are stmcturaUy critical and nonstandard welds such as dissimilar
metals,, and Class II welds which are standard ASME B&PV code welds. The weld procedure also

includes weld coupons to be used to qualify welders for the Class I and Class II welds.
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4.1.2 Manufacturing Development Activities

Manufacturing development activities were continued in the following areas:

• Weld overlaying of the precombustor combustion can with Inconel 625.

• Brazing of the second stage stainless steel protective caps.

• Development of a technique for filling the gap between the cooling panels and the pressure shell
with RTV.

The results of the above activities are summarized in the following sections.

4.1.2.1 Weld Overlaying with Inconel 625

A precombustor combuslion can mock-up was overlayed with Inconel 625 and additional samples were
overlayed to finalil_d the process. A typical overlay band cross-section is shown in Figure 4-1. It was
demonstrated that the Inconel 625/SA-387 alloy fusion interface zone could be kept within + 10 milsas
required. The one pass overlay has an initial thickness of 0.1 inch. After overlaying, a component will be
heat treated for two hours at 1200°F and then machined to a final (20 mils) overlay thickness. Witness

coupons will be fabricated prior to fabrication of the actual hardware and will be field etched to verify weld
layer ttniformity.

The weld overlay quality was also verified by pettbrming a bond strength test (no signs of delamination
or cracking after 1.5 %plastic deformation), by checking overlayed layer chemistry (dilution of Inconel 625
was far less than a permissible 10%), by visual examination of macro-samples for signs of voids and
micro-cracks at the interface, and by performing C-scan ultrasonic inspection. A small nontusion zone was
detected by the C-scan and. was confirmed by cross-sectionhlg the sample as shown ir, Figure 4-2. These
tYl)e_of defects will be corrected by removing the defects and performing a local overlay repair.

i: " : ::::::: : :::":< ,!i: ::.: :?.:ii !:_:. ! :i:'!::'ijl i_::::i :: :::: : ::::: ' :: ii:i' ii:: :ii:! ::::: :_ !?::_:::: _::::I i: i:: :::::::i: :i !::', i:: :'::' :_ ::::! :: .
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Figure 4-2. Overlay Nonfusion Zone Detected (Magnification X 7)

To assess the effects of overlaying on the run-out of gun-drilled coola.ot channels, six coolant channels

(ten inches deep) were machined in the overlayed mock-up can. The run-outs were within 2 mils, far less
la,,, overlayingthan a permissible design tolerance of 10 mils (1 mil/inch). Based on the above results, ' •

parameters and acceptance criteria which include C-scan examination were finalized.

lt should be mentioned that the same Inconel 625 weld overlaying will be performed on ali the

precombustor transition and slagging stage flat air inlet panels.

4.1.2.2 RTV Filler Material Installation

Development of the technique for installing filler material in the gap between the cooling panels and the
pressure shell is complete. The f'dler matcdal in the pallel-to-shell gap is pourable silicone rubber, General

Electric RTV31o RTV is used for this application because in previous testing no slag or coal had migrated
behind the panels, nor has the RTV silicone rubber been damaged.

The RTV is installed as a liquid after ali panels have been installed. The RTV compound uses a catalyst

to start the vulcanizing process. Varying the amount of catalyst changes the cure time, but the silicone
rubber generally does not flow well after 15 minutes and solidifies in about one hour. A full scale plexiglas
model of the prototypical shell installation was used in initial testing as described in the previous quarterly.

: The 0.200-inch gap in the model was successfully filled with RTV in regions as large as 18 inches x 36
inches by pulling a vacuum. The largest span of the panel gap in the prototypical combustor is 36 inches;

the plexiglas model was successfully filled in the 36-inch direction in less than two minutes using the
vacuum technique.

The final test of the technique was a "blind" test on the 20 MWt spool section with prototypical panels

installed. Panels were installed in 180 degrees of the spool section and panel-to-panel gaps were sealed-off

with self-curing RTV caulking compound. A flange fixture was installed on the bottom of the spool section
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which sealed the bottom gap and had several vacuum ports. The vacuum ports, each with its own valve,
were manifolded to a vacuum line. This setup is shown in Figure 4-3, An RTV reservoir was constructed

on the top gap of the spools section (see Figure 4-4). After this reservoir was filled with RTV, the vacuum
was actuated. As each vacuum port filled with RTV, its valve was closed. In less than one minute, the gap
was filled as indicated by the observation of RTV within the clear tubing coming out of the vacuum ports.
The vacuum was cut off and the RTV was allowed to cure. After the panels were removed, no voids were

found in the gap.

This test confirmed the technique which will be used to inst,di RTV into the prototypical combustor.
The combustor has several different geometries in terrns of flanges and panel intersections, so some

additional fixturing will be required. However, the same basic gap size is being filled and the same
installation concept will be employed.

4.1.2.3 Second Stage Hardware Manufacturing Development

A second stage oxygen injector, x438119, similar to the prototypical design, was fabricated and is now
in service at the CDIF. The injector frame incorporates features to improve service life such as

unsegmented stainless steel liners, improved braze procedures and improvecl distribution of cooling water
flow. Prototypical materials were used including OFHC, 446 stainless steel liners and BAu-4 (gold) braze
alloy.

An ultrasonic method of inspecting second stage braze voids has been developed. In terms of heat

transfer effects, a void space within the OH-IC and stainless steel braze interface will prevent cooling of
stainless steel liners exposed to hot, particle-laden gas flow. Thermal analysis indicates a void diameter of
0.125 inch is marginal for localized heat transfer requirements. The qualification process involved an

inspector using C-scan technique to provide a mapping of braze voids. The non-destructive C-scan analysis
has detected voids as small as 0.063-inch diameter within the braze interface. C-scan results were verified

by destructive analysis using polishing and photomicrographing the second stage frame.

4.1.3 Impact of Low Temperature Cooling Water

The prototypical combustor slagging stage and precombustor cooling panels, as well as the baffles mad
precombustor combustion c_n were designed to be cooled with 450°F, 1200 psi cooling water. All the
above components will be made of a low alloy steel T-11 (1 1/4 Cr-1/2 Mo) which is widely used for boiler
construction. The cooling water temperature and high design heat fluxes (about 50 W/cm 2 for steady state
conditions and about 150 W/cre 2 for transient conditions) were the driving factors in selecting lhe T-11

alloy. Additional factors supporting the selection were good fabricability and many years of usage in power
plant pulverized coal (P.C.) burners and boilers. Based on high temperature sulfur corrosion tests
performed at ANL and thermal/stress analysis performed during the design process, a lifetime of 20,000
hours was predicted tbr the slagging stage panels operating in a reducing environment. The lifetime was

• potentially limited by the gas-side corrosion of the panels and the gas-side thermal cycling. The back side
and panel edges were of low concern because the mechanical and thermal stresses were low, and sulfur
corrosion was not an issue since the metal temperatures operate at approximately the coning water

temperature (450°F to 500°F level). At the same time, these back side panel temperatures provided a good
assurance against sulfuric and nitric acids condensation on the panel back surfaces during operation and
combustor cool-down since the 450°F combustor cooling water was to be used for the combustor dryout.

The precombustor dew points at 6 atmosphe_s pressure while burning the Illinois No. 6 seam coal are
- 350°F for H2SO4 and 230°F for nitric acid.. "Tiaerespective dew point for the Western coal are about 15 to

25°F lower, or 325°F and 215°F.

The recent decision not to use the 450°F cooling water during the proof-of-concept test at the CDIF has

a significant impact on the cooling panels lifetime assessment and their operational reliability. The high
temperature (sulfur) corrosion of the gas facing surfaces becomes non-issues since the gas-side metal
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Figure 4-4. Details of RTV Fill Test Setup
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temperaturewill be reduce_ by =300°F when 100°F cooling water is used. However, low temperature
corrosion of the panel edges and the back sides caused by acid condensation becomes a primary concern.

The T-11 panel steel is very susceptible to corrosion attack by nitric and low concentrated sulfuric acids.
The low temperature and downtime corrosion is a well known problem tbr the atmospheric pulverized coal
burners made of low alloy or carbon steels. Highly localized catastrophic pits can develop after short
operation with metal temperatures below some limits, which depend primarily on sulfur content in the coal
and excessive oxygen availability.

To tmderstand _ severity of the problem and select a minimum acceptable cooling water temperature,
the following activities were initiated:

• Assessment of potential H2SO4 and HNO3 concentrations in the precombu,_tor and slagging stage.

• Assessment of low temperature corrosion in the workhorse hardware and the spool section tested
during 250 hours at UTSI.

• Survey of low temperature corrosion data in the pulverized coal burners and coal gasifiers and
relevant indusarial recomrnendatiom regarding metal temperatures.

• Assessment of low alloy steel and RTV susceptibility to low concentrations of H2SO4 and HNO3

at the, 100°F to 200°F range.

• Assessment of different potential protective coatings.

The above stated activities are still in progress. However, some preliminary results and conclusion are
summarized below. The precombustor components and the slagging stage air inlet operate in an oxidizing
environment, and both nitric and sulfuric acids can be formed when the combustion products are cooled
down. The NOx level is substantially lower in the reducing environment of the slagging stage (relative to
the precombustor), and the seed injection precludes H2SO4 formation in the deswirl section and second

stage. A schematic of the combustor combustion zones is shown in Figure 4-5. Calculated gas
compositions at 6 atm for Illinois No. 6 and Montana Rosebud seam coals are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2,
respectively.

Samples of a refractory material located in a gap between the filler (transition from the precombustor to
the first stage air inlet) and pressure shell of the workhorse combustor installed at the CDIF were chemicaUy
analyzed. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 4-2. As can be seen from Table 4-3, the
refractory material pH value is significantly lower than that of the blank indicating acid presence in the
analyzed samples. The presence of nitrates and sulfates in each sample indicates that both nitric and sulfuric
might be present. Additional analyses also confirm (as may be expected) that the absorbed nitrate level is
higher in the precombustor than in the slagging stage, ',nadthat the nitrate/sulfate concentration is higher
away from the gas facing surface. The latter is a strong indication that the nitrate/sulfate absorption is
caused by condensation of the combustion plxxlucts.

. Tl_e workhorse hardware and the prototypicaI combustor spool ,section tested at UTSI were inspected

for any signs of corrosion attack. The CDIF workhorse hardware is made of Inconel 625 and stainless steel
: 316L. These materials have very good resistance to both nitric and sulfuric acids at room temperature

(especially at low concentration levels less than the 1% expected in the combustor). No sigm of corrosion
were found on the components made from these materials. The workhorse precombustor is bolted together

with carbon steel bolts. Twelve precombustor bolls were inspected. Two bolts had 6-mil deep corrosion
pits after 280 hours of testing over 22:months since beh_g installed in the precombustor. Out of four
stai_lless steel slag retention pins unintentionally left, in the summer of !989, in the assembly groove
between tlx l_ead end and air inlet sections, two pins had 6-rail deep pits. Since the austenitic stainless

steels l_ve very good resistance to nitric acid, the corroded pins confirm the presence of sulfuric acid. A
carbon steel domed slagging stage head end was tested for about 40 hom,'s at CI'S. Signs of localized
corrosion were found at the bottom part of the head end flange and in some spots ota the gas-side.
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Figure 4-5. Schematic Diagram of the MHD Combustor System with Identification of
Zones 1 Through 5 for Which Gas Chemistry Calculations Were Performed

The prototypical spool section tested for 250 hours at UTSI was made of low alloy (T- l l) and 304

stainless steel panels. After the 250-hour test in September 1990, the gas sides of the panels were inspected
and showed no signs of corrosion. An additional inspection of the panel edges and back sides was
performed in Januar 3, 1991 when a decision not to use the 450°F combustor cooling water was made.

Some results of this inspection are shown in Figures 4-6, 4-7 and 4-8. They can be summarized as
follows:

• Side edges of low alloy panels which had 1/8-inch installation gaps (between panels on gas-side) in
the axial (gas flow) direction were corroded. One panel had 17-mil deep pits (Figure 4-6).

• The axial edges (parallel to the flow direction) of low alloy panels with small (30 to 50 mils)
: installation gaps had very shallow pits (1 to 3 mils).

• Inconel 625 plasma-sprayed coating (one low 'alloy panel was coated) was damaged by corrosion
probably because of high porosity of the coating (Figure 4-7).

• No signs of corrosion of stainless steel panels were found. However, nickel plating of the panels
(made to simplify brazing) was pitted (Figure 4-8), indicating niuic acid presence, lt should be

: mentioned that because of potassium _ed injection with the coal, sulfuric acid is not formed in the
UTSI combustor.

In addition to the panels, the carbon steel tzansition rings used to mate the spool section with the UTSI
combustor were. also inspected. No signs of corrosion attack were found. Garlock gaskets were glued
with RTV to the matching sides of the tings. The gaskets and RTV were not damaged during the 250-hour
test and created a protective coating for the rings.

A literature search has been performed to assess industrial experience with low temperature arid
downtime corrosion. Typical recommendations for the minimum low alloy steel temperatures of the
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TABLE 4-3. REFRACTORY MATERIAL TEST RESULTS

............. pH of Nitrate Conc in Sulfate Conc in' Nitrate Conc in Sulfate Conc in
Water Water Extract Water Extract Filler Material Filler Material

Sample lD Extract (PPM) (PPM) (%) (%)
Blank ...... 7.61 <2,0 <2.0 -"-.....

Top Side Left # 1 2,79 1370 540 0.52 0.20

Top Side Left # 2 2.66 1760 '150 0,68 0,29

Top Side Right # 1 2.84 370 160 0.14 0.06

Top Side Right # 2 2,82 800 460 0.31 0.18
Bottom Side Left # 1 2.46 910 550 0.35 0.21

Bottom Side Left # 2 2.43 890 580 0,35 0.23

Bottom Side Right # 1 2.57 1680 930 0.67 0.35

Botton Side Right # 2 2,62 760 350 0.29 O.14
, ,

Figure 4-6. Corrosion Pits (About 20 Mils Deep) in the Side Edges, Low Alloy Panel
(Mag. 2X)

atmospheric burners operating on coal are summalized in Figure 4-9, Depending on the sulfur content of

coal, the minimum recomr_ended temperature varies from 155°F for low sulfur coals to 185°F tor high

sulfur coals. Taking into account that the respective MHD (6 atm) combustor dew points are 50°F to 60°F

higher than for atmospheric combustors, metal temperatures in the 210°F to 230°F range are required to

prevent low temperature corrosion of the prototypicH combustor cooling panels.
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Figure 4-7. Corrosion of Plasma-Sprayed Inconel 625 Coating, Low Alloy Panel (Mag. 2,4X)
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Figure 4-8. Nickel Plating Corrosion, Stainless Steel Panel (Mag. 7.5X)
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Availability of corrosion protective coatings is under study and some preliminary tests with plasma-
sprayed alumina and Inconel 625 were performed. The first results are not encouraging. Because of high
porosity, the coatings were easily attacked by nitric and sulfuric acids and delaminated, A literature survey
indicates that this is a typical problem for the coatings.

4.2 HIGH PRESSURE COOLING SUBSYSTEM DESIGN (SUBTASK 2.1.3)

During this reporting period, the following tasks were performed as part of the High Pressure Cooling
Subsystem (Ht_S) design effort:

• The Primary Cooling Water (PCW) Working Group completed a study on using existing cooling
water systems at the CDIF for the prototypical Combustion Subsystem hardware. The group
recommended procurement of a dedicated low temperature, low pressure cooling skid.

• Electrical isolator testing was completed with over 50 hours accumulated at 400°F and 1000 psia
and no failures. Limited tests were also successfully completed at 450°F and 1000 psia.

: • An equipment specification and RFP were prepared for the new Low Pressure Cooling System
(LPCS) skid and released for quotation. Bids are due in mid-Febn_ary.

4.2.1 PCW Working Group Activities

In late October 1990, a working group was established to assess the impact of using the existing CDIF

Primary Cooling Water (PCW) system to cool the prototypical Combustion Subsystem hardware. The goal
of the group was to determine what modifications (if any) to the PCW system would be required, madto

provide cost and schedule estimates for the modifica_ons, lt was requested that the group al_ consider the
option of using a low pressure, stand-alone skid to cool the Combustion Subsystem, rather than making

: changes to the existing PCW system.
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The group considered thr_ee basic options:

1. Use. the existing PCW system as is, with a small "dryout" loop added to prevent acid condensation
in the Combustion Sut_system.

2. Procure and install a deAicated low pressure (300 psi), low temperature (100°F) skid to cool the

combustor (including ata integrated dryout capability).

3. Split the PCW into two _separate loops, with one loop dedicated to Combustion Subsystem cooling.

The primary issues which w(.ere addressed in evaluating the options were compatibility of metallurgy

and water chemistry, water flow _rate margin, relative cost and overall schedule. Based on these
considerations, it is the group's rc.commendation that the program go forward with Option 2, the

procurement of a dedicated skid for cooling the Combustion Subsystem.

The advantages and disadvantages of the ttu'ee options are summarized in Table 4-4 and are more fully
described in the working group's final repoI_. There were, two primary factors in recommending Option 2.

First, both Options 1 and 3 have a _very small margin on total flow capacity (4300 GPM available versus

4100 GPM required). Providing a ._eparate skid will provide a much more acceptable margin on total
available water flow. Second, altl_,ugh a separate skid has a higher cost to the program, it provides the best

chance for meeting the overall program schedule.

A secondary factor in this ree,ommendation is that cooling of the low alloy steel panels in the

Combustion Subsystem will be separated from the other components cooled by the PCW. Although there
is no concrete evidence that contam[r_nation (e.g. due to iron oxide formation) would be a problem,

concerns have been raised about poss_ble panel oxidation during downtime and its subsequent effect on

other components, in particular, the magnet.

TABLE 4-4. COMPARISON O_ COOLING WATER OPTIONS FOR POC HARDWARE

'Estimated' Es_im'ated
Cost to S¢ikedule Advantages Disadvantages

Progarm ($K) (Mi,onths)

Option 1: 302 12.5 • Lowest cost • Small margin on totalwater flow
Use existing • Operationally simple
PCW as is with • Single water chemistry
dryout loop • Relatively short
added for schedule • Some risk due tocombined metallurgy
combustor

Option 2: 481 11.5 • Best chance for • Highest cost to
Procure and meeting program program
install a low schedule
press, low temp. • Allows separate water
skid to cool chemistries
combustion
subsystem with • Separates combustionsubsystem (low alloy
integral dryout steel)
loop

• Provides safe margin
on cooling water flow

Option 3: 391 16.5 • Separates combustion • Large impact to
Split the PCW subsystem (low alloy program schedule
into 2 separate steel) • Small margin on total
loops, with • Utilizes existing water flow
added dryout equipment

loop • Allows separate water
chemistries
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Based on this recommendation, TRW prepared an equipment specification for a cooling skid which has
been named the Low Pressure Cooling System (LPCS). The requirements for the LPCS are summarized in

Table 4-5. "[he system will provide cooling water for the slagging stage and precombustor, with the second
stage cooled by the PCW system (as is presently tile case for the workhorse hardware).

One modification in the requirements on the LPCS from the working group's recommendation is the
system temperature. Due to concerns about sulfuric and nitric acid condensation on low temperature
surfaces in the combustor, the LPCS supply temperature has been specified as 210°F. This is above both
the water vapor and nitric acid dew points, and should minimize corrosion due to acid condensation.

4.2.2 Electrical Isolator Testing

During this reporting period, preliminary tests were completed on the high temperature, high pressure
electrical isolator. The quarterly report for the previous reporting period provided a brief description of
some of the initial test results: Here, a more detailed description of the entire testing effort is presented.
For reference, the prototypical isolator design and the test isolator are shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11,
respectively.

4.2.2.1 Summary of Test Results

Tests were performed using three different materials: a polyimide (DuPont Vespel), a PEEK (Victrex
450GL20), and a limited test with a machinable ceramic (Coming Macor).

TABLE 4-g. LOW PRESSURE COOLING SYSTEM OPERATING PARAMETERS

A. NORMAL OPERATING MODE

PARAMETER .... NOMINA,L MINIMUM MA_XIMUM CONTROL

TOTAL FLOWRATE(Ib/see) ...... 180 N/R3 ' 225 --_ ±10

SUPPLY PRESSURE1 (psia) 320 N/R N/R .+,10 ,

SUPPLY/RETURNAP1 (psi) 200 N/R 220 N/R

SUPPLY TEMPERATURE1 (°F) 210 170 N/R ,+_15

SUPPLY/RETURNAT1 (°F) 13 9 27 N/A2
HEATREJECTION(MMBtu/hr) 8.9 5.7 18.7 N/A

WATER RESISTIVITY4 (Mohm-cm) 1.0 0.5 N/R N/R

WATERpH 7.0 N/R N/R +0.5

WATER DISSOLVED0 2 (ppm) 3.0 N/R N/R +1.0
...........

B. HEAT-UP MODE

r-- " PARAMETER ' N()MiNAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM CONTROL

FLOWRATE(Ib/sec) 20 N/R N/R +2

SUPPLY PRESSURE1 (psia) 100 N/R N/R +10

: SUPPLY/RETURNz_P1 (psi) 3 3 3 N/R
SUPPLY TEMPERATURE1 (°F) 210 150 N/R .+,10
SYSTEMHEAT-UPRATE(°F/rain) 2.0 N/R N/R ±0.5

NOTES:
1. MEASURED AT THE CONNECTING FLANGES OF LPCS SKID.
2. N/A: NO'I'APPLICABLE.
3. N/R: NO REQUIREMENT.
4. MEASURED AT THE RETURN FLANGE TO THE SKID.
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The Vespel tests, which were the most extensive in terms of characterizing the isolator performance and
debugging the experimental setup, however, ended with the conclusion that Vespel is unacceptable due to

hydrolysis effects. These tests also pointed out the difficulties in maintaining water resistivity due to both
temperature and contamination effects.

The PF,EK tests were primarily aimed at demonstrating that the material could survive the high
temperature and high pressure environment for an extended period, Over 50 hours of test time were
accumulated at 400°F and 1000 psig and about 6 hours at 450°F and 1000 pstg, with no observed leaks or

degradation of the PEEK material. Due tO,decreased water resistivity with temperature and power supply
limits (30 mA), only small voltages (<500 V) could be applied at these temperatures.However, several
tests were performed, as described below, to electricaUy "proof" test the material at temperature.

A single Macor ceramic insulator was installed in the isolator, with stainless steel sealing plates used in
the other insulator locations. During proof testing (at room temperature), the Mac0r cracked at about the

1000 psig level, causing a loss of pressure_'' The crack was radial in direction, extending from the ID to the
OD of the insulator, lt is clear from thi s r_:,;ultthat ceramics are unacceptable for the isolator without a

design change, ii

The following sections provide a Ch_,,_no!ogicaldescription of the above tests in somewhat more detail,
followed by some obser_,ations m_ ide,:_sf_Srpossible design changes and future testing needs.

4.2.2.2 Vespel Tests

The following materials were used in these tests: Vespel tbr the isolating plates and nut isolators, filled

Teflon (trade name:F!uoro'.!y 'K') for the centering rings and bolt isolators and Viton for the o-rings.

A load cell was used on a spring slack to determine the correlation between bolt torque and spring
deflection, lt was determined that a bolt torque of 100 ft-lbs was required to establish the correct preload on

the assembly. The assembly was then hydraulically proof tested to 1850 psig with no evidence of leaks or
permanent deformation.

The isolator was then electrically tested, while filled with DI water at ambient temperature and pressure,

applying up to 3000 V (the power supply limit). This is equivalent to 600 V per gap, or 8400 V for the 14-
gap prototypical isolator. The measured voltage distribution (Figure 4-12) was fairly linear, with small end
effects. The measured current leakage (Figure 4.13) was in reasonable agreement with predictions, given

some uncertainty in the level of water resistivity in the isolator during the test.

The DI water used for the test was obtained from a laboratory source, lt was tbund that during

transport of the water, CO2 absorption from the atmosphere rapidly reduced the water resistivity from the
12 to 14 Mohm-cm level to below 2 Mohm-cm (Figure 4-14). This effect was mitigated by eliminating air

contact when filling the transfer bottle and by transferring the water into the isolator using GN2

pressurant/purge.

Following the room temperature tests, the isolator was drained and heated to 450°F in a "dry" condition.
While at temperature, 11300V were applied, with no measured current leakage. Following cool-down, the
isolator was leak tested to 1200 psig, with no leaks observed. The bolt torques had decreased by 10 to

20%, presumably due to creep in the nut isolators and Vespel isolator plates. Upon disassembly, some
minor deformation of the Teflon bolt sleeves and centering disks was noted, The Viton o-rings had taken a
"set", but were otherwise undamaged. Of particular note was the condition of the top (grounded) stainless

steel endplate. The center of the plate was covered with a thin iron oxide layer, having a very unitbrm

appearance. The high voltage endplate was relatively clean, with some minor rust spots. The source of the
oxidation was never completely resolved.

After cleaning and reassembling the isolator, the isolator was filled with water, pressurized to 600 psig,

and slowly heated to 250°F, The maximum voltage which could be applied (limited by 30 mA power
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supply) steadily decreased with increasing temperature. At 250°F, only 300 V could be applied across the
isolator.

A high pot test was performed at temperature by temporarily venting the isolator to atmosphere to drop
the water level to just below the top plate. The level was determined to be at this position when the entire

voltage drop appeared across the first plate. This created a saturated steam environment around the first
Vespel plate at about 234°F. The top plate was then subjected to a high pot of 1000 V, equivalent to 14,000
V in the prototypical design. The measured leakage current was less than 0.5 mA at this voltage.

Following completion of the 250°F tests, the isolator was flushed and refilled with DI water,
pressurized to 700 psig, and slowly heated to 450°F over a period of about 5 hours. Upon reaching 450°F,

an attempt to pressurize the isolator to 1200 psig was made. At the 1000 psig level, the system began
venting and rapidly losing pressure.

Subsequent disassembly and inspection of the isolator revealed numerous cracks on the ID of all of the
Vespel plates. The cracks were generally radial in direction, ranging in size from hairline to 0.015 inch
wide. Some branching circmnferential cracks followed machine marks on the material. Most of the radial

cracks stopped inside the o-ring location, but a few penetrated beyond (explaining the leaks). Further
evaluation and discussions with DuPont support the theory that hydrolysis caused loss in mechanical
properties to the point that the hoop stresses in the material could no longer be sustained.

4.2,2.3 PEEK Tests

The PEEK material used for this set of tests was Victrex 450GL20, which is a 20% glass-filled grade.
The material is rated for continuous use at 482°F, and has a heat distortion temperature of >572°F. There is

fairly extensive data on use with water' at temperatures above 480°F, without any significant degradation.

In the earlier tests it was discovered that the filled Teflon (Fluoroly 'K') used for the bolt sleeves and

the centering rings was filled with graphite, rather than glass as previously thought. Due to concerns about
a possible electrical short, the centering rings were left out of the assembly for ali of the tests, and the bolt
sleeves were substituted with "virgin" Teflon replacements following Test A-7. Care was taken to center
the PEEK disks during assembly, and to keep the gaps between the stainless steel plates free from moisture
and dirt during the tests.

Table 4-6 summarizes the data obtained in the PEEK tests. There were basically three series in this
phase of testing: 1) a set of tests at nominal temperatures of 150, 200, 250 and 350°F and pressures below
500 psig, 2) a set of duration tests which accumulated 51 hours at 400°F and 1(DOpsig, and 3) two 450°F
tests at 600 and 1000 psig, respectively. In total, 62.6 hours were accumulated at temperatures above
400°K

Peek Test Series A - 350°F

The objective of the first test series (Tests A-1 to A-8) was to demonstrate integrity of the PEEK

material up to 350°F and 500 psig. As with the earlier Vespel tests, the resistance of the isolator fell sharply
with increasing temperature. To minimize the contribution of contamination, a setup was devised to gravity
transfer 2 Mohrn-cm DI water into the isolator while at temperatures below 200°F. Figure 4-15 shows a
plot of "apparent" water resistivity (backed out from the theoretical expression for isolator resistance) and
temperature versus time for the test on October 11, 1990. The transfers are seen to have only a temporary
effect on increasing the apparent resistivity.

A further effort in this direction was made by installing a DI water transfer system (Figure 4-16) which
produced 12 to 14 Mohm-cm water from the laboratory supply, and allowed pressurized flushes through

: the isolator at temperatures up to 300°F. Again, this had only a temporary effect on resistivity. Figure 4-17

shows a plot of maximum voltage (30 mA current limit) and temperature versus time for the test on
10/18/90. The transfer system did enable a maximum of 2200 V (6160 V equivalent) to be applied at
250°F, but the resistivity rapidly decreased after the transfer.
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The resistivity data from tests A1 through A6 is comparedin Figure 4-18 to data for pure water

published by Light (Reference 1). With the exception of the 10/15/90 data (for which the temperature
readings are su_), the general trend is similar to the Light data. The, relative contribution of

contamination versus water disassociation (H20 _ OH- + H+) is probably difficult to distinguish without

more accurate measurements. However, the 10/18/90 data, where three transfers were made, seem to

,support the observation by Light that the contribution of disassociation dominates the water conductivity at

elevated temperatures.

As with the previous Vespel tests, several "high pot" tests were performed by venting the pressure so as
to flash steam inside the isolator and drop tlm water level to just below the top plate. The current leakage
was 0.2 to 0.5 mA at 1100 V during these tests, presumably due to condensed moisture on the ID of the
isolator. Otherwise, no problems were noted in holding 1100 V across the single insulator.

After completing the tests to 350°F, the isolator was disassembled and inspected. There was no visible
degradation of the PEEK material, other than the side that was shiny when new appeared dull in some
locations. The top (grounded) stainless steel endplate had a yellowish discoloration in the center, perhaps

due to PEEK omgassing, 'and was easily cleaned by light sanding. The isolator was reassembled using new
o-rings, and the new virgin Teflon bolt sleeves.

Peek Test Series B - 400°F

The objective of the next series of tests (tests B1 through BI0) was to accumulate over 50 hours of
operation were at 400°F and 1000 psig (Table 4-6), and thus demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the
PEEK material at these conditions. Few electrical measurements were made during these tests, as the

maximum voltage which could be applied was generally less than 20 V. High pot tests, as previously
described, were successfully performed at the begimling and end of this test series. For the high pot tests,
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1100 V (15,000 V equivalent) was sustained for 3 to 5 minutes, followed by 500 V (7000 V equivalent)
sustained for 30 minutes. Most of the test hours were accumulated in 9 to 10hour segrnents, to avoid
leaving the isolator urmttendedat high temperature ",uadpressure.

After completing the 400°F test series, the isolator was again disassembled and inspected. The PEEK
material looked exceUent; there was no sign of cracks. The material exposed to water was slightly lighter in
color than the material outside the o-ring. There was also a slight yellowishcast to the material which
protrudes beyond the stainless steel flanges on the isolator ID. The top (grmmded) stainless steel endplate
was only slightly discolored while the bottom (lfigh voltage) endplate was covered with what appealed to be
a reddish-brown iron oxide layer. The individual stainless steel flanges were also discolored on the ID. As
sketched in Figure4-19, the rust discoloration only appeared on the top (higher voltage) half of each flange
ID. Although obviously of electrt_.hemical origin, it is unclear why the same effect was not seen in earlier
tests. The o-rings had ali taken a permanent set and, in one case, there was a cut and "melted" appearance
on the OD, perhaps due to improper instaUation. However, no sealing problems were encountered during
this test series.

Peek Test Series C - 450°F

Following cleaning and reassembling, two tests at the 450°F level were conducted at pressures of 600
and 1000 psig (Table 4-6). Approximately 5.5 hours were accumulated at this temperature, and high pot
tests were performed without any problems encountered.

Upon disassembly, the top (grounded) endplate was discolored, madthe bottom (high voltage) endplate
was mostly clean (opposite the result from the 400°F tests). Furthemaore,the discoloration pattern on the
lD of the individual flanges alternated from flange to flange (see Figure.4-20). A reasonable explanation for
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this phenomenon has yet to be found. The PEEK plates still looked to be in good shape; however it was

noticed that the plates were out of round by 0.050 to 0.075 inches, based on comparison with an unused
plate, lt is uncertain if the plates were out of round after the earlier 400°F tests, since the distortion is subtle
enough to be missed on first inspection.

4.2.2.4 Discussion

From the point of view of materials screening, the tests were relatively successful. The PEEK
insulators survived over 50 hours in water at 400°F and 1000 psig, and although they appeared slightly out
of round following the tests to 450°F, no significant degradation of the material was noted. The Vespel,
although not suitable as a water-side material,worked quite well for the nut isolators, and looked nearly

new at the completion of testing. The Viton o-rings took a permanent set during the tests; however, this did
not seem to affect their sealing ability.

From the point of view of electrical isolation capability, the tests raised several questions. Most
important is the level of water resistivity which can _ practically obtained at elevated temperatures. The
theoretical resistivity for pure water at 450°F is about 0.3 Motun-cm (Reference 1); this would increase, the
current leakage for our prototypical (1 Mohm-cm) design from 75 mA to about 250 mA. lt is presently
uncertain whether this level of resistivity can be obtained in a large cooling water system in an industrial
environment. Some work needs to be,done to determine if there are any high temperature, high resistivity
(>0.1 Mohm-cm) applications presently in use. At least it is encouraging that the effect of impurities on
resistivity appears to diminish at elevated temperatures.

The effect of increased current leakage on the isolator design also needs to be assessed. The power loss
is probably not significant: 500 mA at 10 kV is only 5 kW. Of more concern is electrochemical erosion of
the current collection surfaces. The fact that probable electrochemical corrosion appeared at very low
current is a bit troublesome. Future tests should address tiffsconcern more directly, lt may be necessary to
incorporate sacrificial current collection surfaces which can be easily changed out.

Some optimization of the present design can be done, for example, increase the isolator L/D to lower
current leakage at the expense of pressure drop. Also, based on the electrochemical corrosion which was
observed on the ID surfaces, it may be advisable to decrease the ratio of surface to core current leakage.
For our prototypical design with 1.0-inch pitch and 0.125-inch insulators, the ratio is about 0.4.

Decreasing the pitch to 0.5 inch and increasing the insulator thickness to 0.188 inch results in a ratio of
about 0.1. However, this comes at the expense of more insulating plates for the same current leakage,

increasing the overall cost. These types of trades must be looked at in more detail tbr a high temperature
isolator.

Finally, the MHD system implications should be examined. For example, if a practical isolator can
function only at 350°F, what is the impact on the overall plant efficiency? Is there a breaking point on the
efficiency curve where the temperature should just be reduced ali the way to 100°F? If required, what is the
cost of implementing specialized water resistivity equipment? These questions should be relatively
straightforward to answer, and will begin to be addressed during the next reporting period.

4.3 COMBUSTION SUBSYSTEM MANUFACTURING PLANNING (SUBTASK 2.2)

The procurement process was continued during this reporting period. Purchase orders Ibr most of the
raw materials necessary to fabricate the combustion subsystem were awarded. Quotes to manufacture
individual combustion subsystem components were received, as well as a proposal from Remmele

o Engineering Inc. to manufacture all the subsystem components under a single subcontract. Although four
companies had indicated they were interested in submitting a proposal, two later declined and one could not

- respond in a reasonable time frame, although several extensions were granted.

When the collective vendor quotes to manufacture components on a individual bases were compared to
the proposal to manufacture ali the components by a single subcontract, it became obvious the single
subcontract path would be the most costly. Based on this comparison, the project has elected to solicit an
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expanded array of vendors for best and final quotes based on the Ibrmally released component drawings

and other supporting documentation. At the same time, vendors are.being asked to prepare weld coupons
for TRW evaluation. This process will determine if the vendors can perform the welding operation in
compliance with the specified requirement and will provide some insight into the vendor's understanding of
the specifications and procedures that TRW has provided.

However, a single vendor has been tentatively selected to manufacture the cooling panel assemblies.
This vendor is currently preparing weld coupons and a best and final quote. The award of this purchase
order has taken priority because these components have the longest manufacturing cycle.

Because of higher than anticipated quoted costs to fabricate the baffle and endplates, alternate design
options are being considered for the purpose of reducing the manufacturing cost. This effort is going on in
parallel with the current quotation cycle.

An RFQ was prepared for the Low Pressure Cooling System (LPCS) and released in late January.
Two vendors will be bidding: Ellis & Watts of Cincinnati, Ohio, and ACL Teclmologies of Santa Ana,
Califomia. Responses are due in Mid-February, with a subcontract start date near March 1.

REFERENCES FOR SECTION 4

1. Light, T. S. and Light, S. L., "Conductivity and Resistivity of Water From the Melting to Critical
Points," _, Vol. 57, No. 19, pp. 2.327 to 2330, October 1987.

See also:

Light, T. S., "Temperature Dependence and Measurement of Resistivity of Pure Water",
_, Vol. 56, No. 7, June 1984.
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5. PROTOTYPICAL CHANNEL DESIGN (TASK 3)

During the past quarter, much work was accomplished on the Prototypical Channel Design (Task 3).
Work has been conducted on confirmationtests leading to the selection of gas-side designs and studies to
assist in channel fabrication. The proposed gas, side design is presented in Section 5.1. Anode
confirmation tests and related analyses of anode wear mechanisms are described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3,
respectively. Section 5.4 describes confirmation tests used to select the sidewall gas-side design, while
Sections 5.5 and 5.6 describe brazing techniques and tests on the durability of sidewall water cooling
jumper hoses, Section 5.7 presents the results of thermal stress tests of sidewall elements.

5.1 DESCRIPTION OF ANODE AND SIDEWALL DESIGNS

5.1.1 Summary

Designs of the anode and sidewall elements for the lA4 channel have been selected based on Mark VII
tests and limited material test data from the CDIF. These designs are subject to coal-fired confirmation tests

at the CDIF, manufacturing development, and approval by the DOE.

5.1.2 Anode Design

The major features of the lA4 anode design are shown in Figure 5-1. lt is the same basic design as
presented at the CDR in September with the exception of a dimensional change in the boron nitride insulator

to provide a slag retention groove. The gas-side insulator has been recessed 0,09 inches below the wall
surface and its width increased from 0.072 to 0.09 inches. The original features of platinum caps on

tungsten to provide primary and secondary con'osion protection remain unchanged.

5.1.3 Sidewall Design

The six element modified "Z" configuration of the sidewall bars and the materials of construction are

shown on Figure 5-2. The wall locations for the three material combinations used on the sidew_ bars are
indicated as Zones 1,2 and 3 in Figure 5-3. Zone 1 is the most crucial area and encompasses the two
bars adjacent to the cathode wall. These have tungsten-copper bases with tungsten caps to give the best
known protection in the presence of cathode wall shorting with attendant high voltage breakdowns. Zone 2
is the second most crucial region encompassing the first meter of the sidewall where the magnetic field is
changing, the heat flux is highest, and is the location of the anode consolidation for power extraction.
These sidewall bars, as well as the adjoining nozzle elements and channel inlet flange, are constructed of
tungsten capped copper. The remaining sidebars (Zone 3) are made of solid tungsten-copper. This
provides the requisite life with the maximum reliability because no gas-side cap brazing is required,

5.2 MARK VII ANODE TEST RESULTS
_

5.2.1 Summary

Slagging anode tests have been successfully completed in the Mark VII channel and a 1A4 design has
been chosen. Recessing the interanode insulator provides the slag retention groove. Platinum capped
tungsten remains the primary and secondary corrosion protection. Coal-fired confirmation tests of this
design are scheduled at the CDIF in January and February 1991.

5.2.2 Mark VII Tests of lA4 Slagging Anodes

In the previous quarterly report fThineenth Quarterly, August through October 1990), the design and
operating details of a slagging anode test with the Mark VII channel and two candidate platinum/tungsten
1A4 anode designs were described. The original nonslagging anodes proposed tbr the lA4 channel were

: patterned after designs that successtidly completed a 1,(DO-hour Mark VII anode test in 1981. Recent tests

of these nonslagging anodes in both the Mark VII and the CDIF channels have resulted in a localized grain
boundary attack on the platinum caps of several electrodes. 'Ihe exact mecharisms of this attack are still
being investigated, but the cause is speculated to be from: 1) higher arc currents due to thicker boundary
layers, and/or 2) current concentrations along the localized slag streamers that come and go on a

_
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nonslaggingwall. If thisspeculationis correct,tic mostobviouswayto improvethesituationis to
configure the anodes to retain a slag layer resulting in an increase in the temperature and uniformity of the
wall surface.

The first segment of the Mark VII slagging anode test, reported in the previous quarterly report, was
conducted at prototypical levels of current density. No attack on the 1A4 platinum candidates was
observed. One special "temperature effect" anode with a 3/32-inch substrate of stainless steel under the
platinum had a "marbled" surface pattem which was visually identica_to the attack on the nonslagging 1A4
anodes.

The second segment of this test was completed in the current reporting period and was basically a repeat
of the first test except the current density was approximately doubled. This was accomplished by increasing
oxygen enrichment from N/O = 0.8 to N/O = 0.5. Ali other operating parameters remained the same
including Rosebud ash carryover (40to 50%), SO2 additive (equivalent to Rosebud coal firing) and the
channel loading. Typical distributions of the current densities for the two tests are shown in Figures 5-4
and 5-5, Figure 5-6 is a plot of Hall voltage distribution that was typical for both tests. These two
electrical parameters along with the local heat fluxcombine to produce the electrochemical corrosion stresses
on the anode wall. Table 5-1 compares the Mark VII stress values to those predicted for the Corette retrofit
and two APT baseload channels.

Visual inspection of the platinum-clad surfaces of the 1A4 anodes after the high current density
operation showed absolutely no qualitative difference from the low current density test and very little, if

: any,quantitative difference. There were perhaps a few more arc scratches on the anode leading edges and a
slight increase in the "marble" pattern on the platinum-cladstainless steel "temperature effect" anode. The
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TABLE 5-1. COMPARISON OF CHANNEL PARAMETERS THAT PRODUCE
ELECTRODE STRESS

CHANNEL ' TEST NO. DURATION jyc,AMPS/CM 2 Ex,VOLTS/METER
......

Mark VII I, 18 hrs. 0.75 2000
1

Mark VII 2 22 hrs. 1.30 2000

Corette --- 0.77 2300

Retrofit 2

200 MW APT .... 0.76 2600

500 MW APT --- 0.72 2100H, i,--- lHiii i

1 These values ali occurred at the location of the 1A4 test anodes,

2 These are maximum values and occur at different axial locations.



photos of Figures 5-7, 5-8 and 5-9 can be directly compared with their low cmTent density counterparts in
the previous quarterly report, Figures 5-10 and 5-11 are closeup photos in the region containing the two
"temperature effect" anodes, Figure 5-10sh, ows the "marble" pattern on Anode No, 39 with 3/32-inch
s_nless under the platinum cap, Figure 5-11 s/lows Anode No. 41 that has a platinum cap brazed directly
to the copper base and has no attack, The other three anodes in Figures 5-10 and 5-11 are the selected 1A4

coiffiguration and have 3/8-inch tungsten under the platinum gas-side caps. The electrode design and
materials of construction are identical to the original lA4 nonslagging design. The interanode insulator has
been increased in width and recessed to provide the slag attachment groove. A dimensional sketch of the

proposed 1A4 slagging anode design is shown in Figure 5-12, and the path to its selection based on Mark
VII results is shown on the original test plan map of Figure 5-13. Fifty hours of co'd-fired confirmation

• tests in the CDIF are scheduled for completion by February 15, 1991.

5.2.3 Conclusions

1. Increasing current densities from a prototypical value of JYc = 0.75 to 1,30 amps/cm 2 produced

no new or increased corrosion on candidate 1A4 slagging anodes in a Mark VII test of 22 power
hours.

2, Both current densities produced a "marbled" corrosion pattem on the platinum cap over a 3/32-inch

stainless steel substrate. This is similar to platinum corrosion observed on several CDIF anodes
and is believed to be grain boundary attack.

3. lt is speculated that this attack is fundamentally thermal in nature and is a function of current per arc
and the thermal diffusivity and melting temperature of the anode metal. Current per arc is reduced
exponentially with increased wall temperature (i.e., slag) which reduces the boundary layer
resistance.
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4. Subject to confirmation tests in the CDIF channel, the lA4 anodes will be a slagging design with
platinum-capped tungsten providing the primary and secondary corrosion protection.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF PLATINUM ANODE WEAR MECHANISM

5.3.1 Summary

Recent nonslagging anode confirmation tests in the Mark VII and in the 1A 1 showed that the anodes
experienced urmsual types of wear on their exposed platinum surfaces. A plan for investigating these
occurrences has been developed and is presented in this report. Final results will be reported in the next
quarterly report.

5.3.2 Investigative Plans for Determining Anode Wear Mechanisms

Dunng recent anode confirmation tests with so-called nonslagging anodes in the Mark VII, and during
subsequent CDIF tests of similar lA4 prototypical anode designs, there were areas of the exposed Pt
surfaces which appeared to be different than previous test results. A more distinctive form of arc tracking
occurred on selected areas of some Pt comers and a marbling or mud cracking form of corrosion occurred
on selected areas of some of the anode Pt top caps. In both cases, on first glance, these appeared to be
more. severe than usual. In both series of tests, the nonslagging anodes were really partially slagging or
intermittently slagging. In the Mark VII tests, currentdensities were much higher than prototypical for part
of the confirmation test sequence.

Because this had not been observed on the 1000-hour test anodes and on previous anodes tested at the
CDIF, it was deemed worthwhile to find out as much as possible about the nature of this phenomenon.

A detailed 'analysis is underway to shed light on the following issues concerning the wear of platinum
anodes both in the IA channel and in the Mark VII channel tests:

• Was the platinum anode wear observed in recent lA channel tests significantly different from that
observed in previous tests either at the CDIF or in the Mark VII channel?

• Was there something different about the platinum used in these tests which could have contributed
to the wear?.

• Should any changes be made in the platinum specification for the 1A4 anodes?

• Is the principal wear mechanism local arc melting or is there ,some chemical attack taking place?

These questions are,being addressed using the following teclmiques:

• Visual examination of CDIF and Mark VII specimens.

• SEM micrographic and energy dispersive x-ray techniques.

_t • Wet chemical analysis.

: . Auger electron spectroscopy.

• Review of the, chemical corrosion pathways in platinum.

The analysis of the platinum anode wear phenomenon is almost complete and the results will be
reported in the next quarterly report.

5.4 SIDEWALL CONFIRMATION TESTS

5.4.1 Summary

A segmented bar sidewall design was selected for the lA4 channel. The bar sidewalls are of Z-shaped
design, in order to follow plasma equipotential lines more closely than is possible with conventional

J

straight-bar sidewalls, This is desirable because excessive departure from the plasma equipotentials, as

indicated by high interbar voltages, can result in excessive wear on the sidewalls. Confirmation tesLsto
verify the Z-wall design were performed on the Mark VII generator. Analysis of the test data showed that
the Z-bar sidewall design perlormed substantially better than the straight-bar design,
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5.4.2 Introduction

A segmented bar sidewall design was selected for the 1A4 proof-of-c0ncept generator. The bar wall
construction was preferred over the peg design because of the advantages of reliability and case of
fabrication. The bar wall designs are simple and have excellent hydraulic and structural reliability. They are
also easily scalable to larger sizes.

The disadvantage of the bar-style sidewall designs is their inability to follow a changing electrical
potential distribution in the plasma. When the bar orientation and the plasma equipotentiaI planes are
misaligned, sidebar elements span voltage gradients which can result in circulating currents within the bars,
and current leakage and arcing between the bars. These misalignments can occur in the electrode boundary
layer regions of the channel or when the generator is operated at off-design conditions.

Material wear due to interbar current leakage ar_l/or arcs has been observed on bar-style sidewalls. The
locations of the wear on the CDIF 1Al sidewalls are shown in Figure 5-14. Material loss occurred at the

upstream edges of the long cathode side bars near where these bars overlap the upstream midbars. The
wear patterns suggest anodic erosion due to leakage currents and/or arc discharges. High wear is observed
at positions with high interbar voltages. This is a well-documented effect (References 5-1 and 5-2).

Inter'oar voltages as high as 120 V have been measured across the insulator gaps between the cathode
sidebars and the upstream midbars. Anodic protection using braze,xi tungsten and tungsten-copper caps has
been tried on the cathode sidebars with varying degrees of success (Reference 5-1).

The other region of wear, at the anode wall/sidewall comer, also corresponds with high measured gap
voltages. During some of the channel tests, anode material losses from arc melting were observed. "Ihe

damage occurs at the wall corner joints and often under one of the sidewalls. The direction of the arc is
-- ,,..=, , i Hlml i ,11 i H i . , I ii i, i, H, i ,= 1,1_ ,

ANODE WALL
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Figure 5-14. Observed Wear Patterns on the CDIF Sidewalls
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from an anode to its upstream anode sidebar. In most cases the wall comer joint liners are punctured by the
arcs while the interanode insulators remain intact. Weak comer seals (thin or uneven spreading of the

silicone rubber) have contributed to the comer region damage. However, the high anode-to-anode sidebar
voltage is the root cause of the problem.

The proposed design for the lA4 sidewalls, shown in Figure 5-15, combines the reliability of the bar
design with the electrical flexibility of the peg design (Reference 5-3). The segmented bars are arranged in
Z-shaped diagonal rows to approximate the plasma equipotential in the core flow as well as the electrode

boundary layer regions. The number of bar elements per diagonal row was selected to be six, to provide
sufficient electrical segmentation to avoid excessive interbar voltages or circulating currents when the
generator is operated at off-design conditions. The heights of the two short vertical legs of the "Z" were

selected to approximate the thickness of tile boundary layers. Sidewalls with similar Z-bar designs have
been tested at Avco since the early 1980's. The 1A4 bar elements are made of water-cooled tungsten-
copper substrates. The two rows near the cathode wall are capped with tungsten to enhance corrosion
resistance. The bars are grooved for slag retention. The choices of sidebar base and capping materials were
based on earlier sidewall development tests. The results of these tests were described in the CDR data
package (Reference 5-3).

Generator tests were carried out in the Mark+VII to confirm the lA4 sidewall design. The first test was
designed to directly compare the electrical characteristics of the straight- and Z-shaped segmented bar
sidewalls. The test results showed that the wear inducing electrical stresses are much lower and more
uniformly distributed in the "Z" configuration than in the straight-bar design. The description of the
straight- vs. Z-bar sidewall test is presented in Section 5.4.3. The second test (test series) was designed to
confirm detail design and material selection, and is described in Section 5.4.4.

A sidewall material confirmation test is planned at the CDIF to verify the Mark +VIIresults and
conclusions.

5o4.3 Sidewall Comparison Test

The straight- versus Z-bar sidewall comparison test was carried out in the Mark VII facility using a
workhorse channel. Figure 5-16 shows layouts of the two sidewalls near the axial locations where the
interbar voltage measurements were made. The right sidewall was made up of straight bars and the left wail
has the "Z" configuration. Arrangements were made to accommodate two different bar segmentation
patterns, consisting of 3- and 4-segment bar rows, on each of the sidewalls. The terminologies for the
different bar elements within a row of diagonal bars are included in Figure 5-16. The diagonal bar rows
for both sidewalls are inclined at an angle that sparmed (overlapped) 9 electrodes. The resulting angle

between the direction of the straight bars and the vertical was approximately 45 degrees, while the slanted
portions of the Z.bar rows (i.e., the two center bars) was about 55 degrees from the vertical. The 3-

segment straight-bar configuration is similar to that presently in the bar sidewalls of the CDIF lA 1 channel,
The 4-segment Z-bar configuration is most like the design proposed tbr the 1A4 sidewall, except the latter
will have six bar segments in each diagonal row.

The Mark VII generator lest was carried out with an oil-fired ash-injection combustor. The channel was
configured for diagonal load operation. Current control devices were installed in the external diagonal
links, which also had a connection overlap of 9 electrodes to match the angle of the bars. The nominal test
conditions were similar to those expected in the POC tests. Measurements of the electrical power output,
electrode currents, interelectrode voltages, and the sidewall inte_oar voltage distributions were taken at l_0ur

different diagonal load operating conditions.

The Z-bars used in this comparison test were designed and fabricated in 1983. The shapes of these
cathode and anode end bars are slightly different from those now proposed for the 1A4 prototypical
sidewalls. The end bar designs for the 1A4 sidewalls are simpler and easier to fabricate. The small
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differences in the shapes of the end bars should not affect the electrical performance of the sidewall or the
interbar voltage distributions.

The streamwise distributions of the measured plasma equipotential angles are compared with the
sidewall bar angles in Figure 5-17. These results show how well the diagonal bar orientations are 'aligned
with the plasma equipotential planes. Ali the values of the angles are measured from the vertical direction.
The "external" and "core flow" equipotential angles aredefined as tan-l(Ey/Ex) and tan-l(Eyc/Ex),
respectively. The values of Ey are determined from the measured Faraday voltage and Ex's are estimated
from the interanode voltage measurements. 'The values of the Faraday field intensity in the core flow
regions, Eyc, were inferred from the transverse voltage measurements (using a peg-style sidewall) taken
during asubsequent workhorse channel test and operating at similar test conditions. Figure 5-17 suggests
that the orientation of the Z-bars are generally well matched with the plasma equipotential distributions, both
in the core flow _gion and near the electrode walls. Misalignment of the su'aightbars with the gas
ex]uipotentialis about 10 degrees in the core flow region.

'rlae interbar voltage measurements were used to compare the electrical characteristics of the different
sidewall bar configurations. The results are shown in Figures 5-18 through 5-21 and in Tables 5-2 and
5-3. Figures 5-18 and 5-19 are schematics showing the measured interbar voltages for the 3-segment and
4-segrnent straight-bar configurations, respectively. The corresponding results for the Z-bar configurations
are shown in Figures 5-20 and 5-21. In this sidewall comparison, the voltage data tbr each of the sidebar
configurations were selected from different times during the experiment, The reason why data at the same
clock time were not used for all of the sidewall geometries was due to the presence of cathode wall voltage
nonuniformities. This particular generator test was carried out without iron oxide addition and the cathode
wall slag layer was fully polarized. The intercathode gap voltages changed during the test, both in time and
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TABLE 5-2. INTERBAR VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND LOOPS FORMED
BY TIlE BAR ROWS UP AND DOWNSTREAM OF THE HIGH
VOLTAGE CATHODE GAPS

i i 1

RANGE OF NUMBER OF INTERBAR GAPS
INTERBAR '

GAP SHORT SHORT LONG LONG
VOLT/_,GES STRAIGHT-BAR Z-BAR STRAIGHT-BAR Z-BAR

J

0-10 V 3 5 1 1

11-20 V 2 1 1 3
,, ,.... ,

21-30 V 2 3 2 3
.........,,i ....

31-40 V 0 2 3 2
, , ,

41-50 V 3 0
,,

51-60 V 1 2
......

k, /\ , , /

_o TOTAL OF 11 GAPS TOTAL OF 9 GAPS
AROUND VOLTAGE AROUND VOLTAGE

LOOPS LOOPS

Mk- Vii AUGUST 28, 1990 TEST

VHALL-1.1 KV
HIGH VOLTAGE CATHODE GAP - 85 V

i

TABLE 5-3. MAXIMUM BAR GAP VOLTAGES

SHORT SHORT LONG LONG
STRAIGHT- Z,BAR STRAIGHT- Z-BAR

BAR BAR
....., __

MAX VOLTAGE
BETWEENANODE

BARAND 46 V 38 V 99 V 62 V
"DOWNSTREAM"

ANODE

MAX VOLTAGE
BETWEENTWO 83 V 30 V 96 V 77 V

MID BARS

NEXT HIGHEST
VOLTAGE BETWEEN 64 V 13 V 83 V 65 V

TWO MID BARS

,

I_eSs V HALL- 1.1 kV
HIGH VOLTAGE CATHODE GAP - 85 V
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in position, Typical streamwise and time variations of intercathode voltages are shown in Figure 5-22,
The electrical stresses on the sidewalls are changed as a result ot' the transient high voltage cathode gaps, In
order to compare the various stdebar configurations on an even basis, data wereselected from those times

when a high voltage cathode gap (approximately 85 volts) was situated adjacent to the group of sidebars of"
interest and when the values of the generator load voltage were approximately the same,

The measured interbar voltages in the regions immediately upstream and downstream of a high voltage

cathode gap are shown in Figures 5-18 through 5-21. These bar rows are shaded in these figures. The
distributions of interbar voltages around the voltage loops formed by these two rows of bars are tabulated in
Table 5-2 :forcomparison. From these results it is evident that the Z-bar configuration has much lower
interbar voltages than a straight-bar trader the same stress (i,e, a high voltage cathode gap). The results also
show that increased bar segmentation tends to lower interbar voltages.

Also shown in Figures 5-18 through 5-21 are the measured voltages across the anode sidebar-to-
downstream anode gaps and the gap voltages in the regions of the overlapping midbars (i.e, cathode

sidebar-to-upstream midbar gap, cathode midbar-to,upstream anode mtdbar, etc.). These voltage
measurements were made because it is in these regions where very high interbar voltages were measured on

the CDIF straight-bar sidewalls and where material wear was often observed. Results from the Mark VII
test are summarized in Table 5-3 for the four different sidewall bar configurations, lt is clear that the
maximum values of the voltages across these critical gaps can be gready reduced by utilizing a Z-bar

configuration and by increasing the bar segrnentation. The shorter sidebar lengths (greater bar
segmentation) will also reduce the amount of current that can circulate in the bars, Both the loWer interbar

voltages and smaller leakage currents will contribute to lower material wear.

Histograms showing the ranges of measured interbar Voltages for several critical insulator gaps on the
two sidewalls are shown in Figures 5-23 and 5-24. The measurements were taken over a 20-minute time
span, during which the load voltage was constant (approximately 1.2 kV). Each of the data points
(occurrences) represents 5-second intervals, The results for the straight-bar configurations show that the
values of the interbar voltages were very high for substantial amounts of time during the test. The
magnitudes of the cathode sidebar-to-upstream midbar gap voltages are comparable with the data previously
reported for the CDIF sidewalls (Reference 5-1). The inte_ar voltages for the Z-barwall are lower in
values and much more evenly distributed. This is especially true for the 4-segrnent Z-bar configuration,

The results of the Mark VII Z..bar voltage data have also been analyzed to help in the evaluation of
whether the extent of capping proposed for the lA4 sidewalls will be adequate. As shown earlier in Figure=

5-15 (Zone 1), the two rows of sidebars in the cathode comer regions of the 1A4 sidewalls will have

tungsten capping on the gas-side surfaces. This capping will minimize sidebar corrosion from high voltage
stresses in the event that iron oxide injection should be ineffective during the POC duration test. The
answer to the question of whether two rows of caps are sufficient, or whether more cap rows are required,

: is provided by the Z-bar sidewall data.

Slag polarization and shorting on the cathode wall result in plasma potential mal-distributions, which in

turn can locally incre. _.sethe interbar voltages on the sidewalls. Sidewall bar damage due to increased gap
voltages is well documented (References 5-1 and 5-2). The strength of these sidewall voltage signatures
attenuate with distance from the cathode wall. This is illustrated by the Mark VII sidewall voltage data

shown in Figure 5-25. The time variation of the interelectrode voltage for cathode gap 33 is shown in
Figure 5-25(a). The reaction at an interbar gap is shown in Figure 5-25(b). For this example, the
magnitude of the voltage signature at an interbar gap two horizontal rows removed from the cathode wall is

only about 15 percent that of the source voltage. The test results showing the decreasing influence of the
high voltage cathode gap along the sidewall are summarized in Figure 5-26. The ratios of the interbar gap
voltage to the intercathode voltage are plotted for different interbar gaps in the vicinity of the cathode wall.
These results are taken from the 4-segrnent and 3-segment Z-bar measurements over the duration of the 2-
hour test. It is evident that gas-side capping of the sidebars is not needed beyond two horizontal bar rows
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Figure 5-26. Decreasing Influence of the High Cathode Gap Voltage Along the Sidewall

away from the ca_e, since the influence of cathode nonuniformities are weak once past these two bar
rows. These results also show the effect of sidebar segrner_ation on the range of influence of the cathode
nonuniforrnities. For sidewall designs with long cathode sidebars, such as the 1A1 aft sidewalls, the large

interbar voltages resulting from the cathode nontmiformities can appear halfway up the two sidewalls.

5.4.4 Mark VII Z-Wall Confirmation Test

A 40-hour sidewall test series was carried out in the Mark VII facility. The purpose of this test series

was to confirm the design and material selection for the Z-bar elements of the prototypical sidewalls. The
test results are summarized in this section.

The workhorse channel was used for the test. Figure 5-2'7 shows the layout of Oaemodified Z-

sidewall. Thirty-two diagonal rows of prototypical sidebars were installed on the left sidewall. Because of
the limited height of the Mark VII channel, these bar rows consisted of only 4 bar segments rather than the
6-segment rows proposed for the lA4. Bar elements of various designs (solid Mo bars, solid W-Cu bars,

W capped Mo bars, and W capped Cu bars) were included in the matrix of test coupons. The fabrication
and assembly of these Z-bars provided an opportunity to evaluate and, in some cases, modify those
manufacturing procedures developed for the 1A4 sidew_s. A peg-type wall was used for the opposite
sidewall. This wall was instrumented for interpeg voltage measurements from which the gas potential

distributions can be ascertained. Ali o_her generator configurations (generator loading, diagonal connecting

_e, etc.) were ide_tical to the previous straight- vs. Z-bar tesL

The duration test was carried out in three test segments. The nominal generat_)r operating conditions
were the same as those for the earlier barwall comparison test except for iron oxide addition and the value of
the combustor oxidant N/O. Iron oxide slurry was injected on the cathode wall during the majority of this

duration tesL The injection rate. varied between 1 and 2.5 lbs/min. The value of oxiduat N/O 'also varied

dta-ing this test series. Tic first 20 hours of the test was conducted at N/O = 0.7; the last half of the test
was at N/O = 0.5.
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Figure 5-27. Layout of the Mark VII Z-Bar Sidewall

The interpeg voltage data indicated that the bar orientation was matched well to the gas equipotential
direction. The comparison of the measured gas equipotential angle with the sidewall bar angle was
presented previously in Figure 5-17. The comparison of the bar row voltage distribution with the plasma
potential along the bar direction is shown irl Figure 5-28. The result suggests the individurd sidebars tend

__ to float at nearly the lowest plasma potential they are in contact with.

= The workhorse channel was disassembled for materials wear inspection after 40 power hours.

Figure 5-29 sliows a photograph of the bar wall after channel disassembly. Most coupons showed no
evidence of wear. Ali the bars showed lifetimes in excess of two thousand hours.

A coal-fired confirmation test is planned at the CDIF to verify the present results and conclusions.

5.4.5 Conclusions

A Mark VII workhorse channel test was conducted to compare the electrical characteristics of straight-

bar and _-bar sidewall configurations. The effects of bar segmentation on the interbar voltage distributions
were also studied. From the review of the measured data, the following conclusions were made:

1) Values of the interbar voltages for the lA4 Z-bar sidewalls will be substantially lower than the 1AI
interbar voltages.

2) The increased bar segmentation of the 1A4 design will also reduce the values of the interbar

voltage.

3) In the presence of cathode wall voltage nonuniformities, only the two rows of bars nearest to the
cathode wall require tungsten caps.

Items 1) and 2) should result in significantly reduced sidebar wear as the correlation of high gap

voltages with excessive wear is well known.

A sidewall confirmation test is phumed at the CDIF to verify these results.
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5.5 INVESTIGATION OF BRAZING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

5.5.1 Summary

An investigation was undertaken to identify the appropriate brazing materials and techniques for each
type of braze joint to be used in the 1A4 channel. A number of test pieces were made for each braze
configuration, and these samples were subjected to both destructive and nondestructive tests to evaluate the
optimum configuration for each braze joint. The results of these tests were used to begin production of the
1A4 cathodes.

5.5.2 Brazing Procedure

Vacuum fumace brazes will be used for attaching the caps onto the electrodes and sidebars. Torch
brazing was investigated for attaching the stainless steel tubes and plugs to the molybdenum sidebars, since
molybdenum was the primary candidate for the sidewall at the time. Although the design has changed to
tungsten-copper, the molybdenum results are included for completeness.

The furnace brazing operation was carried out in the Avco Centorr vacuum furnace. The furnace has a
programmable temperature continUer and is capable of pulling a vacuum of l0 -7 torr. Two thermocouples
measure the fumace temperature; the output of one thermocouple is used for the controller while the other
output is sent to a strip chart recorder.

Each furnace braze cycle consists of a ramp up to a soak temperature, where the pieces are held to reach

thermal equilibrium. From there, the temperature is quickly brought up to the braze temperature, which is
typically just above the braze material solidus. The temperature is held at this point just long enough for the
entire joint to be wetted, since often if the braze material remains any longer at that temperature the various
species will diffuse out to oxidize or create a material with different mechanical properties. Once the braze
joint has been formed, the furnace is cooled down. When the joint is between two metals, the furnace is

simply shut-off so that the temperature drops rapidly. When ceramic is being brazed to metal, the cool-
down must be controlled so that the stresses arising from the different thermal contraction rates do not crack
the brittle material.

With torch brazing, preform braze alloy rings are insertexi into the tube clearance hole. The area is
heated until the tube is observed to drop down, indicating that the preform has melted. Additional braze
material is then applied around the tube at the top of the hole until a small fillet is observed. A similar
process is used for the plugs.

5.5.3 Braze Materials

Appropriate braze materials needed to be identified for five different braze joints in tLc electrodes and
sidebars: tungsten caps brazed to copper bases, tungsten caps brazed to molybdemun bases, aluminum

nitride brazed to tungsten caps, stainless steel tubes and plugs brazed to molybdenum bases, and copper
nozzle plates brazed to the copper nozz.le inlet frame. Different materials were tested ibr each joint since
each interface required unique braze properties.

5.5.3.1 Tungsten-to-Copper Braze

The tungsten-to-copper braze posed the problem of joining copper to a refractory metal which is
difficult to wet. Also, since the coefficients of thermal expansion for the two metals differ by a factor of
three, the braze material must withstand the resulting shear stresses imposed at the interface. The braze
alloys tested were Lucas-Milhaupt Pl30 (82 Au/18 Ni, 3-mil foil), Wesgo Ticuni (70 Ti/15 Ni/15 Cu, 3-
mil foil), and Wesgo Cu ABA (1 to 2% Ti in Cu, 4-mil foil). The Pl 30 relies on the gold content to wet
the tungsten, while the titanium in both the Ticuni and Cu ABA reacts with the tungsten to form the bond.

The Cu ABA Ims the additional advantage of aggressively bonding to the copper, lt is important in this
case, too, to select a braze alloy with a low enough ,solidus temperature _ 1030°C), since the melting
temperature of copper is approximately 1080°C. The table below lists the braze temperature ibr each of the

alloys tested:
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Alloy Braze Temperature (°C)

Pl30 10(X)

Ticuni 1000

Cu ABA 1030
b

5.5.3.2 Tungsten-to-Molybdenum Braze

On the sidewall, some of the sidebars had been planned to be made from molybdenum capped with
tungsten. Here the problem lies in joining two refractory metals, both of which are difficult to wet. Gold
suitably wets refractory metals, but braze alloys containing titanium offer the possibility of reacting with the
base metals to form the bond. Therefore, for this braze both the P130 and the Ticuni were tested.

5.5.3.3 Aluminum Nitride-to-Tungsten Braze

The tungsten end caps on some of the cathodes will beinsulated with a layer of aluminum nitride to
inhibit arcing to the sidewall. This braze is unique in that it joins a ceramic to a refractory metal, both of

which are difficult to wet. Again, Ticuni was tested, along with Wesgo Cusil ABA (1 to 2% Ti in
72 Ag/28 Cu, 3-rail foil) which had previously shown promising results with the ceramic.

5.5.3.4 410 Stainless Steel-to.Molybdenum Braze

To investigate attaching the cooling tubes and plugs, samples were torch brazed using Lucas-Milhaupt

Easy-Flo 45 (45 Ag/15 Cu/16 Znf24 Cd) in preform ring and wire form. The presence of zinc and
cadmium in this alloy precludes its use in a vacuum furnace, while its low melting temperature makes it

ideal for torch brazing.

5.5.3.5 Copper.to.Copper Braze

The inlet nozzle frame was designed to have tungsten caps brazed to copper panels, which in turn
would be brazed to the copper frame. This type of braze was accomplished using Lucas-Milhaupt BR 559
(56 Ag/42 Cur2 Ni, 3-mil foil).

5.5.4 Inspection and Evaluation Techniques
i

The test pieces for each braze were evaluated destructively by press tests to examine the shear strength
of the joint, pull tests to examine the tensile strength, and simple hammer tests to see whether the parts had

been wetted properly. Sample pieces were also e×amined nondestructively using an ultrasound technique to
identify voids at the braze interface which reduce both the mechanical and heat transfer capabilities of the

joint. Several of these pieces were then sectioned and examined microscopically to verify the results of the
ultrasound inspection.

The ultxasonic test method utilized a C-scaninstrument inspecting parts which are immersed in a water
bath. A high frequency tran_ucer is focused on the test piece at the depth of and perpendicular to the braze
joint. The signal the transducer generates is reflected back from the braze interface to the transducer and is

displayed as a peak on an oscilloscope. If there is a void in the braze joint, the peak is larger than if the
signal were passing through braze material directly because more of the signal is reflected back by the

metal/void interface. The part is then scanned and the output is sent to an X-Y pen plotter. At locations
where the reflected signal is weaker than that associated with a void, the pen remains down. When the
signal increases to indicate a void, the pen is raised so that void regions appear white. "Iqaelevel of the
signal indicating a void is determined by the operator who uses a calibration piece with known voids. The
calibration piece is similar in geometry and materials to the actual parts, but with holes of known size and
location drilled into the braze joints. By observing the oscilloscope signal when passing over a known
void, the operator can set the appropriate cutoff level for the other test pieces.
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Figure 5-30 shows a calibration bar for the tungsten-to-copper braze and its C-scan output. The white

strip down the middle of the scan output shows the grooves in the tungsten caps where the transducer
cannot focus properly. Voids outside of the groove region are indicated by the white spots. Figure 5-31
shows a corresponding calibration piece for the almntnum nitride-to-tungsten braze and its ultrasound scan.

5.5.5 Braze Test Results

5.5.5.1 Tungsten-to-Copper Results

Sample pieces were brazed with Pl30, Ticuni, and Cu ABA. The Pl30 brazes were consistently good:
press tests and hammer tests showed that the tungsten failed before the braze joint did, indicating that the
Pl30 had wet the tungsten well (Figure 5-32). Ultrasound inspection of the pieces showed that the bonds
were virtually fre_ of voids. Finally, sarnples were sectioned and examined to verify the restdts of the
ultrasound inspection.

The high cost of the gold in the Pl30, however, provided the impetus to identify viable alternatives.
Thus Ticuni and Cu ABA were tried. Visual examination of Cu ABA brazes showed that extensive

oxidation had taken piace, as evidenced by the blackened appearance of the braze (Figure 5-33). In
addition, the Cu ABA appeared to have not melted completely, lt is typical of active brazes like these to
form a "slushy" rather than liquid state during the bl_,.,_eprocess, but the Cu ABA should have vigorously
bonded to the copper around the edges of the tungsten caps.

Sihce Cu ABA is highly sensitive to oxidation from furnace contamination or outgassing from the t_oron

nitride fixturing, good results could not be obtained in this furnace. Hammer tests then showed that the
tungsten wetted poorly for the braze conditions tried.

Figure 5-30, Calibration Piece and Ultrasound Scan for Tungsten-to-Copper Braze
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Void Locations on Top View of Calibration End Cap
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Figure 5-3_,, Calibration Piece and Ultrasound Scan for Aluminum Nitride-to-Tungsten
Braze
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Figure 5-32. Hammer-Tested P130 Test Piece for Tungsten-to-Copper Braze
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Figure 5-33. Ticuni and Cu ABA Test Pieces for Tungsten-to-Copper Braze

Ticuni, on the other hand, appearedwell brazed from external observation, even though it also is very
sensitive to furnace conditions, The alloy was bright and shiny, and there were smooth fillets around the

edges of tile tungsten caps. lt appeared to have melted completely and h_ reacted with the copper to bond
well with that metal. Hammer tests, though, showed that the Ticuni had migrated to the outer edges of the

. tungsten, leaving the center of the cap unwetted (Figure 5-34).

The results of these tests led to the selection of Pl30 as the braze material for the tungsten-to-copper

braze joint. A useful property of this alloy is that, once brazed, the composition of it changes so that the
new melting temperature is much higher than for the original composition. This allows multiple braze
operations to be.performed without remelting the already brazed joints.

5.5.5.2 Tungsten.to-Molybdenum Results

Both Ticuni and P130 were tried for this braze between the tungsten caps and molybdenum sidebars
and endblocks. The Ticuni brazes were more successful tbr this type of joint than for the tungsten.-to-

copper, perhaps because the thermal expansion rates of the two refractory metals were similar. However,
the results were still inconsistent, even among different test pieces run in the same furnace cycle. This

variability was observed through visual inspection, press tests, hammer tests, and ultrasound inspection.

For example, Figure 5-35 shows the ultrasound scans for several sidewall elements brazed in the same
batch. Some pieces show very few voids while others show virtually no bond at all.

-_ Pl30, on the other hand, produced consistently good brazes since it was able to wet both metals weil.

Figure 5-36 shows ultrasound scans for a typical batch of endblocks. Due to the extreme variability of the
Ticuni brazes and the better results obtained from the Pl30, the P130 was chosen as the braze material for

molybdenum sidebars.
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Figure 5-34, Hammer-Tested Ticuni Test Piece for Tungsten.to-Copper Braze
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Figure 5-35. Ultrasound Scans for Tungsten-to-Molybdenum Endblock Ticuni Brazes
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Figure 5-36. Ultrasound Scans for Tungsten-to-Molybdenum Endblock P130 Brazes

5.5.5.3 Aluminum Nitride-to-Tungsten Results

Active brazes were found to be the only braze materials which could adequately wet both the ceramic

and the tungsten. Thus the test alloys for this joint were Ticuni and Cusil ABA.

Both Ticuni and Cusil ABA bonded well to the aluminum nitride and tungsten. The Ticuni, though,
could not be used with boron nitride fixturing due to the outgassing. This required the aluminum nitride to

be held in place with Nichrome wire. The wire itself reacted with the A1N, and the caps were more
susceptible to cracking and slipping with INs type of fixturing. It was subsequently found that Cusil ABA
could tolerate the outgassing more readily than the Ticuni, so it was selected as the alloy for this braze joint.

In order to reduce production time, the AIN and tungsten caps could both be brazed to the copper boats
in a single furnace cycle. Several test pieces were successfully fabricated by this method which was then
used to start production of the 1A4 cathodes.

5.5.5.4 410 Stainless Steel.to-Molybdenum Results

In order to test this type of braze joint, several molybdenum sidebars had stainless steel tubes brazed
onto them with Easy-Ro 45. The bonds were then evaluated by pull-testing the samples to detc maine the
failure load. Other test pieces were then brazed and sectioned to locate any possible void regions.

A total of 18 tubes were tensile tested, and both the load and location of failure were recorded. In 15 of
the samples, the braze joint failed; irt the remaining 3 cases, the tubes failed. The table below summarizes
the results:

Failure Location Average Load at Failure (Lbs)

Braze Joint 1824

Tube, 917
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The wide range of failure loads at the braze interface led to a more controlled surface preparation of the

parts. When the cleaning process was improved, the Easy-Flo 45 did produce good results as confirmed by
sectioning the sidebar/tube assembly (Figure 5-37). Although acceptable results were obtained byhand
brazing Easy-Flo 45, furnace braze techniques are being evaluated to further improve manufacturing
consistency and reliability.

5.5.5.5 Copper-to.Copper Results

A series of 1/4-inch copper plates were brazed together with the BR 559. lt was found through
ultrasound scans that when the braze foil was laid down in overlapping strips, the regions of overlap

produced voids in the joint, As the width of the strips was increased so that the number of overlaps
decreased, the quality of the braze joint improved, Finally, two plates of the same width as the 1A1 second
stage nozzle frame (1.93 inches) were brazed using a single strip of 2-inch wide foil cut down to size. lt
was fixtured to stand vertically in the furnace to simulate the orientation of the actual braze joint on the
frame. This would determine whether capillary action would keep enough braze material in the joint rather

than having itall nan out the bottom, lt was found that these plates brazed together very weil, with virtually
no voids in the interface.

5.5.6 Conclusions

Pl30 has been selected to braze tungsten to both copper and molybdenum, when it was the material for
the sidebars, due to its high quality and reliability. Cusil ABA has been chosen to braze aluminum nitride to
tungsten since it wets both materials well and is relatively insensitive to furnace conditions. The aluminum
nitride and the tungsten will be brazed on together in a single furnace cycle. Easy-Flo 45 has been selected
for torch brazing stainless steel to molybdenum. Again, this was based on the sidebar design at the time.
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= Figure 5-37, Sectioned Molybdenum Sidebar/410 .Stainless Steel Tube Assembly
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In addition, the CDIF lA 1 second stage nozzle assembly for oxygen/oil injection was fabricated using

the techniques described above for tungsten-to-copper and copper-to-copper brazes. Tiffs frame served as a
testbed for the brazing techniques to be used on the 1A4 nozzle frame, lt was found that the tungsten caps

were readily brazed to the substrate plates, but that the fixturing was inadequate to braze the plates to the
frame itself even though the copper surfaces could be readily brazed. Therefore, since the only purpose ot'
the substrate plates was to prevent a significant loss of machined material in the event that the tungsten cap

brazes failed, the 1A4 frame is being redesigned to eliminate the plates altogether and brae the caps directly
to the frame.

5.6 JUMPER WATER ItOSE TESTS

5.6.1 Introduction

The sidewall design requires the use of hlterbarjumper hoses. These hoses must operate reliably at
temperatures of 175°F and at pressures of 200 psia throughout the channel life. In addition, the hoses will
be subjected to thermal and pressure cycles during the POC test. In order to evaluate the suitability of these
hoses to hold up under this environment, bench scale tests were performed.

Forty sidewall jumper hoses were bench tested for 500 hours of operation at typical 1A4 channel
pressures aad temperatures. No hose failures were encountered. Burst tests of the hoses were conducted,
using new and used hoses, and no change in the burst rating was encountered, The tests and test results are
described below.

5.6.2 Hose and Hose Test Description

As shown in Figure 5-38 the 0.218-inch inside diameter hoses must make a 180 degree bend to
connect adjacent water tubes at 1.25-inch intervals. The hoses are constructed using a woven polyester
fiber vulcanized with silicon rubber, Each hose, is individually fabricated on a mandrel. Critical aspects of
the fabrication include complete vulcanization of the rubber and an adequate number of fiber wzaps to give
the hose its strength.

The forty hoses tested were installed'on a test rig made up of beth serrated and bulb type water tube
connectors. The serrated connectors were the same as will be used on the 1A4. The hoses were clamped
using a 10,5 RER Oetiker hose clamp. Once hoses are irtstalled on the serrated tubes, they cannot be

removed without damaging them. Therefore, bulb connectors were used for half of the hoses to "allowfor [
post-test removal and burst testing,

The thermal/pressure cyclic testing was conducted over a period of 500 hours. The hoses were
subjected to over 900 thermal and pressure cycles. A cycle consisted of 27 minutes at average temperatures

: and pressures of 175°F and 205 psia followed by a 3-minute period at 70°F and 105 psia. The water flow
rate through each hose was 0.15 gpm.

Burst tests were performed on hoses both prior to and subsequent to the thermal/pressure testing. The
burst tests were completed at approximately 160°F in order to determine their strength at the nominal
operating temperature.

5.6.3 Test Results

No hose failures or hose clamp failures occurred throughout the thermal/pressure test; nor was there any
evidence of hose seepage at the clamp. Pre-test burst tests were performed on l0 hoses. These hoses

burst atpressums ranging from 1020 psia to 1200 psia. Post-test pressure tests resulted in hoses bursting
at pressures ranging from 1150 to 1200 psia.

5.6.4 Conclusions

These tests resulted in the following observations and conclusions:

: • Hoses have a burst pressure five times the operating pressure.
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Figure 5-38. Jumper Hose Installed on Sidewall Bars, Typical

• No degradation of burst pressure, due to thermal aging or the 900 thermal-mechanical cycles
occurred.

° The tight grouping of burst pressure results (i.e., less than 100 psia) indicates consistent quality in
materials and manufacture.

• These results indicate that the chosen jumper hoses :=houldperform adequately for the 1000-hour
1A4 POC test.

5.7 THERMAL STRESS TEST OF PROTOTYPICAL SIDEWALL ELEMENTS

In order to determine the effects of thermal stress upon the molybdenum/tungsten braze joint and the

two associated materials when the pmtotypical design was assumed to be molybdenum, a bench test was

conducted utilizing prototypical sidewall elements. The elements consisted of a molybdenum body with
two tungsten caps brazed using a gold nickel braze alloy. The water tubes and plugs were 410 stainless
steel. The elements were connected to a water supply with a flaw rate of 1.5 gpm. Utilizing an arc welder,

a continuous arc was applied to the t_mgsten caps along the ent_,._.length of the sidebars. The current

settings were 50 and 100 amps. Repeat tests were conducted at 100 amps with water flow reduced to
0.6 gpm. Prior to and after the test, the sidebars were hydro-tested and a zyglow penetrant test was
performed; the bars passed in both instances. There was no e :,,dence of any cracks in the elements before
or after the test iri either the molybdenum bars or tungsten caps.

/
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6. CURRENT CONSOLIDATION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN AND FABRICATION
(TASK 5)

The design for the full-scale CDIF system was completed this quarter. Ali electrical and mechanical
designs have been specified, and the Current Consolidation Subsystem meets or exceeds the requirements.
This section summarizes the aspects of the design that were completed during this quarter.

6.1 REQUIREMENTS

The requirements presented here are the basis for developing the engineering and technical criteria used
to guide the design. The requirements are the element that the insures that the de,sign satisfies the Statement
of Work intent. The requirements are presented in Table 6-1. These requirements were presented at the
Preliminary Design Review. There were only minor changes since then, as noted in the table.

6.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN

6.2.1 System Components

Figure 6-1 shows the CDIF Current Consolidation Subsystem components that are proposed to be
installed in the new structure adjacent to Building 50. This equipment consists of:

1) Four Power Cabinets - There are two anode power cabinets and two cathode power cabinets.
Each power cabinet contains 15 consolidation circuits, for a total of 60 in the system. Each cabinet
has dimensions of 84 inches x 72 inches x 90 inches.

2) Two Local Control Cabinets - There is an anode local control cabinet and a cathode local
control cabinet. These cabinets a_ located near their respective power cabinets. They contain
control and timing circlfits for their respective power cabinets. They also contain microcomputer-
based boards for data acquisition and system sequencing. The primary signal connection to the

power cabinets is via fiber optic cables that carry gate and status signals to the power modules. The
fiber optics provide the required voltage isolation. There are some signals carried over cables
containing twisted shielde_l t;_irs of wires canting sensor signals. The sensor signals are isolated
to the required 12 KV level in the power cabinet. Each control cabinet has dimensions of 22 inches
× 32 inches x 70 inches.

3) Auxiliary Power Hardware - There is a dedicated circuit breaker and power transformer for the
anode circuitry and the same for the cathode circuitry.

4) Overhead Cable Tray - The overhead cable tray contains ali fiber optic cables, conduit
containing sensor signals, and conduit containing power signals.

The other components of the subsystem installed elsewhere are:

1) Central Control - This equipment is located in the CDIF central corium31room and communicates

with the local a_aodeand cathode controls over fiber optic links, lt is housed in a cabinet similar to
the local anode and cathode controls, and also contains an industrial CRT and keypad for operator
interface.

2) Two Diode Array Enclosures -.Arrays of diodes are required for the transfer to resistive
consolidation. These arrays are located in the CDIF High Voltage Room.

6.2.2 Power Cabinet Design Considerations

Each power cabinet contains 15 consolidation circuits. The consolidation circuit is the 2-pulse midpoint
converter shown in Figure 6-2. For the mechanical design, the circuit is viewed as two subassemblies:

1) Filter Network: This is the output network primarily consisting of the L-C-L network. Inductor
L1 = 104 mH, L2 = 52 mH, C5 = 360 IxF. Also included here are resistors R7 a,,adR5.

2) Switch Module: The switch module contains the SCR or GTO switches, their associated snubber

networks, gate drive circuits, fuses and other small support circuit_3,.



TABLE 6-1. CURRENT CONSOLIDATION SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Parameter ' ' Requirement '...... source

Number of Consolidators in Each PTO 30 Arco
Region
Current Consolidator DC Output Voltage +/- 375 VDC Avco, W
Range
Current Consolidator Output Current 0 .-40 Amps Max. Avco, W
Range 0 - 30 Amps Avg.

* Output Ripple Current (RMS) 6% of Maximum Load Current W
Electrical Isolation 12 KV TRW

* AC Input Voltage to Consolidation 60 Hz, 480 VAC W, MSE
Converter" Transformers

Cooling Requirements Forced Air W

Ambient Temperature 0 - 40 Degrees C W

Design Life In Excess of POC Equipment W
(> 20,000 Hrs, 2000 Start/Stop)

Compatibility Operate at CDIF SOW

Design Basis Based on Avco Mark VII Breadboard W

Scalability Allow an evaluation for scaling up to SOW
commercial retrofit MHD power
plant size

Inspection/Maintainability Ready access for inspection and W
parts replacement

Personnel Safety Standard Practices ANSI C2-1990 W
Interfaces CDIF Inverter 1A4 PTO Electrodes SOW

* Off Normal Conditions Zone 3 Seismi_ W

EMl Effects Ali critical circuitry equipped with W
EMl shielding

Instrumentation Ali measurements required for W
operation self-contained

Current Consolidator Response Time 300 msec W

AC Voltage Tolerance 10% W
** Max Inter-Electrode Voltage Ripple 10V peak W

* Revised since PDR

_ New Requirement

This terminology will be used wheo referring to the different assemblies.

A special Hoffman cabinet of dimensions 84 inches wide x 72 inches deep x 90 inches high will be
used for the enclosure. Figure 6-3 shows the power cabinet populated with the consolidation converters.
The consolidation convener filter networks are located in the bottom of the cabinet, and the switch modules

are positioned above them in 3 rows of 5 modules each. Figure 6-4 shows the smactural members that

support the rows of switch modt_!es. Figure 6-5 shows the cut-outs in the top of the cabinet that provide
for entry of the fiber optic cable,'_and other cabinet wiring. Also shown are the locations of the cooling farts
mounted _n the sides of the cabinet.
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Figure 6-3. Cabinet View with Filters and Switch Modules
i ii

Figure 6-4. Structural Members Supporting Rows of Switch Modules



Figure6-5. Cut-outsin Top of Cabinet ProvidingEntry of FiberOptic Cablesand Other Wiring

Figure6-6showsthedcta/Isof anindividualfiltermodule.InductorLI islocatedonthebottomwith
dimensions of 16 inches x 15 inches x 13 inches and weighs 400 pounds. L2 has dimension of 12 inches x
13 inches x 9 inches and weighs 180 pounds. The 360 IxFcapacitor consists of 6 cans of Cornell Dublier
No. CDE P/N KBSF44U606QAPI at 60 I.LFwith dimensions of 3.66 x (4.75 + 0.5) x 1.97 (w x h x t) in
inches.

Figure 6-7 shows the details of the GTO-style switch module. The switch module has dimensions of
23.5 inches x 11.18 inches x 6.88 inches (1x w x h). The SCR switch module has the same dimensions as
the C,TOmodule. There are some differences in the electrical components used.

6.2.2.1 High Voltage Insulation Requirements

Spacing of the cabinet components must comply with the 12KV insulation requirement. The closest
approach of any metallic members of the inductors or capacitors to the metallic components of the cabinet is
7 inches.

The electrical insulation requirements necessitate the extensive use of composite (glass reinforced
polyester) structural members within the metal cabinets. The most massive elements are the inductors,
which must be moanted so as to be not less than 7.0 inches from any metallic structure electrically common
with the cabinet walls. The inductors are mounted on a common structural metal chassis, the chassis itself
being insulated (to 12KV) from the cabinet walls.

All sharp comers from which a voltage breakdown might occur are eliminated by rounding. The use of
CORONOX paint on any remaining comers will be used to producea more unifom_electrical stress
condition within the clearances to ground.
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6.2.2.2 Filter Network Structural Support

Due to the shortage of space and the difficultyof adequately supportingan intermediate structural
platform above the lowermost row of inductors, it was decided to mount tile inductors, L1 and L2, one over
the other, and the resistors and capacitors as_ciated with each filter set as a subassembly, completely
wired.

The wired subassemblies are then mounted to the common structural frame, which is itself mounted on
12 KV insulators. The prewired power leads from the Filtersubassemblies will be brought up to the power
transformer secondary windings and to the MHD electrode cables. Any service to the filter components of a
module will necessitate the removal of the filter subassembly from the cabinet, replacementof its
components, and its replacement into the filter support structur_ frame.

6.2.2.3 Switch Module Structural Support

The switch module support system, built essentially of pultruded polyester structural sections, is also
sup_rtable from the top of the upper inductors. This arrangement essentially divorces the cabinet walls
from the interior components, except at the floor level, and simpliiies the design of the system to
successfully withstand a Zone 3 seismic event. The only major requirement becomes the introduction of
suitable damping means between the interior components assembly and the cabinet walls to achieve a
damping ratio of 0.2 (of critical).

6.2.2.4 Cooling Requirements

Forced convection cooling is required for the GTO-SCR modules. Cooling of the filter components
will be by means of forced draft ventilation, from fans located irl the end walls of the cabinet, with the fans
exhausting the air from the cabinet interior and causing a cooling air flow in the direction of the cabinet
width. A horizontal separationplane of nonconducting material is envisioned parallel to the cabinet floor,
and located above the filter components. This will allow the use of a separate fan system to induce the flow
of cooling air through the modules from fl_nt-to-back (in the length direction of the heat sink cooling fins).
The fans' locations will impair neither the accessibilitynor the voltage insulation level (12 KV) of the unit
components.

6.2.2.5 Power Cabinet Fiber Optic Cabling Requirements

The number of fiber optic cables routed to the power cabinets from the local control cabinets are
tabulated as follows:

Fiber Optic Cable - Anode Cabinet No, 1

8 GTO modules at 4 F/O elements per module

7 SCR modules at 4 F/O elements per module

1 Resistive network trigger SCR with 1 F/O element

Total of 61 F/O elements

Fiber Optic Cable - Anode Cabinet No. 2

8 SCR modules at 4 F/O elements per module

7 GTO modules at 4 F/O elements per module

1 Resistive network trigger SCR with 1F/O element

Total of 61 F/O elexaents

An equal number of cables are required for the two cathode cabinets. In total, there are 122 fiber optic
links from the anode control cabinet to the anode power cabinets, and likewise for the cathode control
cabinet. Plastic cables made by Hewlett Packard, Type No. HFBR-PNS010 will be used.
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6,2.2.6 Sensor Wiring

Each consolidation circuit requires instrument wiring from the power cabinets to the control cabinets,
In number there are 4 wires per circuit (2 per current measurement device, and 2 per voltage measurement
device), for a total of 60 wires per consolidation cabinet, These wires and the F/O filaments will be routed
as remotely as possible from the power cables in the cabinets, but will share the same cable tray. The
instrument wires will be grouped in cables and contained in separate (metallic) conduit in the cable trays.

6.2.2.7 Switch Module for Transfer to Resistive Consolidation

Each power cabinet wiUcontain one special switchmodule which contains an SCR device used in the
transfer to resistive consolidation. The construction of this module is similar to the standard switch
modules, except it has only one large SCR with the associated heat sink and gate drive.

6.2,2.8 Power Cabinet Wiring Interface to the CDIF

The wiring requirements for input power and the electrodes are covered in detail in Section 6.5,4.
6.2.3 Control Cabinets

6.2,3.1 Local Control Cabinets

The local control cabinet design is shown in Figure 6-8. This cabinet is a standard 19-inch width rack
mount enclosures with overall dimensions of 22 inches x 32 inches x 70 inches. There are two racks of
control equipment. The racks are for Eumcard standardsize cards, The cards are of double-
height/extended-width Eumcard size, with dimensions of 233,35 mm x 220 mm. The top rack will contain
16 control type cards, with expansion capacity up to 20 cards. The bottom rack will contain 3 cards, with
expansion up to 5 cards. The required power supplies are integral to the racks, A special wiring and fiber
optic interconnect panel is provided at the top. The drawing shows small rectangles which represent fiber
optic connectors that snap in vertically to the panel. Wires from the control boards will be routed up from
behind the panel, where they will be connected to the leads of the fiber optic connectors in the rear. This
panel arrangement facilitates the connect and discormectof the fiber optic cables.

Doors make the cabinets accessible from both the front and back. The cabinets contain integral cooling
fans. A cut-out in the top allows for the entry of the fiber optic cables,
6.2.3.2 Central Control Cabinet

The central control cabinet is shown in Figure 6-9. This cabinet will be located in the Central Control
room. lt contains an Industrial CRT for display of status information and operation options, lt contains a
keypad for entry,of commands to operate the Current Consolidation Subsystem,

The cabinet has the same dimensions and construction features as the local cabinets, lt does not require
an interconnect panel at the top, since there are only 10 fiber optic cables entering the cabinet. Only one
control rack is required which will contain 2 control boards, with expansion capability up to 5.
6.2.4 Diode Networks

The diode networks that are associated with the resistivenetwork transfer are contained in enclosures to
. be installed in the CDIF High Voltage Room. This places them in close proximity to the CDIF resistive

network. Details of the wiring of this network to the CDIF facility is given in Section 6.5.4,

" The assembly drawing for the enclosure is shown in Figure 6-10. The enclosure is 48 inches high and
has base dimensions of 12 inches x 12.17 inches. The enclosure will be mounted with 6.25-inch high
insulators from ground. The enclosure contains 2 heat sinks with 15diodes each.
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Figure 6-9. Central Control Cabinet isometric View
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Figure6-10oAssemblyDrawing for Enclosure

6.3 POWER ELECTRONICS DESIGN

6.3.1 Summary of Previous Results

The design for the individual consolidation circuits is a sealed version of"the breadboard circuit that was
successfully tested on the Mark VII at Avco. The same two-pulse midpoint converter topology will be
utilized for the current consolidators,except the component ratings are selected based on the requirements
presented in Section 6.1. Many of the design considerations in selecting the semiconductors were presented
in the last quarterly report. To summarize the previous results, Figure 6-11 shows the individual SCR and
GTO-style circuits for the anode side. The components utilized for the anode and cathode circuits are
identical, except for the direction of current conduction. Ali of the circuits are designed for the same voltage
and current levels discussed in the requirements. The previous report alsodiscussed the design of the
Consolidation Converter transformer. Figure 6-12 summarizes the transformer and filter inductor
specifications that were supplied to vendors during this quarter.

6.3.2 Converter Output Filter Ripple Considerations

The output filter componentvalues foreach converteris similarto that used in tilebreadboardCurrent
Consolidation Subsystem suppliedfor'the Mark VII MHD channelat Avco. The f'tltersfor ali circuits(SCR
and GTO) are the same. Referringto Figure6-11, the L1-L2-C5-R5-R7combination comprises the output
filter. R5 is used to assurethe dischargeof C5 afterthe equipmentis de-energizedandis not a factor in the
performan_,of the filter. The currentand voltage ratings of the filter components will conform to the 40-
amp maximum current (30 amps average) and 400 V maximum voltage requirement of the individual
consolidation converters. The various resonant frequencies of the filter are the same as those for the
breadboard subsystem so that the expected response time of the converter will be similar. The expected
maximum root mean square output ripple current fromthe converter-filter combination is 5% of rated
maximum output,
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RS,R6 - _K, 12_
RT,RB - 10, 1BIP_

c_-c_ - ,sur,2Kv (coSCR_4_)
CS,C6 - _F, 480V (6-6_" IH PARALLEL)
L1,L$ - l_4mH
I...2.L6 - 52nlq
L3,L4 - 4?L,H
_ - O3 - 25EXR_ (TOSHZB_)

• 04,O,_ - R'3¢Ot:'24.B (IR)
SCR_,SCR_ - _2H_,,3_ (PO_ERE::X)
OT01,0TO2 - FO6_eK3-5_ (_CITSLBISFE)

- _ov . v,_8_.g45_(OE:)

: Figure 6-11. Anode Consolidation Converters
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400 KVA $I'.HC'L.EPHASE- CENTERTAPPEDSECONDARY
pRI_1 VOLTAGE" 4_0 V, 61_Hz,
_CO_O_Y VOLTAGE- 896 V, ( 440 V, L_hE TO CENTERTAP ),
pRD_T ]:SOLATION- T1 /, T2 - 2,SkV,
_CON3_Y I$OLATIOH - T1 - 15kV, T2 - 2,54W,

115' C. T[_ATURE R_:_ AT _×, RATI"NO.

1P4 trH, I) :)6 A, DC ( _ A, PEAS<TO P_AK 12_ Hz, RIPPLE CURRENT),
_AX, CURRIENT- HO S_TURATION- 5P A, O _i_% INDUCTANCEDROOP,

_X, DC _hbIHO RESIST_N_ - ,11 OHMS, _SOL.AIIOH- 2,_¢V,

DC tILTER FEACTOR- L2 QU_T_T_ - 6e

52 mH, ¢ :30 A, OC, ( 2 A, PEAKTOPEAK120 H_, RZPPLECURRENT),

_x×, cuRRENT- t_OSXTU_ATION- _PA, ¢ _¢XINDUCTANCEOaoOP,
IU,X, DC'A'II_I'H_;P_STSTANC_- .1_ OHMS, _[$OLATZON- 2,F',kV,

ALL CokPOHEHTS:
CON_TRLX:;I"IOH- I_OOR OPEN. ZOk£ 3 SE_S_tIC,
COOL_O " HAT'URALCOI4VECTION- MAX, _8]:ENT 4_*C,
ALI_Tu_ - UP TO _6e_ FT. I_Jl_IOIT_ - UP TO 9e% HONCONDD_SINO.

,,,,,,,, --
-_ ,,,, i -- -- _ -i_,==,__ ,,, __,.._-.

Figure 8-12. Specifications for Transformers and Inductors

The output tipple voltage produced by the current consolidation converters increases the instantaneous
voltage stress between adjacent electrodes of the MHD channel. The convener for each channel electrode

produces an AC tipple voltage with a fundamental frequency of twice the source voltage frequency or 120
Hz. Referring to Figure 6-13, the convener output ripple voltage, e 1, is attenuated by the associated output
filter. ,

An important element in fl_eoverall attenuation of el at the filter output is the effective resistance, R2, of
the electrode load. The following analysis shows the performance of the output filter and the impact of R2

o_athe load tipple voltage, e2.

The operating condition that develops the maximum amplitude converter tipple voltage corresponds to
average converter output voltage of zero volts with the DC component of the electrode current being

>10A. The output current from the converter is continuous and the el voltage wavefoma is as indicated in
Figure 6-13. The el wavefom_ of Fibre 6-13 can be expressed as a Fourier series. The analysis is shown

: irl Figure 6-14.

This analysis shows that the magnitude of the fundamental ripple voltage component, n=l, is 1.2 times
the magnitude of the source voltage, VS.

The high impedance of L2 compared to R1 at the fundamental tipple voltage frequency of 120 Hz
causes L2 to have an insignificant impact on the performance of the filter. Conversely, the low DC

impedance of L2 (and LI) allows the DC average value of el to be conducted to e2 with essentially no
attenuation. The general expression for the ratio of ttaeoutput tipple voltage to input tipple voltage, e2/el is:

e2/el = R2/(s2(RCL1) + s(L1) + R) where R = R1 + R2.

With the indicated component values and s = j754'

e2/el = R2/(-21.3R + j78.4 + R).

The magnitude of the fundamental component of e2, le21,for different values of load resistance, R2, is
slaown in Table 6-2.
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Figure 6-13. Output Filter
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Figure 6-14. Fourier Analysis of Zero Voltage Waveforn,
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TABLE 6-2. PEAK RIPPLE VOLTAGES

, ,, , ,,, Jft , ,. ..., i. L

R2 e2prv
(Dhms) le2/ell le21 (Volts). _: ...... , ........

0.25 0.0011 0.59 1.69

0.5 0.0022 1.17 3,31

1.0 0,0042 2.25 6.35

2.0 0,0078 4.16 11.8

3.0 0.0109 5.79 16.4

5.0 0.0159 8.45 23,9
i i i i

Since adjacent electrodes in the MHD cha_mel have opposite types of consolidation converters, one is a
SCR converter and the other is a GTO converter, the fualdamental ripple voltage of one is 180R out of phase

with that of the other. Consequently, the net peak ripple voltage, e2prv, between adja_nt electrodes can be
2.82 times e2. This is al_ indicated in Table 6-2. For the fundamental ripple voltage component:

e2/el = 1L2/ ((20.3R) 2 + (78.4)2) 1/2

Where:

e2 = e2/el (1.2Vs)

Table 6-2 shows that the effective value of the electrode resistance, R2, is an important factor in

determining, or controUing, the worse case interelectrode ripple voltage.

Detailed information on the 1Al channel at the CDIF facility or the intended lA4 chamael that is to be

installed at that site is not available to characterize R.2. However, R2 can be determined analytically as

shown irl Figure 6-15. These calculations show an impedance of approximately 1 to 1.1 ohms for the 1A4
anode and 0.6 to 0.65 ohms for the cathode. This would imply an anode ripple voltage of 6 to 6.5 Volts

and a cathode ripple voltage of 4 to 5 Volts from the results in 'Fable 6-2. Both are less than the requirement
of 10 V peak.

In addition, measurements obtained on the Arco Mark VII channel indicate that R2 should be <0.25

otmas. Fig_are 6-16 shows an interelectrode ripple voltage, (Cathode 59-58), of (1/0.056V/V)(1/40) or'
0.446 V, and a ripple current for Cathodes 59 and 58 of (5/0.58V/A)(0.1) or 0.862 A. The corresponding
2R2 = (0,446)(0.862) = 0.517 ohms to give an R2 = 0.258 tru'ns.

6.3.3 KVA Requirements

The voltage/current characteristic of the 1A4 channel will determine how much real and reactive power

is required by the current consolidation system, This also determines the KVA rating of the trat:Lsformer.

Calculations were done to compute the KVA during channel operation. Using channel voltage/current

profiles, the individual consolidation converter real and reactive power demands were calculated and
summed to determine tile total net power demands. In this process, one of the converters was referenced to
the electrode at the midpoint of the PTO voltage span, as will be in the actual implementation.

In the first set of calculations, actual 1A1 channel interelectrode voltages and currents were used to

determine the operating points of the current consolidators. Table 6-3 summarizes the results for the anode
side and Table 6-4 tbr the cathode side. The first 25 forward and aft electrodes were used as the PTO

regions. The sign differences in the Converter Power column repre:,ent the fact that some converters are
consuming real power, while others are delivering real power. Thus the net sum of real power across ali
converters is reduced. In the AC reactive column, the sign differences show that the SCR converters
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WHERE: Z = IMPEDANCE (OHMS)
(7" = PLASMA ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIV_ITY (MHO/M)
L = ELECTRODE LENGTH, (M)
P = ELECTRODE PITCH, (M)

_. = INSULATOR THICKNESS, (M)

TYPICAL 1A4 VALUES :

C" = 6.5 TO 7,5 (F_,'DPTO)
(7" : 3:3 TO 3,7 (AFT PTO)
L = 8,26 TO 10.8 CM (FWD PT0)
L = 30.48 TO 33 CM (AFT PT0)
P = 1,778 CM
F.., : 1,91 MM

i rl ,, ,,,,ii .

Figure 6-15, Analytical Derivation of Electrode Impedance
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TABLE 6-3. 1Al CATHODE CONVERTER VOLTAGE DATA
" I -- .. III I I I Iml li I IIIII I II

lA/ _ar_el Actual Rra (10/30/19) 9ODIAG4,9ODIAG3- CathodeC_en% _d Voitt�e
i

tLECn_O_n_Et_L_C"r_DE_LE_OEELZ_ CO_VEnEt_,"anEt[_clu_Ivt
I to. I VOLrXCEI VOLTAaEI _ I VOLTXCCI _U I w !

.................................-...........-...................................-------

259 _.00 3.00 15.00 -(0.70 -610.50 5953.78

.... 260 3.00 6,OO 15.00 -37.70 -565,50 -595_,22
261 ?.00 13.00 15.00 -30.70 -460.50 5967.26

262 9.10 22.10 15.00 -21.60 -324,00 -5976.22

263 9.40 31.50 15.00 -12.20 -183.00 5982.20

264 7.OO 35.50 15.00 -5.20 -71,00 -59t4,49
265 5.20 _3.70 15._ 0.00 0.00 5985.00

266 6.60 50,30 15,00 6.60 99,00 -5984,18
267 (,00 54.30 15,00 10,60 159,00 5982,a9
268 8,40 62,70 15,00 19.00 2E5,00 -5978,21

269 4,00 66,70 9,50 23,00 211,50 )714,20

270 4.00 70.70 10.00 27.00 270.00 -3980.15

271 2.10 72,80 10.50 29.10 305,55 4175,34

27_ 3,50 76.30 7,50 32,60 244,50 -298_.49
273 2.80 79.10 8.00 35.40 283.20 3179.41

274 0._ 79.10 7.50 35.40 265.50 -2910.70

275 1.00 80.10 7.50 36.40 273.00 2980.02

276 1.00 81,]0 7,50 37,40 280,50 -2979,32

277 0,00 81,10 8.00 37,40 299,20 3177,95

278 0,00 _i,I0 6.00 57,40 224,40 -23_3,46

279 -2.00 79.10 5.00 35,40 177,00 19_7,15

280 0,00 79,10 5.00 35,40I 179,00 -1987,13

1339,$5 19_2,88

( 96333.4_

........ •.... _ . .

TABLE 6-4. 1Al ANODE CONVERTER VOLTAGE DATA
i i i IIIL I I IIIII

IAIC._el ACY.UalData(I0130/89)90DIAG6,90DIAG3- AnodeC'uzrentandVolLa_e
..... . .... . ..... ....°.. ........... . ....... ..... ................. .......,,.............. .....

HG, VOLTAGE VOLTAGE _T VOLTAGE POQ_I'_ VA
.................... . ......................................... . ...........................

i

6 I 0.00 -23.50 6,00 5.00 [ 30,00 -_393,81
7 1 3,00 -20,_0 6,00 8.00! _,00 n9_.5_

0,00 -20.50 _,00 8,00 72.001 -3590,28
9 _ -6.00 -26_50 9._ 2._ 1_.00] 3590.95

I0 [ -2.00 .28.50 9.00 0.00 { 0,00 I -3591,00II ) -17.00 _45.50 9.00 -17._I -153.00 3587.7_
I_ I -1.50 -47.00 9,00 -]_,50 -166,50! -3517.14I

I_ I -5.50 -52.50 9,00 -21,00 -216,00 351t,50

1_ ( 0._ -52.50 9.00 -2_.O0 -2160O -351_.$0I
_5 _ ii,00 -41.50 12.00 -13.00{ -156,00] _71;.46

16 1 0,00 -41.50 ]2,00 _13,00 -156,00 I -4785,_6

17 -i0,00 -51,50 -276.00[ _7_0,04
13 -51.50 -23.00 -276,00 "4750.04

{

12,00 -23.00

0.00 12,00

19 I -i,00 -52,50 12.00 -2(,00 -2_8,00 4779,33
_o I o.oo -52._o 12.oo -_4.oo -_8.0o -_9.3_i

21 I 5,00 -47.50 12,00 -19.CK) -228.00 _7_2,57
22 I 8.00 -39.50 17,50 -1i.00 -192,50 -_979,85
23 " 0,00 -39.50 I_.50 -II,00 -192,50 6979,85

2_ I -7.00 -46.50 18.00 -iE,O0 -324,00 [ -7174.69

_5 1 0.00 -_6.50 I8.00 -_.00 -324,00 I _1"_._9

-2962.25 _3_7.39

( i0165),02)

mmmmm_mmm llt i __
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operate with lagging reactive power and the GTO converters operate with leading reactive power. Again,
this reduces the net reactive power demand.

The results from "Fable 6-3 show that on the anode side, tile maximum real power demand is about 3

KVA and the reactive power is 2.3 KVA. Note that without the reactive power compensation due to the
combination of SCR and GTO converters, the reactive power demand would be 100 KVA. The cathode
data in Table 6-4 show similar results, with the real power demand at 1.3 KVA and reactive power at 2
KVA. Again, with reactive compensation, the reactive demand is almost 100 KVA.

In the second ,setof calculations, the analytical open circuit voltage and short circuit current profile of
the 1A4 channel was used. Combining these results does not represent an actual channel con litton since the
net channel power is not achievable. However, these results can be used to estimate the ceiling of the KVA
demand. The results are summarized here. by selecting the 30-elecu'ode case with the anode at 62 KVA real

and 1 KVA reactive power and the cathode at 33 KVA real and 1.2 KVA reactive power. These numbers
represent a situation that cannot occur, but show that it is realistic to assume that the maximum volt-ampere
demand will never exceed 100 KVA during channel operation.

In choosing a transformer KVA rating, there are other considerations:

1) The higher the KVA, the lower the source impedance, which limits voltage transients in both SCR
and GTO-style consolidation conveners. Since there is not a significant cost disadvantage in going
from a 200 KVA single phase tr,msformer to 400 KVA, the later would be preferable.

2) Under special test conditions, the required KVA could be higher. For example, if only GTO

converters were being run, the demand would be higher since their leading reactive current demand
would not be cancelled by the SCR converters.

Primarily due to the first consideration above, a 400 KVA single phase transformer is the choice for the
system.

6.3.4 Loss Calculations

Figure 6-17 summarizes the losses on the individual eorLsolidation converter circuits and the losses
inside the cabinets.

6.3.5 Operational Description of the GTO and SCR Gate Drivers

A block diagram of the gate drivc modules used in the GTO and SCR conveners is shown in
Figure 6-18. Each GTO or SCR has a gate drive module with a dedicated suppl), transformer for
supplying energy from a common AC power source. The gate driver rectifies and filters the output of the
supply transformer to establish positive and negative voltage sources for its operation. The gate driver
monitors intemal operating conditions to produce a STATUS signal indicating the ability of the gate driver
to function properly. Circuitry is also included to indicate the status of ttae fuse associated with each GTO.

Fiber optics are used to couple the STATUS, FUSE STATUS, and ON/OFF command signals to a remote
control center with the desired level of voltage and noi_ isolation.

6.3.6 Operational Description of the SCR Gate Drive for Transfer to Resistive
Consolidation

Figure 6-19 shows a block diagram of the gate drive used to activate the SCR theftswitches in the CDIF
resistwe consolidation network. This circuit utilizes two means by which the SCR can be triggered, qhe
primary means is when excessive voltage is detected from the anode-cathode of the device. In ttfis case, the
SCR is fired using the anode-cathode voltage as the energy source to operate the gate drive, Another circuit
is provided that fires the SCR from a remote trigger signal. Energy lhr this circuit is provided by an on.-
board power supply.

a_
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Figure 6-19. ResistorConsolidation SCR Gate Driver Block Diagram
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6.4 CONTROL SYSTEM

6.4.1 Introduction

The control system consists of 3 majorsubassemblies:

1) Anode Local Control Cabinet - Containsthe circuitryfor closed-loop control and data
acquisition on the anode side of the,consolidation circuits. This cabinet is located near the anode
power cabinets.

2) Cathode Local Control Cabinet - Same as above, except for cathode consolidation circuits.

3) Central Control Cabinet - Contains an industrial terminal and keypad for operator interface to
the system. This cabinet communicates with the local computers through fiber optic links. This
cabinet is located in the central control room.

Figure 6-20 summarizes the connection of these subassemblies. Section 6.2.3 included Figures 6-8
and 6-9 which illustrated the cabinet designs.

6.4.2 OperatorInterface

In the central control room, the operator can enter system commands and adjust settings through the
industrial terminal keyboard. System operation will be observed through displays on the industrial terminal
screen.

SlOr_oll Stgl'lqls
To /F rorr_ ToFrom
_.r_oOe OClthoclII
Dower Power
C oDIr'le t II OGDirletll

,, -_

Arhoc_e L_ocol Cathode Local

Controls Controls

]_ ]\ Eluil_lr_g 50

............................................-i-...........................................
L
I

i --!,. i

Figure 6-20. BasicControl System
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The system will be menu-driven, with options to look at:

a) PTO Electrode Ctn_nts

b) Consolidation Converter Voltages

c) Control Loop Current References

d) Convener Status (Fuses)

There are 60 of each type of these signals, for a total of 240. Electrode cunent distributions i.nthe PTO
regions will be displayed in a graphical manner as shown in Figure 6-21. Opt_,omwill be offere_lto enter
different current distributions, while the system is on-line.

The control hardware in this system is implemented with two types of hardware. Circuitry designated
here as the "Control Card" is used for the control of individual current consolidators. Standard
microcomputer boards are used for data acquisition and system supervisory functions.

6.4.3 Microcomputer Board Functions

6.4.3.1 Data Acquisition Functions

The boards IXrform centmliz_ datacollection to the control room in a manner that minimizes the
amount of required wiring. The four parameters of interest that must be recorded were listed in Section
6.4.2 above. There are 60 of each type of these signals in the system, for a total of 240 signals. The
microcomputer boards contain analog to digital conveners for the first three quantities, and digital ports to
monitor the converter status. The boards also contain serialcommunication ports for transmission of this
lata. All data between the local and central controls is tmnsnitted serially.

- i i ii _ i iiiiii I i i

" Figure6-21. Exafnple Current Distribution Display
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6.4.3.2 Supervisory Functions

B_ed on user inlmjtsor detection of problems, the microcomputer boards send out the appropriate
sequencing commands to the individual current consolidation control circuits. These commands coordinate
the operation of the dedicated control loops operating the current consolidators.

The other key supervisory function is to program the fraction of total load current that each current
consolidator must carry. Most important, the computer will implement a plan of operation if a particular
converter fails floss of fuses). This plan determines how the electrode currents will be redistributed given a
failure.

6.4.3.3 Microcomputer Board Selection

The breadboard system was implemented with IBM PC-based computers built for industrial application:
These computers contain 1 microprocessor that is in control of ali tasks such as A/D conversion,
intermediate data storage, and communication. This was a suitable selection for the limited number of
electrodes controlled on the Mark VII. However, for the 240 data points that will be collected at the CDIF,

this approach is not feasible.

lt is necessary to partition the data acquisition function into subtasks and assign a dedicated
microprocessor to each subtask. This way several subtasks are performed simultaneously, and the total
task is completed in a much shorter time. For example, assigning a separate microprocessor to each of the
following tasks allows them to be performed simultaneously:

1) Check status of all consolidator fuses

2) A/D conversion of ali Consolidator Output Voltages

3) A/D conversion of all Electrode Current References

The use of microcomputer boards, each with a microprocessor and several co-processors allowed the
partitioning of the data acquisition and supervisory tasks. Boards using the Intel Corp. Multibus II standard
were selected. Multibus II is an IEEE standard for communication between microcomputer boards over a
backplane bus. The boards are manufactuled by ConcurrentTechnologies Corporation. Table 6-5
summarizes how the boards will be used in the system.

Ali of these boards are user-programmable via erasable memory chips. Programs written in a high-level
language will customize each board to perform the function that it is to be used for.

6°4,4 Control Cards

Each currentconsolidator has a dedicated circuit that determines the firing angle for the SCRs or GTOs.

There are two dedicated control circuits per control card, one for an SCR converter and the other for a GTO,
A block diagram of the control card is shown in Figure 6-22. The furlctions performed by this circuit are:

1) Signal Conditioning - Scales input signals from the power circuit to appropriate voltage levels
for processing by the local controls. The isolation required for current and voltage sensing in this
system is achieved in the power cabinets. Ali of the control circuits operate with respect to ground
potential.

2) Proportional/Integral (PI) Control Loop - Computes the difference between the current
reference and current feedback (error signal) and determines the control action that is required to
drive this signal to zero. Another loop that can be used for voltage control is also provided.

3) Gate Control Circuitry - Activates the gate drives to the power devices based on the PI loop

output signal and the displacement from the zero crossing on the input AC waves. Also uses the
fuse status to "freeze" the drives in their present state if a blown fuse is detected. This protection
feature effectively removes the consolidation converter from service if either of the two rases are
blown.
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4) CurrentReferenceDetermination-Thecurrentreferenceiscomputedbythecontrolcard,
based on the present total load current. The microcomputer inputs a digital number to the control
card denoted here by f, which ranges from 0 to 4095. The control card performs the lollowing
computation in real t_,e, with a multiplying D/A converter:

Current Reference = (f/4095) * Total Consolidated Current

Once the value of f is set, then the board will always control to the desired fraction of the total load
current. Current reference determination is discussed in further detail in Section 6.5.7.

5) Fiber Optic Drive -The control cards interface to the fiber optics that activate the gate drive
circuits in the power cabinets.

ni'hereare a total of 15 control cards in each of the l_al control cabinets.

6.4.5 Timing Card

The firing of the SCR and GTO devices must be synchronizedwith the zero crossingsof the input AC
voltage. The timing card eomains circuitry that produces a timing wave that is phase locked with the input
AC line. The board uses a wa'veformsynthesis technique that has proven to be very immune to noise on the
incoming AC line. A block diagram is given in Figure 6-23. The tx_ardhas 3 input channels, even though
only one is required. This timing wave is bussed to all of the closed loop controls in the system.

6.4.6 Control System Operation

A block diagram of the overall control system is shown in Figure 6-24. TNs figure shows the flow of _
signals from the anode cabinets to the control boards andhow signals are delegated to the Multibus II
microcomputer boa.rds. Note that foroff-line data storage, an external computer will be used. A disk drive
or other nonvolatile storage media will not be integral to the system. Also, an RS 232 serial data link will be
available to the CDIF facility for off loading of any information from the current consolidation subsystem,

6.4.7 Baseline Control System Configuration

The primary function of the Current Consolidation Subsystemis to allocate the channel PTO region
current among the electrodes according to a designated distribution. The system is designed so that the
current distribution can be.pmgmnuned by the operator. Once the distribution is set, then the control boards
determine the actual current references for the individual converters. These references are used by the
individual converter controlcircuits to determine the firing angles of the power devices.

The subsystem utilizes a method which assures that the proper current references are set to avoid
: saturation problems. The.total load current is monitored in each of the anode and cathode cabinets. Each

converter control circuit computes the value of the currentreferences for the individual electrodes based on
the user determinc,d current distribution. Thus the current references are always being updated based on the
total load current. Figure 6-25 shows the configuration of the total load cmvent sensors on the anode _i,.le.

The full-scale system will operate with a single "indirectly"controlled electrode, as was done on the
original Mark VII breadbomxltest. This electrode will serve the important purpose of referencing the

: consolidationpoint m the midpoint voltage of the PTO region, With the consolidation point referenced to
the charmel, the output voltage range required to achieve current control is defined.

There.wilt be three differences from the Mark,VII configuration that will improve the perfonnance of the
- controls:

1) "II}eimpedance between the electrode and the consolidation poir.; lc: _.he"indirectly"controlled
electrode will be matcheAto that of bh¢other 24 consoIidatomin parallel with it, This will minimize
the impact of excessive electr_e trarksientcurrents in ali frequency ranges.

2) Implcmentaticmof an algorithm to calibrate out steady state errors in the level of IX? current in the
indirectly controlled electrode, This addressesthe problem of '"erroraccumulation?'
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Figure6-25. Cabinet Total Current Sensors

3) Thecurrentreferences/ortheindividualcurrentconsolidationcontrolloopsareupdated
instantaneously. In the breadboard system, it took 20 msec to update the references.

6.4.7.1 Indirectly Controlled Electrode Impedance Matching

Instead of connecting this electrode with a direct short to the consolidatior_point, it will be tied with the
equivalent output impedance of a consolidation converter. This will prevent fast transients from passing
through this electrode in preference of the other electrodes. As shown in Figure 6-26, block A, a
consolidation converter is modeled as an ideal voltage source in series with its output impedance, Z. The
output impedance of the consolidation converter is composed of the elements of the output filter.

The proposed system offers two ways to configure the indirectly controUedelectrode:

1) Operate the indirectly controlled consolidator in the voltage mode to an output of 0 volts. All of the
consolidators can be operated in the voltage mode, and this selection is done electronically. Thus,
the location of the indirectlycontrolled electrode can be programmed.

2) Connect the filter in Block A directly between the electrode and consolidation point as shown. This
effectively shorts out the voltage source portion of the converter. The adv_mtageof this method is
that there are no power semiconductors hathe path of the indirectly controlled electrode (other'than
the blocking diode, which is not shown in the figure), thus increasing the reliability of this
Lrnportantconnection.
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The impact of transients on the indirectly controlled electrode is now considered. In all cases, a
transient with an "increase" in total current is discussed. However, the same reasoning would follow for a
decrease in total current.

If a transient occurs that causes the total consolidated current to increase, then obviously the current in
the individual electrodes will increase. How the increase in each electrode willoccur depends on the nature
of the transient, and some electrode currents will increase more than others, so that the desired current
distribution is not maintained, lt is the job of the controls to apply the correction needed to restore the
desired current distribution. In general, due to impedance matching, there is no frequency range where the
indirectlycontrolled electrode should carry more transient current than the other electrodes. This is
illustrated in Figure 6-26, Block D. ]he impedance of the indirectly controlled consolidator, Z, is in
parallel with Z/24, the equivalent impedanceof the remaining electrodes in a 25-electrode system. The
indirect electrode does not present a preferable path for transientcurrents to flow.

Measuremer.,s on the breadboard system showed that the step response time to steady state for the
consolidators was 150 msec into a 2-ohm load. Each of the consolidaton; applies a control action at mGst
every 8 msec, which is the switching period of the midpoint conveners. This leads to three areas where the
response to transients is considered:

1) Transients with time constants less than 8 reset. In general, the consolidators cannot do
anything about these fast transients, The individual electrode currents will increase and decay back
to their previous levels before control action to maintain the desired distribution during the transient
can take piace. Due to mipedancematching, there is no reasonwhy a disproportionate fraction of
the transient would flow through the indirectly controll_ electrode.

2) Transients with time constants greater than 150 reset. This is in the range where the
consolidators can track the transient and maintain the desired current distribution as the disturbance
occurs. Since ali the consolidators with direct control are maintaining the distribution, then the
indirectly controlled electrode will also have the desired current level.

3) Transients with time constants between 8reset to 150 msec. This is a transition region
between the above ranges, where current disturbances are unregulated (less than 8 msec) to fully
regulated (greater r'-an 150 msec). The behavior in this region is a combination of the above. At
the beginning of the disturbance, the transient current will be distributed among ali the electrodes in
a mariner not consistent with the desired distribution as in the first case. However, due to
impexlancematching, the current will not be focused on the indirect electrode. During the transient,
the consolidator voltages are moving in the direction to enforce the desired current distribution.
Thus, the current distribution in the controlled electrodes will be restored to some degree, which
assists in achieving the desired current in the indirect electrode.

There is some overshoot in the stepresponse of the consolidators, which could briefly rob the
indirect electrode of current. This is not viewed as a problem, since the response can be tuned so
the overshoot is eliminated. The trade.offis that consolidator response will be slower.

6.4.7.2 Calibration Algorithm

Due to measurement errors in the current sensors and the scaling circuitry, excessive DC error currents
could be present in the uncontrolled electrode, even if ali other electrodes are operating to 1%accuracy. For
an average current in the other 2,! electrodes of 10 amps, the indirect electrode would carry 2.4 amps error.
'Iaaiserror can be calibrated out of the equipment with an algorithn_that computes a factor to adjust the
currents in the other electrodes until the indirect electrode error is minimized. The factor is used to adjust
the references in the other 24 electrodes.
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With respect to samples taken at instant n, over an interval accumulating N samples:

Total Current = Tn (Known from sensor measurements)
n=N

Average Total Current = Tavg = (l/n) n_0 Tr.

Desired fraction of total fc,r = Fo
indirectly controlled elecu'ode

Average Desired Current in = Fo * Tavg
Uncontrolled Electrode

Actual Current = An (Known from sensor measurements)
n=N

Average Desired Current = Aavg = (l/n) n___0 An

Average Error Current = Eavg = (Fo * Tavg) - Aavg

The parameter N is chosen from experience so that effects of transients are averaged out.

The algorithm is implemented so that the average error current is distributed among the other 24
electrodes. This requires a current change in the other electrodes of:

Change in other electrodes = delta = Eavg/24

Correction Fat',or = e = delta/Favg
Thus for all the other electrodes:

Fraction of total = Fi
current for electrode i (i < > 0)

Con'ected fraction = Ci = Fi + e

Over severn iterations, Eavg should decrease to an acceptable level such as 2% accuracy.

Stop Criteria: Eavg/(Fo * Tavg) < 0.02

Since the sensors and current scaling circuitry are linear, "t should be noted that once the calibration
factor is determined, then it should be the same thereafter.

6.4.7.3 Instantaneous Current Reference Update

In the breadboard syatem, the total current was fed only to the local computer, where it was divided by --
the appropriate distribution factors to set the current references for the individual controllers. In the system
proposed here, the current references are updated immediately. The control circuits contain a multiplying
A/D convener (See Figure 6-22) that is programmed for the desired fraction of total current for the
electrode. These fractions are incremented multiples of 1/4095 = 0.1".)002442.Thus, the delays that are duc
to computer reference update are eliminated (breadboard was 20 msec). Also, ii"the computer is lost, the

: control loop references are still updated according to the total cunent.
z

6.4.7.4 Alternative Control System Configurations

Another approach is to use a propoiaional type control on 'aliof the consolidators including this one. A
proportional control is a non-zero error type control and would not be affected by the small control tolerance

errors. The system operates with a steady state error between the feedback and the reference. This would
allow a direct current control on ali the converters and would minimize concerns that one of the electrode

currents will deviate from its desired profile.

Proportional control is a very attractive solution, however, it may have some drawbacks. The
: connection to the channel is lost, thus the consolidation point is not referenced to the channel. The first
_

co_ksequence of this is that a wider voltage control range may be required for the current consolidators.
Secondly, there may be difficulty in achieving a steady state condition if "aliof the controller voltages are

•allowed to be changing at one time. Thus, if' this type of approach is used, some other means to reference
-
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the consolidation point to the channel may be necessary. During initial testing of the anode system at CDIF,
pmportitmal control schemes will be implemented, ,sothe extent of the above potential problems can be
evaluated.

Another method is to simply have more than one indirectly controlled electrode to allow for additional
paths for the error currents to flow. How the currents would share among these electrodes might be
influenced by placing a fixed voltage between them and the consolidation point. This voltage would be
realized by operating the converters in voltage mode.

The proposed control hardware configuration for the CDIF can accommodate any of the above
approaches. Each current consolidator can be operated in a voltage or current mode, and with P or PI type
control.

6.4.8 Control System Interface to the CDIF

There are no required connections between the Current Consolidation Subsystem controls and the CDIF
facility for sequencing. The breakers to the system should be closed manually by the operator before
startup. The control will monitor a breaker contact to verify this action. 'l'he system should be activated

before the magnet is turned on, so any electrode currents produced have a path to flow. The system will
automaticaUy follow the charmel ramp up and down as the magnet is varied, lt does not matter what mode
the inverter is operated in, whether voltage or current. The Current Consolidation Subsystem operates as a
slave in this system, distributing the consolidated charmel current among the electrodes in the PTO regions.

Experience in operating the system will result in the determination of the best current distribution. If
there is a trend of excessive interelectrode voltages in some areas, adjustment of the current distribution

should be helpful, minimizing the problem. The distribution can be clzanged while the system is on line, via
menus on the industrial terminal and keypad.

6.4.9 Backup Resistive Consolidation

As a backup to the CurrentConsolidation Subsystem, an automatic switch over to a resistive

consolidation system was provided. The benefits of this feature is that it eliminates the possibility of open
circuiting the channel while the system is on-line, lt should be noted that the likelihood of losing all of the
current consolidators m_dopen-circuiting the channel is extremely unlikely. However, resistive backup is
recommended because the additional circuitry required is relatively simple. In addition, an external trigger

, is provided so that the transfer can take piace at the operators' request. The previous quarterly report
explained the circuit and the connection to the system.

6.5 CDIF INTERFACE REVIEW

6.5.1 General Building Requirements

The following requirements are intended to serve as a guide to provide the Current Consolidation

Subsystem with adequate electrical, mechanical and structural support.

An absolute minimum floor space requirement of 24 feet x 30 feet was established. Because of
structural considerations in connecting the structure to existing Building 50 framework, it was established
by MSE that the most economical building size would be 24 feet x 38 feet. This permits a more favorable
spacing of the various system components. The building should consist of two areas as described below

: and shown in Figure 6-27, Current Consolidation Floor Plan.

1) Control Area- An area of approximately 195 ,square feet with a regulated environment in which
the consolidation converter control cabinets will be located.

2) Power Area - An area of approximately 7 I5 square feet with a regulated enviroimaent in which the
consolidation converter power components will be located.
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The, Control and Power areas should have a nominal 12 feet minimum clear span from floor to the roof

strucanal supports. The Control area shall be separated from the Power area by a chain link fence which
contains an access gate that shall be interlocked with the control system such that access to the,Power area is
denied while the system is operating. Both areas may be occupied by qualified personnel during initial
commissioning only. Both areas should be considered as exclusion areas during active test operations.

identification, quantity, dimensions, weight, and area designation (C or P) of the components to be
installed in the building are given in Table 6-6. Dimensions and weights are on a per unit basis.

6.5.2 Building Architectural Considerations

Tl_e design should consider wind, snow, equipment and utility service loadings. In addition, the roof
beam design shall ensure adequate structural strength to support point loads imposed by conduit and cable
tray hanger loadings.

• Exterior - The type of wall panels, roof and extelior wall panel finish should be similar to those
used on existing site structures.

• Floor - The floor should be concrete with smooth finish sloped to floor drains.

• Doors - One entrance door with a miitimum clearance of 7 feet wide by 9 feet high is required for

the power area. One personnel door to the control area and two emergency exit doors in the power
area should be provided. The doors and their approximate locations are shown in Figure 6..27.
The doors, door windows, hardware and keying should be consistent with that of the existing

facility.

TABLE 6-6. CURRENT CONSOLIDATION SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS

DIMENSIONS
W x D x H WEIGHT

ITEMDESCRIPTION QUANTITY (IN INCHES) (LBS.) AREA

AnodeConsolidation 2 84 x 72 x 96 15,000 P
ConverterCabinet

CathodeConsolidation 2 84 x 72 x 96 15,000 P
ConverterCabinet

AnodeControlCabinet I 22 x 32 x 70 500 C

" CathodeControlCabinet I 22 x 32 x 70 500 C

Anode PowerTransformer I 28 x 19 x 36 2,200 P

CathodePowerTransformer I 28 x 19 x 36 2,200 P

AC CircuitBreaker 2 21 x 33.5 x 22.5 400 P
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• Windows - Windows should be installed in the exterior walls at appropriate locations to permit
periodic viewing and inspection of the system components.

• Cable Trays - Cable trays shall be provided to distribute the required cables to the Current
Consolidation Subsystem parts, The type of cable tray used shall be consistent with existing site
usage. One possible arrangement is shown in Figure 6-27, The tray center line dimensions shown
in Figure 6-27 for penetrations into Building 50 are suggested ideals, lt is recognized that some
movement of these locations may be necessary due to building structural considerations, lt is also
recognized that the illustrated possible arrangement may need to be modified, Detailed cable tray
layout will evolve as the building design progresses.

• Conduit - As shown in Figure 6-27, three conduits are required. Two conduits will be used to

carry sensor signal cables from the Current Consolidation Cabinets to the Control Cabinets. The
third conduit will be used to carry the 1000 MCM cables from the Current Consolidation Cabinets
to the Inverter DC Disconnect Switch in Area 3 of the Inverter Building,

6.5.3 Building Services

• Cooling Water - No cooling water service is required.

• Fire Protection - Fire protection shall be provided consistent with site safety requirements.

• Service Air - Although not required, it would be desirable for maintenance purposes.

• Electrical Service - Electrical service should provide a minimum of four 120 V receptacles in tht.

Control Area and eight 120 V receptacles in the Power Area. A grounding cable system shall
connect the Montana Power Co./site ground grid to ali building structural columns and be
accessible for connections to ground all component frames and the chain link fence. Any conduits
from the site underground conduit system shall be run up the outside walls of the building and enter

the building about 10 feet above floor level. A 480 V three phase 60 Hz. service shall be brought
into the Control Area to a panel board and shall be of adequate capacity for the receptacle/lighting
service. An additional 5 KVA capacity and 6 panel board branch circuit breakers should be

reserved for use with the Current Consolidation Subsystem equipment.

• Lighting Service - Both areas should be illuminated with fluorescent lighting, Sufficient
fixtures should be provided to produce a light level that is consistent with site practices.

• Communications - Telephone and intercom system service should be provided in the Control
Area consistent with site practices.

• Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) - (if necessary) shall be provided so
that the ambient air temperature does not fall below 32 degrees F on the coldest anticipated day

= while the system is not operating, nor exceed 104 degrees F on the hottest anticipated day with
maximum equipment heat loading. The estimated equipment heat dissipation is given in Table 6-7,

6.5.4 Interface Requirements

The Current Consolidation Subsystem/CDIF interface is shown in schematic block diagram form in
Figures 6-28 and 6-29 and is tabulated in Table 6-8. Westinghouse will supply all mating connectors for

:- termination of the interface cables to pm.elude any inadvertent errors in connector procurement. Figure 6-28
shows the basic system configuration and Figure 6-29 identifies specific cables and connectors that arc
used. These cables and connectors are identified in the tabulation in Ta,ble 6-8.
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TABLE 6-7. ESTIMATED HEAT DISSIPATION
lllli i i i i III III

ESTIMATEDHEATDISSIPATION
!TEMDESCRIPTION BTU/HR AREA

Anode Consolidation 24,000 P
ConverterCabinet

CathodeConso!idation 24,000 P
ConverterCabinet

Anode ControlCabinet 1,750 C

CathodeControlCabinet 1,750 C

Anode PowerTransformer 3,500 P

CathodePowerTransformer 3,500 P

AC CircuitBreaker 2,200 P

6.5.5 Cable Tray Requirements

For the cable tray layout shown in the Current Consolidation Floor Plan sketch (Figure 6-27) the
following components would be required:

Item Quantity

Horizontal Crossover 2
'Fee Section 1

90 Degree Horizontal Bend 1
90 Degree Vertical Outside Bend 2

In addition to the above _ecific cable tray fittings, a suitable number of straight section trays are

required to accommodate the approximately 60 feet of straight runs between the fittings. The trays should
: be 24 inches wide with minimum depth of 4 inches. Ali fittings and straight sections should be consistent

with existing site usage.

There are many suppliers of these components and no preference is expressed. Cable trays are a
common item in the electrical building trade and procurement of the commodity does not pre_nt any

particular time constraint on the program.

6.5.6 Loss of Control Power Assessment

If the 115 VAC power to the control cabinet power supplies is lost, the net final re:_ultwould be a loss
of control of the electrode currents forcing a channel shutdown. There are two mel/',ods available to reduce

the probability of this occurrence:
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1) Installation of an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) - The UPS would provide
standby power for a duration of time determined by the capacity of the batteries. A 1.5 KVA UPS
with a battery pack to provide 10 minutes of backup service has been identified. The estimated total
cost of this addition is approximately $5,400. This does not include the cost of providing a
venttlated enclosure for the UPS system to vent the hydrogen gas involved with battery charging.

2) Installation of Two Separate Feeders - Power feeders from two separate substations would
greatly reduce the probability of loss of power. The two power sources would be connected to a
transfer switch so that in the event of a loss of power from the primary feed, the transfer switch
would connect the secondary feed to the power supplies in approximately 50 milliseconds. This is
we.Uunder the ride through capability of the power supplies. A loss of both feeders would be an
extremely rare occurrence, and in ali likelihood, result only in the event of loss of total site power
which would cause a total shutdown of the entire test train. This solution appears to be a less
expensive proposition than the installation of the UPS system.

6.5.7 Inverter Interface Considerations

The inverter has historically been operated in Voltage Mode. When using consolidation equipment on

the channel, this is an acceptable means of control as long as the inverter voltage reference is consistent with
channel operating conditions.

If there is a sustained drop in the channel Hall voltage (VHail), and the reference is not changed, the

inverter DC link capacitor is not discharged and it will slowly decay through available leakage paths. Thus
the DC link bus voltage (VLoad) is sustained and a large consolidation voltage (VConsol = VLoad - VHall)
can be realized. During recent tests, a voltage was developed across the consolidation equipment when the
magnet was dropped, causing the Hall voltage to drop, but the inverter stayed on-line. The Hall voltage
could also decrease if there is a drop in combustor output. The magnitude of the voltages developed are not
well quantified in this case.

The only problem with voltage mode is that neglecting to set the voltage reference properly may cause
the above problem. The CDR document cited 3 methods in Section 6.7 to alleviate this problem:

1) Interlock the magnet to the inverter so that the inverter is u'ipped off-line if the magnet trips. This is
not difficult to achieve electronically, but may cause a lot of undesirable inverter trips. Also, ii the
combustor u'ansients do in fact result in large consolidation voltages, this method does not offer

protection.

2) Ensure tlmt the inverter .reference voltage is reduced at the same rate as the decay of channel voltage.
This might be done electronicaUy by sensing the channel Hall voltage and interfacing it to the
inverter voltage reference setting.

3) Ope rate the inverter in Current Mode. This mode already exists in the inverter control.

Of these choices, the last one is recommended since it is the simplest conceptually, and the simplest to
implement. With current mode of operation, only the channel determines the bus voltage, rather than
having the inverter determine the bus voltage independently. This eliminates the potential for developing

large voltages across the corLsolidation equipment. No special considerations or interfacing is required to
eliminate these voltages.

More research has to be done into why the inverter has been historically operated in the voltage mode.
This work is presently under way with the Power Management Committee.
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7. CDIF TESTING

Workhorse power train testing at the CDIF is divided into two phases: 1) Design Verification Testing

(DVT) of the coal-fired precombustor (CFPC) and2) the Confirmation Test Series. During previous
reporting periods, the precombustor DVT program was compieted and the confirmation testing was
initiated. The Confirmation Test Series is focused on confirming the design of the prototypical power train

components prior to fabrication of the actual prototypical hardware.

Test programs were initiated during this quarter to: 1) investigate the practicality of using Avco current
controls for current consolidation in the power takeoff regions and to determine the cause of past current
consolidation failures, and 2) checkout the operational characteristics of the grinder unit installed within the

slag rejection system. Another impo_ant activity was the installation of 1A4-style test coupons in the lA 1.
This latter activity is a prerequisite for CDIF confirmation testing to be completed in mid-February. The

primary focus of testing during the fourteenth quarter was in two area.s:

1) Longer duration test attempts (16 to 24 electrical hour durations) to accumulate hours on the channel
material coupons and to evaluate facility readiness for POC testing, and

2) Shorter duration tests (2 to 4 electrical hour durations) which were run for evaluation of: a) current
controls as PTO current consolidators, and b) slag rejection system components, such as slag

grinder/denseveyor checkout prior to operation of the slag rejection system control logic.

During the quarter there were five testing days prior to a refurbishment of the workhorse channel
including the installation of 1A4-style test coupons in the lA 1, and four testing days after the channel
refurbishment for a total of 45 thermal test hours and 31 power hours. The longest power test duration was

under 11 hours, due to problems experienced with the facility consumable feed systems.

7.1 WORKHORSE POWER TRAIN TESTING AT THE CDIF (SUBTASK 6.3)

7.1.1 Objectives of Workhorse Test Program

The workhorse test program has three main areas of emphasis at this time:

1) To provide operational and test data input to the POC components design such as:

• Combustor and slag rejector design

• Current consolidation design

• Channel design and material verification

2) To develop long duration facility operational experience, and

3) To provide design verification testing of POC components as follows:

• Current controls as consolidators

• Rectangular second stage

• Continuous slag rejection/removal system

These items comprise the level of effort necessary to provide the ITC program with the confidence for a
2000-hour POC design.

7.1.2 Approach

The approach for the workhorse testing includes a combination of both long and short duration testing:

a) longer duration testing (16 to 24 hour electrical tests) to provide design data and longer duration facility
experience, and b) shorter duration testing (2 to 4 hour electrical tests) for checkout and verification of the
component designs and modifications such as current control and slag grinder tests.
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7.1.3 Test Summaries

The test summaries presented in Appendix A indicate the testing achievements and the associated

problems for this reporting period. A chronological summary report is presented as Table 7-1. A
discussion describing modifications to the test train and the facility is detailed in Section 7.2.

7.1.3.1 Slag GrinderSlag Rejector Tests (Table 7.2)

The slag grinder and fumlel were installed for tests 91-CHEK-01,91-CC-01 and 91-CC-02. The slag

grinder and slag funnel are part of the Phase I slag rejection subsystem, and are required to be functional for
continuous slag rejection. The slag rejector components were installed in phases, as described in
Section 7.2.4.

Prior to test 91-CHEK-01, the slag grinder tooth-to-spacer ratio was increased from 1:1 to 2:1. This

allows larger particles to proceed through the slag grinder, lt was hoped that this modification would

prevent the slag from being ground into fine sand, as well as increase the throughput. Also, prior to
91-CHEK-01, the slag funnel inside the slag tank wak modified to give it a steeper angle. The slag funnel

is used to direct slag from the slag tap of the first stage to the slag grinder, lt was hoped that a steeper angle
would prevent the slag from hanging up on the sides of the funnel.

The results from these tests show that:

1) the 2:1 tooth ratio is the correct way to proceed,

2) the pipe between the slag tank and the denseveyor (Figure 7-1) requires a larger diameter (12
inches) and that the reduction (12 inches to 8 inches) must be done in a vertical section, and

3) the slag funnel appears to be thecorrect approach, but will not be fully tested until longer duration
tests with continuous slag rejection are performed.

7.1.3.2 Current Control as Current Consolidator Tests (Table 7.3)

Tests numbered 91-CC-01 ;rod 91-CC-02 were run primarily to determine the cause(s) of frequent

semiconductor component failures of the Avco current control circuits when they are configured as anode
consolidators in the forward power takeoff (PTO) region of the channel. Dr. Vlad Hruby, Busek Inc.,

provided the expertise for the test work and specified the test sequences and data required for the testing.
This work was accomplished as part of the 1TC "Power Management Integration Working Group"
(see Section 9).

The two tests were unable to induce a failure on the current control boards for several conditions:

1) Inverter on/off, no magnet, no seed

2) Inverter on/off with seed on, no magnet

3) Inverter and magnet on at different levels

4) Full magnetic field inverter load sweep

5) Inverter and magnet on with quick power down on magnet

6) Repeat 5) with inverter R-C filter circuit disabled

However, it was observed that during fast shutdowns, a large voltage reversal measuring as high as

850 volts occurred on the inverter negative bus. The current control units are rated at 1200 volts, so the

reverse voltage was reaching threshold conditions during the test even though no failures occurred.
Analysis subsequently showed that the reverse voltage could reach as high as 8 kV and that this reversal
was the cause of previous circuit failures. This was demonstrated during subsequent tests when abort
shutdowns resulted in circuit failures. The Power Management Integration Working Group is evaluating

various options to mitigate this situation.
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TABLE 7-1. CDIF TESTING - 14TH QUARTER - SUMMARY REPORT

................ TIME IN MINUTES I .......
..... ............ -- .... ,,, ,

DATE DESIGNATION TEST OFV CFPC CFC POWER TEST OBJECTIVE
.... = I __ __,, ,

11-08-90 .....91-CFIECK-01 A 227 222 217 77 Facility Checkout and Slag
Grinder Checkout

,,

11-13-90 ....91-Cc-01 A 213 205 200 139 Operate Current Controls
as Consolidator in Fwd
PTO

11-14-90
i] ]

91.CC_02
............

A 187 183 179 56 Operate Current Controls
as Consolidator in Fwd
PTO

........................

11-21-90 91-MATL-01 F 267 262 257 226 Duration with CC Electrical
............. ,,..

11-28-90 91'MATL-02 F 233 225 215 73 Duration with CC Electrical
....................

11-29-90 91-MATL-03 F 148 144 140 89 Duration with CC Electrical

(1) (2)(3)
. _

91-CHEK-02
.... . _,.......

01/17/91 A 264 259 244 16o 91-CooponChannel
Checkout-Ready for Series

01/23/91 91-MATL-04 C 262 256 241 160 91-C0upon Channel Test
Series..50 Electrical Hours
on Channel

.....

01/24/91 91-MATL-05 C 288 285 271 220 91,.Coupon Channel Test
Series-50 Electrical Hours
on Channel

_91 _ MATL_06 c01/29-30/91 680 678 669 647 9l-Coupon Channel Test
Series-50 Electrical Hours
on Channel

Total Time (Minutes) 14th Quarter 2769 2719 2633 1847

Total Time (Hours) 14rh Quarter 46.2 45,3 43,9 30,8
,.,

Total Time (Hours) CY 1990 127.8 123.4 120,5 73.0

Total Time (Hours) CY 1989 153.0 146,0 136,6 49.8
....................

Total Hours 1985 Through 1988 289.4 --- 284,2 115,0
.... ,,

Down-Time Ranking

(1) Down for Second Stage Rebuild A Met Ali Test Objectives

(2) Down for Repair of Channel B Met Most Test Objectives But Was Consumables
(3) Planned Down Time Limiting and Required Follow Up On Next Test

C Met Some Test Objectives

F Met No Test Objectives
...............................
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TABLE 7-2. SLAG GRINDER FACILITY CHECKOUT

THERMALTIME = 3.7 HOURS POWERTIME = 1.7 HOURS

)

....sEco.o"STA E..... lrI " '............

CON,GURATION TEST,NGOnJECT,VES TESTRESULTS
• L/W= 2.7,12 port I_oriz.0.36- Checkoutslag grinder • Plug in pipe between denseveyor

inchdiam injectors Phase1 and slagtank, therefore
Checkoutslaggrinderw/2:1 recommendlarger pipe diameter
tooth ratioand new funnel andvertical pipe reduction
roods • Slagsizelargerwith 2:1 tooth

• Checkoutfacilityoperation ratio
• Checkoutnew CFPC

combustioncan

TEST DESIGNATION ACTUALTEST CONDITIONS

TEST DATE N/O PREHEAT PHI1 PHI2 POWER REC. H.L.

91-CHEK-01 11/08/90 0.76 1200/2900 [ 055. J _._.L_l.7__J0.-_ 0.9 30%*__ 7
• Slag recovery not accuratelymeasureddue to limited volume of slag cart

7.1.3.3 Long Duration Tests on the 1990-Coupon Channel Build No. 3 (Table 7.4)

Long duration (16 to 24 continuous electrical hours) tests were attempted to provide data on:

1) the long duration impact of iron oxide injection on cathode wall nonuniformities, and

2) the slagging characteristics (and/or fouling) of the pmcombustor components as a function of time.

Also, long duration tests were to develop long duration operational experience with the facility systems.

As shown in Table 7-4, these test attempts were designated 91-MATL-01 through 91-MA°IL-03. The
longest power duration was just under 6 horns at the ITC low stress condition (Reference Operating
Condition No. 2). This operating condition is the prototypical operating condition for the POC duration
tests, and is equivalent to Phi 1 = 0.55, Phi 2 = 0.90, and N/O = 0.76 with 90% 02 in the second stage.

The objective of the test series was not met primarily because of:

• Plugging in the iron oxide injection system

• Blown channel cooling water supply hoses

• Frequent magnet trips

• An arc from the slag rejector electrical isolation pad to ground.

The channel was removed following this test series to:

• Install prototypical Z-wall coupons in the right and left forward bar' sidewall (described in Section
7.2.2.2),

• Install prototypical slagging and nonslagging anode elements, and

• Replace a leaking oxygen injection second stage frame.
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Figure 7-1. Slag Rejector Assembly at the CDIF
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TABLE 7-3. C[1RRENT CONTROL DIAGNOSTIC TESTING

....... SECON6STAGE .................. .........
CONFIGURATION TESTING OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS

• L/W = 2.7, 12 each0.363-inch .; To determinecauseof • Couldnot getC.C.unitsto fail
diam horiz,injectors currentcontrolsnot

performingas consolidators
• Checkoutslaggrinderw/2:1

tooth ratioand newfunnel
_mods

TEST DESIGNATION ACTUALTEST CONDITIONS

TEST DATE N/O PREHEAT POWER REC. H,L.
,

i ,, *
91-CC-02 11/14/90 0.74 1;_00/2900I 0,55I_ I I0.90i 116s 1.1 30% 6.5-7

i

• Slag recoverynot accuratelymeasured,du)eto limitedvolume of slagcart

TABLE 7-4. 22-HOUR CONTINUOUS ELECTRICAL TESTING

sECOND STAGE
CONFIGURATION TESTING OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS

• L/W = 2.7, 12 port h0riz,0.363- • 22-ho_urcontinuous.... • Unachievableto date
inch diam injectors electriicaltest

_ ,,,.., , ,., ,,, , ,,

TEST DESIGNATION ACTUAL TESTCONDITIONS

L_ . . , . , , ,,,,, ,,,, ,, ' ' " '"

S.S. SLAG CFC
TEST DATE N/O PREHEAT PHI1 PHI2 %K POWER REC. H.L.

90;MATI-..06 09/20/90 0175,0,80 2900 0,55 0.90 1.7 1,0 44% 7%
......... ..... ,

90-MATE,07 09/27)90.... 0.77 2900 0.55 0,90 1.7 0.85 45% 7%

91:MATL-01 i 1/21/90 0.76 2900 ' 0_55 0_90 '1.7 1,2 ?* I 6.5%
.... J, , --

91-MATL-02 11/28/90 0.76 1200 0.55 0.90 1,75 0 ?* 6.5%

91-MATL-03 11/29/90 0.78 1200 0.55 0.90 1,75 1.2 ?* 6.0%

• Slag recovery not accuratelymeasureddue to limitedvolume of slagcart

7.1.3.4 Accumulation of 50 Electrical Hours on the /991-Coupon Channel Build No_ 1
(Table 7.5)

The 1991-coupon channel is described in Section 7.2.2. As this quarter ended, the main objective of
accumulating 50 electrical hours on the channel coupons had not been met. Referring to Table 7-5, the tests
conducted for this test series consisted of 91-MATL-04 through 91 -MATL-06. The test conditions tbr
these tests were the same as for the 1990-coupon charmel, namely low stress conditions (Referencez

Operating Condition No. 2) with iron oxide on the cathode wall to mitigate nonuniformities. The secondary
= objective of obtaining a long duration test (16 to 24 continuous power hou_,'s)was also attempted, ,and again

was not met. The longest test was just under 11 hours of power. The test objectives were not met due to a
variety of hardware and facility related problems. The hardware problems were primarily operational and
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TABLE 7-5. 1991 - COUPON CHANNEL TEST SERIES

POWERAT CONDITIONTOTAL= 17.2 HOURS
THERMALTIME TOTAL = 24.6 HOURS
MAGNETTIME TOTAL = 19.8 HOURS

q

- SECOND STAGE
CONFIGURATION TESTING OBJECTIVES TEST RESULTS

• L/W= 2.7, :12port h0riz. 0.36- • 50 electrical hours on 1991- • Iron oxide through bottom
inch diam injectors coupon channel injection seemsto work but

requires 4 to 5 Ib/min
• CFCH.L. = 6.5to 7.0%

• 1 pump does not appear to
prevent high ICV's (not enough
coverage)

illl
ii i |

TEST DESIGNATION ACTUAL TESTCONDITIONS

....... ....... i
S.S. MAGNET POWERAT TEST

TEST DATE N/O PREHEATPHI1 PHI2 %K POWER ON HRS CONDITION STARTS
,,,.......

91-CHECK-02 01/17/91 0.76 1200/2900 0.55 0.90 1.7 1.0 2.7 2.2 5
,,,

91-MATL-04 01/23/91 0.76 1200/2900 0.55 0.90 1.75 0.9 2,7 1.9 3

91-MATL-05 01/24/'91 0.76 1200/2900 0.55 0.90 1.7 1.0 3,7 2.5 2

91-MATL-06 01/29-30/91 0.78 1200/2900 0.55 0.90 1,9 1.0 10.8 10.6 2I,

maintenance problems such as leaking gaskets on the slag tank door, broken pressure tap connections and

channel cooling water jumper hose clamp failures. The facility problems were primarily related to the
consumable feed systems and included blockages/plugs in the iron oxide system, seed storage bin, and the
coal hopper screens and coal pinch valveS.

7.2 OTHER CDIF ACTIVITIES
I

The activities at the CDIF mainly involved test train repair and configuration',tl readiness for testing
described as follows:

7.2.1 Combustor Activities

Second stage frame No. 23, an oxygen injector, was replaced due to a cooling water leak. A similar

type of leak had also occurred on a previous oxygen injector. The leak appears to be the result of a stress
corrosion crack developing in the parent copper material between two brazed stainless steel caps. The crack

propagated to a cooling water port which was located very close to the gas-side surface (0.040 inch). The
injector 'has been redesigned in order to mitigate this problem. The redesign includes: 1) brazing the
stainless steel caps as a solid piece so that there is _o exposed copper between the elements, and 2)
eliminating the cooling water port which was located close to the gas-side surface.

"_e second stage was reassembled in December incorporating a new "redesigned" oxygen injector (S/N

42) and an Avco designed and fabricated iron oxide injection frame. The second stage contiguration is
shown in Figure 7-2. The Avco supplied _cond stage frame incorporated both the proposed 1A4 iron
oxide injection port locations (injection along the bottom surface of the frame) as well as the use of tungsten
caps which simulate the 1A4 nozzle region.

Testing of the iron oxide injection frame included one pump supplying two porks and two pumps

supplying two ports (see Figure 7-3). The results of testing indicate that the iron oxide flow rate required to
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WSSMI WSSM2 - i

I

I

1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1_ NOZZLE

,, I -__ ' ......

___2-
I ,him ] -- lhim
! B/L Frame

L/W • 2.7

STACK 1
POSITION ITEM P/N S/N C.C. ROTATION

1 Ni-200 Adapter X755640-1 01

2 "Easy Torque" X43i 942.2 41 .............,,

' 3 1st Cu Frame X431942-1 02
, ,

4 ReWorked Common X431944-RW 11

5 3pc446 SS lined X439103-1 16 .......

6 _ Ox. Inj. Frame (New) X438123-1D 42..... .... 90°

7 Ox. Inj. Spacer (grooved) X438122-1 34 90°
, ,

8 3pc 446 SS lined X439103-1 27

9 Reworked Common X431944-RW 28

10 Reworked Common X431944-RW- 14

11 Reworked 'Common X431944-RW 09
,,

12 3pc 446 SS lined X439103-1 32

13 ..... 3pc 446 SS lined ..... X439i03-1 36

14 3pc 446 SS lined X489103-1 33
....

15 Ox. Inj. Spacer X438122-RW .... 18 90° ........

16 Rework Common X431944-RW 15

17 B/L Frame X438765-RW 25 90°
.......

18 Iron Oxidelnjector'(Avco) MHD-22931 A
, , ii _ll. i

Notes:

1) Frame 18 configured for additive injection through 2 each 0.19" ports across bottom with
nitrogen around the port. Ali other ports are plugged.

2) Cooling water delta T's located at frames 4,.6, 8, 12 & 17 for L/W=2.7

3) Rod length 4 @ 37", 4 @ 32".

Figure 7-2. CFC Second State Configuration - CDIF - 50SS - 910107
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Figure 7-3. Avco Iron Oxide Injection Frame

provide a uniform cathode wall with bottom injection is slightly higher than with side injection (4 to 4.5
lb/min slurry with bottom injection as opposed to 3.5 to 4 lh/rain with side injection), Injection from a

single port on the bottom surface can not prevent cathode wall nonuniformities from occurTingl

7.2.2 Channel/Diffuser Activities

Several 1A4-style test coupons were fabricated and installed tbr testing in the 1A channel. These

coupons were designed and manufactured similar to the lA4 elements. The purpose of testing these
elements was to provide confirmation data showing that the anode, cathode and sidewall element design and
material selections meet expectations when used in the coal-fired environment of the 1A channel. Final
confirmation of a.node and sidewall designs will come from testing in the CDIF 1A1,

7.2.2.1 Anode

Figure 7-4 depicts 1A4-style anode configurations installed in the lA4 channel, Both slagging and

nonslagging anode configurations are included. Differences in the design features between the slagging and
nonslagging anodes lie with the use of a full height interelectrode BN insulator and the placement of full

height BN insulators between adjacent anode caps. Both of these measures tend to eliminate foothold
locations fbr the development of slag.

7.2.2.2 Sidewalls

Two sets of 1A4-style Z-bar sidewall coupons were also installed on this build. A photograph of these
elements installed in the !A channel is shown in Figure 7-5, They were located on both the right and le ft

forward sidewalls. They includ,e elements having base materials of molybdenum and tungsten-copper
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Figure 7-5, Photograph of Z-Bar Test Section in lA Channel

(75%W/25%Cu). Although tungsten-copper has been chosen for the lA4 channel fabrication, the
molybdenum base material elements were included to allow evaluation of the secondary design.

The location and configuration of Z-bar coupons are shown in Figures 7-6 through 7-9. The right

forward sidewall, Figure 7-6, includes a layout of elements in a configuration similar to what is expected
for the 1A4 build. The main difference between the Z-bar coupons and 1A4 sidewall elements is the use of

3 rather than 4 interior diagonal bars. Figure 7-7 shows the cross-sections for these elements. The

sidew',dl coupons are positioned to correspond with the 0.7-inch pitch anodes and cathodes, The let1
forward sidewall is shown in Figure 7-8, and the element cross-sections in Figure 7-9.

7.2.2.3 Cathode

Six 1A4-style cathode elements were fabricated and installed starting at electrode 90, They have a
0.7-inch pitch.

7.2.2.4 Diffuser

Prior to the channel rebuild in October, there was a significant hot gas leak from the diffuser interface.

This was primarily the result of warpage of the diffuser plates due to inadequate cooling of several of the
plates. The diffuser is comprised of plates of two different designs. The original plates designed by Avco
have smaller cooling water passages and hence a higher pressure drop than the newer MSE-designed plates.
Since ali the diffuser plates are cooled in parallel from a single water supply header, the Avco-designed

plates were essentially being starved of water.

7.2.3 Current Controls

The current control units have been operating for all tests at the CDIF since completing their Design

Verification Testing in August 1990. The current controls have performed as designed tbr each test.
During the previous quarter, the current controls were tested and found to be operational provided a "clean"
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Figure 7-6, Z-Bar Sidewall Layout (Right Forward Sidewall)

power source was available for the input power to the current controls. During this quarter, a modification
to the current control boards was made to allow a larger voltage sag in the input power. Avco modified the

clock boards on the current controls by installing a new transformer on each. These transformers upgraded

the secondary side voltage from 18 volts AC to 20 volts AC.

In mid-November, a series of tests was conducted at the CDIF to investigate the use of Avco current
controls for current consolidation. Efforts concentrated on investigating the cause of previous current
consolidation failures. Two cabinets of current controls used in previous tests at the CDIF, designated

Cabinets No. 7 and No. 8, are already installed in the high voltage room (HVR), and these will be used for
the consolidation. The first part of the program was to connect one of the cabinets in the HVR to the
forward PTO while leaving the aft PTO resistively consolidated. This configuration was selected because
there had been frequent failures of the current controls iri early tests when they were used for consolidation

in the forward region.

Figure 7-10 shows a schematic of the forward PTO and the adjacent diagonal connections, including the
locations of the current controls. Since a single cabinet (No. 8) was used for consolidation and there are
25 anodes in the PTO section, some of the anodes were consolidated together with 3 to 6 ohm resistors.

The master was located in the middle of the group so that control would not be affected by any electrical

activity between the PTO ark_adjacent electrodes.

Tests were run at the CDIF on November !3 and 14, 1990. One of the objectives of these tests was

for Busek to pinpoint the cause of previous failures and to determine whether the current controls could

adequately perform the consolidation in the forward PTO. Three of the slaves and the master were fully
instrumented to provide high speed data on voltages and currents, and these outputs were monitored during

the tests for signs of incipient problems.:

° The test on November 13 evaluated the consolidation circuit performance during startup transients anJ

steady state operation over a wide range of loads. Since no problems were revealed, the test on November

tl
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Figure 7-8, Z-Bar Sidewall Layout (Left Forward Sidewall)

14 (91-CC-02) concentrated on the effects of shutdown transients, lt was observed that during fast
shutdowns, a large voltage reversal measuring as high as 850 volts occurred on the inverter negative bus

(Figure 7-11). The semiconductors in the current control units are rated at 1200 volts, so the reverse
voltage was reaching threshold conditions during the test even though no failures occurred.

Analysis subsequently showed that the reverse voltage could reach as high as 8 kV, which would
certainly cause circuit failure (Reference 7-1). The conclusion was drawn that this reversal was the cause of

the previous failures, and three recommendations were proposed to prevent this situation:

1) Modify the inverter to prevznt the voltage reversal,

2) Limit the magnet dI/dt, which produces the reverse voltage, to a maximum value even under
"emergency" shutdown conditions, or

3) Protect the consolidation circuits.

The Power Management Working Group will evaluate these options to determine the appropriate course
of action. When experience has been gained with the forward PTO, the aft PTO region will be consolidated

using Cabinet No. 7.

7.2.4 Slag Rejection System Activities

The _stallation of the TRW slag rejector was divided imo 3 phases for installation at MSE:

Phase I Includes installing the TRW supplied denseveyor, piping and collection taztk. The equipment is

placed only for operation of the equipment as a replacement for the existing slag tank extension
pipe (Figure 7-1).
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Figure 7-11. Time Trace of Nozzle-to-Diffuser Voltage Minus Load Voltage During
Consolidation Checkout Test

" Phase II This phase provides for the installation of controls necessary to finally operate the entire TRW
suppliM slag rejection system.

Phase III The final project phase will provide for installation and startup of the CDIF slag removal

equipment and interfacing into the integrated slag rejector/slag removal system.

During this quarter, Phase I of the slag rejector installation project was completed.
e

During the initial checkout phase, the slag grinder was installed in the slag tank. The tooth ratio was
changed from 1:1 to 2:1. This change allowed for a coarser product slag. The slag tank funnel was also

- modified to provide a steeper angle for entry of the slag into the grinder. This modification has not been

adequately checked out, and cannot be until Phase II is completely installed and operational during the next
quarter.

During test 91-MATL-3, an arc occurred on one of the isolated support pads of the denseveyor which
caused a test train emergency shutdown. A post-test investigation identified that the arc path was along the

top surface of the isolator pad (which had gotten dirty and wet) to the facility steel. The isolator pads were
subsequently redesigned in order to prevent water accumulation along the top surface and to minimize the

impact of din on surface tracking. The redesigned isolators were fabricated, installed and tested during this
quarter. The new design appears to perform well in a wet and dirty environment. The _quence of events

- leading to the arc which occurred on the denseveyor electrical isolation support pads, including
observations, measurements, conclusions, and redesign, is presented in Appendix B. A comparison of the

new versus old design appears as Table B-I in Appendix B.
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7.2.5 CDIF System Ac_ivilies

7.2.5.1 Primary Cooling Water System

The primary cooling water W) system at the CDIF has conductivity control but no chemical control
of pH or dissolved oxygen. A corrosion test of ITC materials was performed at the CDIF in the PCW
system. The objective of this study was to determine what effect the CDIF PCW water would have flowing
past some of the ITC POC materials. The channel materials tested were molybdenum (Mo) and 75/25
tungsten/copper (W/Cu). The combustor material was ASTM A387 low alloy steel. The PCW system
currently has no chemistry control other than water resistivity (required to be greater than 1.0 Mohm-cm).
Results indicated that with no water ueatrnent and no heat on the materials, the corrosion rates are

approximately 18 mils per year (mpy) for molybdenum, 20 mils per year for tungsten/copper and 0.3 mpy
for A387.

The PCW test setup, measurements, and results are presented in Appendix C.

Conclusions drawn from the PCW test include:

1) The pH of the PCW water using the existing demineralizer system at the CDIF varies from
approximately 5 to 7.

2) Even without heat flux, significant corrosion may exist on molybdenum and tungsten-copper
channel parts given the current PCW water chemistry.

Further work includes a determination of the best method of pH control for the PCW system at the

CDIF.

7.2.5.2 Iron Oxide

New positive displacement (pro_,wessive cavity) iron oxide pumps were installed this quarter in lieu of
the existing diaphragm pumps. Very limited testing has occurred with these pumps in piace. The minimum
flow rate of iron oxide slurry through the pumps is 2 lb/min, and the progressive cavity pumps appear to

provide a more uniform iron oxide flow than the previous pumps.

7.2.5.3 Coal System

During this quarter, the pulverized coal particle size has apparently varied from extremely fine to
extremely coarse (Table 7-6). A comparison of the normal coal grind distribution to that of the "fine" and
"coarse" grinds is summarized as follows:

Mesh % Passing Normal 90-MATL-07 Fine 91-MATL-02 Coarse

200 60 91 59

500 25 88 13

MSE suspects the cause of the variation in coal grind is a variation in raw coal moisture, as indicated by
a decrease in the therminol (hot oil drying media in the pulverizing circuit) temperature (Figure 7-12).

The changing coal grind may be contributing to:

• Frequent blockages (plugs) occurring in the coal system,

• Increased slag accumulation in the precombustor, and

• Low slag rejection rates

Investigations are proceeding.
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7.3 TEST PLANS

The test plans for future quarters is shown in Table 7-7, "ITC CDt-F Test Schedule". Specifically for
next quarter, the CDIF tescdng will emphasize attainment of:

• Coupon channel 50 electrical hours to support the channel CDR,

• Slag rejector Phase II installation and checkout,

• Testing of current controls as cathode cun-ent consolidators,

• Testing of tailored coal madthe re-incorporation of "coal fines" into the run coal.

REFERENCE FOR SECTION 7

7-1. J. Busek Co., Inc., "Report on CDIF Anode Consolidation Circuit Diagnostic Tests,"
November 1990.
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8. MODELING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES (SUBTASK 1.3)

Subtask 1,3 of the ITC program, Power Train Pertbrmance Analysis, encompasses a broad range oi'
activities aimed at: 1) understanding the fundamental chemical, electrical, and flow phenomena which occur

in an MHD topping cycle power train, and 2) analyzing and interpreting the results of the many ongoing test
programs to determine hardware performance. By thoroughly understanding the basic processes and

knowing how the components and subsystems perform, information is obtained on ways to design better
equipment and assess the risks of scaling up to the next level of development.

Modeling and performance analysis are ongoing parts of the ITC program. Tw() major efforts which
are part of this subtask and which will continue throughout the contract are cold flow modeling o1'the

combustion subsystem components and analysis of power train perfonr_ance data obtained during testing at
the CDIF. From time to time, other modeling and analysis activities arise from or axe perlormed to support
these major modeling and performance analysis efforts.

During the last quarter, activities related to a variety of performance analysis and modeling tasks

continued. In the combustion subsystem, efforts focused on understanding and improving the current
levels of slag recovery and seed utilization achieved by the combustor, 'rhe results of these studies will be
reported in the next quarterly report. Also, during the last quarter, an analysis of the effect of a coal injector
hot sleeve on combustor performance and heat fluxes was performed. This analysis is discussed in
Section 8.1.

Channel data antdysis activities continued in support of prototypical coupon testing at the CDIF, Two
sets of anode coupons (grooved and ungrooved) were individually cooled and instrumented in order to
study slagging behavior of the various elements tested. The Z-bar sidewall coupons were also extensively
instrumented with voltage transducers to provide information on gap voltages and channel sidewall wear
characteristics. This data is still being analyzed and the results will be reported in future quarterly repoll.s.

8.1 ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTOR HEAD END HEAT FLUXES DURING TESTS WITH
COAl, INJECTOR HOT SLEEVE INSTALLED

8.1.1 Introduction

The hot sleeve is a metal cylinder which fits closely over the main combustor coal injector. The main

combustor coal injector is 6 inches in diameter, and the hot sleeve is 9 inches in diameter. The primary
objective of the hot sleeve is to protect the main combustor coal injector from erosion. The erosion problem
is thought to be primarily the result of a local recirculation zone which exists in the head end region on the
air inlet side of the head endplate. The vortex flow in this region cauls char and ash particles to circulate in
the head end and continuously impact unslagged surfaces of the coal injector. A secondary objective o1'the
hot sleeve is to protect the main combustor coal injector from high heat flux oscillations in order to ensure
longer life. Initi'ally, the coal injector was designed to be nonslagging in order to reduce the possibility ot'
fouling the coal injector gap. However, a smooth wall injector is susceptible to high heat flux oscillations

cau_d by gas or flame fluctuations as well as transitions between slagged and unslagged conditions. The_

hot sleeve, with its surface grooves and slag retention pins, was designed to both lower the heat flux
experienced by the coal injector and to dampen the heat flux oscillations caused by flame fluctuations.

The hot sleeve was first tested at the CTS in November of 1989 for checkout purposes. The initial
indication from these tests was that the hot sleeve slagged well with no operational problems with the
combustor (Reference 8-1). High heat tlux oscillations were also minimal. In May of 1990, the hot sleeve
was installed at the CDIF for long duration testing. Since this time, the hot sleeve has seen approximately
110 hours of hot-fired operation. This is a sufficient amount of time to allow for a more comprehensive

evaluatiol_,of the impact of hot sleeve installation on coal injector and head end heat fluxes.
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8.1.2 Heat Flux Oscillations in the Head End Region

Work done previously on heat flux oscillationsin the slagging stage (Reference8-2) has shown that the
heat flux oscillations are most predominant in the head end region, This region comprises the coal injector,
the hot sleeve, the head endplate, and the head end spool section as shown in Figure 8-1. Thus for this
study, only components in the head end region were considered. Heat flux oscillations to be counted as
significant were again defined as those oscillattom with an amplitude greater than 1,5 times the steady state
heat flux value ('Reference 8-2). This helps to eliminate minor or trivial oscillations and makes the pmblern
of counting oscillations more tenable. Table 8-1 shows the CDIF tests included in this study as well as their
corresponding operating conditions, All CDIF tests chosen for this study were conducted with the coal-
fired precombustor installed with the following nominal operating conditions' Phi 1 = 0.55, N/O = 0.7, and
1,7% K,

Table 8-2 shows the total number of significant thermal oscillations for the components in the head end
region for CDIF tests with and without a hot sleeve installed, Note that the frequency of heat flux
osctUationson the coal sleeve has been reduced by a factor of two to three, from approximately one
significant spike per hour before the hot sleeve was installed to approximately one spike every two to three
hours with the hot sleeve, The frequency of spikes on the hot sleeve is about the same as that for the coal
sleeve. For tests with a hot sleeve, the frequency of significant thermal oscillations on the head endplate
and spool section are found to be similar to those tests without a hot sleeve. The frequency of thermal
oscillations is roughly 1 every 2 hours of operation,

Note in Table 8-2 that theoccurrences of thermal oscillations are not uniform throughout any given test,
and appear to be dominant in some tests more than others. At this time, the cause of these irregular pattems
is unclear. An investigation into some of the possible causes of the heat flux oscillatiorts is discussed in
Section 8.1.4.
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Figure 8-1. Hot Sleeve Configurationin Head EndRegion
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TABLE 8-1. TESTS INCLUDED IN STUDY AS WELL AS CORRESPONDING
OPERATING CONDITIONS

OPERATING CONDITIONS
CDIF DURATION

TESTS DATE (MINS,) PHI 1 N/O %K
89C FC14 7/25/89 144 ,52-.60 0,7 1,3-2,1
89CFC15 8/10/89 308 0,55 ' 0,7 1,2-1,6
89DlAG9 9/6/89 313 0,55 0,7 1,7-2.2
89DIAG 11 9/20/89 391 0,55 0,7 1,7-2
89DIA G12 9/28/89 342 0,55 0,7 1°7-2.2

90DIAG 1 10/5/89 402 0,55 0,7 1,6 L"]Wlth°ut
90DIAG3 10/24/89 441 0,55 0,7 1,7-2 Eliot Sleeve
90DIAG5 11/8/89 349 ,55',60 0,7 1,7-2 J
90DIAG6 11/15/89 487 0,55 ,7-,75 1,8
90COAL 1 11/21/89 152 0,55 0,7 1,8
90ELEC2 12/1/89 186 0,55 0,7 0,4-2
90DIAG7 12/12/89 491 0,55 0,75 1,8
90DIAG8 12/19/89 216 0,55 0,7 1,2-2,2
90DIAG10 1/18/90 194 ,52-,60 0,7 0,6-2
90DIAG 11 1/19/90 277 ,55-,60 0.75 1,8
90DIAG 12 1/23/90 587 ,55-,57 0,7 1,8
90DIAG13 2/6/90 775 0,55 0,7 1,8

90CC1 5121/90 72 0,55 0,7 1,8
90MATL1 6/13/90 128 0,55 0,7 0,6-2

90MATL3 6/19/90 250 .55-.57 0,7 1,6-2

90MATL4 8/22/90 1012 0,55 0,7 2 I With
90WEST3 8/2/90 207 ,55-.57 0,7 1,222 Hot Sleeve
90CHEK2 8/10/90 116 0.55 0.7 1,7
90M ATL5 8/14/90 1279 0,55 0,7 1,2-2.2
90CC4 8/30/90 283 0,55 0,7 1.8
90MATL6 9/20/90 524 0,55 0,75 1.8
90MATL7 9/27/90 185 0,55 0.75 1,7
91CHEK1 11/8/90 220 0,55 0,78 1,2-2.2
91CC1 11/13/90 214 ,52-.57 ,7-,75 1,7
91CC2 1'1/14/90 187 ,52-,57 0.75 1,7
91MATL3 11/29/90 152 .52-.57 ,7-,8 1.8

8.1.3 Average Component Heat Fluxes for the Slagging Stage

Average component heat fluxes for the slagging stage have been tabulated in Table 8-3 for the same
CDIF tests covered in Tables 8-1 and 8-2. The hot sleeve heat flux is about twenty percent lower compared

to the coal injector heat flux before the hot sleeve was installed. This is most likely due to thc slagged
condition of the hot sleeve versus the bare wall condition of the coal injector. The coal injector heat flux

with the hot sleeve installed (tip of the coal injector) is about twenty percent higher than the coal injector

without the hot sleeve. This is most likely due to the nonLmiform nature of the heat flux over the coal

injector, with the tip of the coal injector having the highest heat flux since it is closer to the flame.

Average heat fluxes for components downstream of the coal injector are observed not to change

significantly with the installation of the hot sleeve, This is seen in Figures 8-2 through 8-4 where the heat

flux values for the downstream components are plotted versus the CDIF tests (chronologically). As a side

8-3
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'FABLE 8-2. THERMAL OSCILLATIONS OBSERVED IN THE HEAD END REGION
FOR THE DESIGNATED TESTS

THERMAL SPIKES
(1,5 * q,avg)

HOT HOT
CDIF DATE DURATION SLEEVE SLEEVE COAL HEAD

TESTS (MINS;) TOTAL EDGE SLEEVE END SPOOL 1

89CFC14 7/25/89 144 (a) (a) 0 0 0
89CFC15 8/10/89 308 (a) (a) 6 0 0
89DIAG9 9/6/89 313 (a) (a) 2 0 0
89DIAG11 9/20/89 391 (a) (a) 6 2 2

89DIAG12 9/28/89 342 (a) (a) 3 6 3
90DIAG 1 10/5/89 402 (a) (a) 0 8 0

90DIAG3 10/24/89 441 (a) (a)' 2 4 2
90DIAG5 11/8/89 349 (a) (a) 4 9 8

90DIAG6 11/15/89 487 (a) (a) , 8 0 11
90COAL 1 11/21/89 152 (a) (a) 7 0 2
90ELEC2 12/1/89 186 (a) (a) ,8 1 7
90DIAG 7 12/12/89 491 (a) (a) 6 3 6
90DIAG8 12/19/89 216 (a) (a) 0 0 2
90DIAG10 1/18/90 194 (a) (a) 4 2 2
90DtAG 11 1/19/90 277 (a) (a) 17 2 8
90DIAG12 ' 1/23/90 587 (a) (a) 8 2 0

90DIAG13 2/6/90 775 (a) (a) 18 0 5
TOTALS 6055 99 39 58

FREQUENCY (SPIKES/HR) 1,0 0,4 0,6

90CC1 5/21/90 72 0 0 0 0 0
90MATL1 6/13/90 128 0 0 0 0 0
90MATL3 6/19/90 250 1 3 1 1 1
90MATL4 6/22/90 1012 2 6 1 10 4
90WEST3 8/2/90 207 0 1 0 1 0
90CHEK2 8/10/90 116 0 0 0 0 1
90MATL5 8/14/90 1279 6 8 6 11 18
90CC4 8/30/90 283 5 5 1 0 i

90MATL6 9/20/90 524 3 3 0 3 6
90MATL7 9/27/90 185 3 1 (b) 0 2

91CHEK1 11/8/90 220 0 0 3 0 0
91CC1 11/13/90 214 6 6 7 5 4

=

-- 91CC2 11/14/90 187 2 1 3 0 4
91MATL3 11/29/90 152 0 0 2 3 2

TOTALS 4829 28 34 24 34 43
FREQUENCY (SPIKES/HR) 0,3 0,4 0,3 0,4 0,5

(a) - NO HOT SLEEVE (COAL SLEEVE ONLY

(b)- NO DATA
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TABLE 8-3. AVERAGE HEAT FLUXES FOR SLAGGING STAGE COMPONENTS FOR
THE DESIGNATED TESTS

HEAT FLUX, q,avg
(BTU/S/FT^2)

HOT HOT
CDIF SLEEVE SLEEVE COAL HEAD SPOOL AIR SPOOL SLAG SLAG

TESTS TOTAL EDGE SLEEVE END 1 INLET 2 DUMP BAFFLE ,
89CFC14 (a) (a) 30 31 25 34--- 45 35 35
89CFC15 (a) , (a) 33 23 20 30 44 34 32
89DIAG9 (a) (a) 14 23 20 26 35 26 26
89DIAG 11 (a) (a) 3 6 30 20 28 34 26 19
89DIAG12 (a) (a) 38 31 20 25 34 26 19
90DIAG1 (a) (a) 42 34 20 27 33 26 17
90DIAG3 (a) (a) 35 35 20 25 32 26 16
90DIAG5 (a) (a) 44 34 20 27 34 26 19
90DIAG6 (a) (a) 44 42 20 25 34 26 13
90COAL1 (a) (a) 44 38 20 25 37 26 19
90ELEC2 (a) (a) 45 48 24 25 40 26 13
90DIAG7 (a) (a) 38 42 20 26 40 26 13
90DIAG8 (a) (a) 38 38 20 28 32 2,7 21
90DIAG10 (a) (a) 44 42 24 28 40 32 23 '
90DIAG11 (a) (a) 45 37 20 25 40 26 19
90DIAG12 (a) (a) 38 36 20 25 34 26 14
90DIAG13 (a) (a) 35 42 26 25 36 27 19
AVG 38 36 21 27 37 27 20 '

STD 7 7 __2 _- 2 4 3 6 ,,
90CC1 45 40 56 37 17 22 29 22 10
90MATL1 41 34 38 31 16 25 34 25 18
90MATL3 37 26 56 26 20 22 30 19 13
90MATL4 44 31 73 42 20 25 32 16 10
90WEST3 31 21 49 42 26 29 33 21 16
90CHEK2 31 21 45 42 25 28 32 25 25
90MATL5 31 26 56 47 25 31 39, 21 19
90CC4 22 16 21 32 20 37 35 19 13
90MATL6 22 16 42 32 20 31 35 19 16
90MATL7 21 16 (b) 32 20 28 35 25 13
91CHEK1 47 41 56 42 20 25 30 19 13
91CC1 36 31 56 42 25 28 40 19 19
91CC2 31 28 56 42 25 28 30 19 13
91MATL3 3'1 21 38 32 20 28 35 19 13

AVG 34 26 46 37 21 28 34 21 15
STD 8 8 17 6 3 4 3 3 4

(a) - NO HOT SLEEVE COAL SLEEVE ONLY)
(b)- NO DATA

note, Figure 8-2 shows that early during precombustor testing (without the hot sleeve), the head endplate

heat flux appeared to increase with each subsequent test, while the slag baffle heat flux decreased. Ali other

components between the head endplate and slag baffle were unchanged. This communication between the

head endplate and slag baffle is interesting, mad is thought to be due to locking the flame closer to the head

end (or further away from the slag baffle). No clear reason for this transition period is apparent however,
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: other than the explanation that the combustor was experiencing a break-in period during t,_e initial

precombustor tests.

8.1.4 Source of Heat Flux Oscillations
z

: Figure 8-5A shows the relationship between tlaennal oscillations occurr/ng on the hot sleeve with those

occurring on the head endplate. Figure 8-5B zooms in on a short time period of Figure 8-5A. This
enlarged view inciicates that the thermal osciJlations occurring on the two different components often occur

: at approximately the same time with the same characteristic shape. Figure 8-6 shows tj'tat a similar
relatinnship exists between the hot sleeve and the head end spool section. Further downstream, however,

components such as the air inlet and the center spool section do not show this relationship with the hot
sleeve. This is shown in Figures 8-7 and 8-8 for these downstream components. Interpretation of these
resuIts is two fold. First, the themaal oscillations occur primarily in the head end region and are

subsequently dampened out in downstream components. This was observed previously in Reference 8-2.
Second, the thermal oscillations appear to be occurring simultaneously on ali head end region components,

which indicates that they are related to the same event(s). Because of this, gas or flame related transients are
the more likely culprit as opposed to wall or slag related transients. This is because transients in the gas or
flame are more likely to affect ali components simultaneously as opposed to a transient in the slag which is

typically local in nature and thus only affects a single component at a time.

Some factors which may affect gas or flame characteristics include coal flow rate, stoichiometric ratio,
-_ and N/O. The, relationship between these factors and thermal oscillations on the hot sleeve have been

: investigate4 in Figures 8-9 through 8-12. No clear relationship, however, was observed between these
parameters and the heat flux oscillations. Other factors which may warrant consideration in the tuture
should these fluctuations become a pressing issue are variations in coal grind, volatile content, and moisture-
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content. At this time, the heat flux oscillations do not have a significant impact on either combustot
performance or lifetime, and thus there is no effort planned to further reduce them over what has been
achieved with the addition of the hot sleeve.

8.1.5 Conclusions

Conclusions drawn from the effect of a coal injector hot sleeve on combustor performance and heat
fluxes are as follows:

• Installation of the slagging hot sleeve over the main combustor coal injector has reducexlthe number
of significant heat flux oscillations from one per hour to one every 2 to 3 hours.

• Heat flux on the slag covered hot sleeve is twenty percent lower than on the bare coal injector.

• Heat flux on the coal injector tip which is not covered by the hot sleeve is twenty percent higher
than the coal injector without the hot sleeve.

• Heat flux oscillations are most predominant in the head end region, and damp out in downstream
Components.

• Heat flux osciUationsoccur simultaneously on components in the head end region, suggesting that
they are gas or flame driven effects.

REFERENCES FOR SECTION 8

8-1. Grove, A., et al, "50 MWt Combustor Performance Summary", 28rh Symposium on Engineering
Aspects of Magnetohydrodynamics, Chicago, Illinois, June 26-28 1990.

8-2. TRW IOC, "Thermal Cycling for CFC Subsystem", August 17, 1989.
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9. TTIRC AND POC INTEGRATION TASK FORCE A*_'TIVITIES (TASK 8)

The Task 8 activities of the ITC program relate to the operation of the MHD Technology Transfer,
Integration and Review Committee (TTIRC) and TRW's role in ensuring the integration of the three POC

programs: Integrated Topping Cycle, Integrated Bottoming Cycle and Seed Regeneration Process, The
integration hmction is the responsibility of the POC Integration Task Force,

In the previous reporting period, the POC Integration Task FOrce's prioritized program
recommendations were passed on to the DOE for possible implementation in ti_eNational MHD program,
Initial DOE feedback is expected at the upcoming TTIRC Executive Committee meeting.

As part of TRW's role as systems integrators of the ITC program, a Power Management Integration
Working Group was established. The Working Group is chartered with ensuring the integration of the
subsystems which comprise the power management of a diagonally loaded MHD channel, The major
subsystems are: current controls, power takeoff region, current consolidation and inverter. Tile facility

High Voltage Room is the functional interface, The Working Group will maintain communication with the
MHD community through the POC Integration Task Force Chairman, who will present .findings to the ITC
prograan office and the Executive Committee of the TTIRC, The Working Group Organization is shown in

Figure 9-1.

The winter meeting of the Executive Committee is scheduled for a half day session on February 21, al
the Westin William Perm Hotel in Pittsburgh. The meeting coincides with the annual Contractors' Review
Meeting,
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10. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

Task 1

• Release theFacility Impact Report,

• Release theTestPlan updatefor finalreview.

• PresentMHDITC Programprogress atthe Contractors'Review Meeting,

. Prepareand submitSEAM29 papers.

• Maintainthe detailedintegratedschedulefor the manufacturingphase of the program,

• Continueto analyze andmodel combustorperformancein terms of slag recovery andseed
utilizationand providerecommendationsfor futuretestsat the CDIF,

• Continueto study precombustorslagging behavior.

• Analyze results from prototypicalcoupontests atthe CDIF,

Task 2

• Award pure'haseorders for fabricationOfthe CombustionSubsystemcomponents andinitiate
manuYactufing,

• Award the LPCS design and manufacturingsubcontract.

• Design assembly fixture and prepare for componentassembly atTRW,

Task 3

• Finalize the gas-sidedesign and manufacturingspecificationsfor the anode and sidewall elements,

• Begin final assemblyof the cathodewall.

• Initiateprocurementof sidewall andanode wall elements.

Task 4

. Complete assembly of segmented forward supersonic diffuser ,section,

Task 5

• Hold CurrentConsolidationSubsystemCDR with DOE.

• InitiateCurrentConsolidationSubsystem fabrication.

Task 6

• InstallPhase II slag rejectorproject.

• Accumulate50 electricalhours on prototypicalcouponsinstalledin channel

• Checkout of Phase II slag rejector.=_

• Evaluatethe impactof coal grindsize on coal flow and combustioncharacteristics. Includes tests
with "coal f'mes"from baghousere-incorporatedinto runcoal and "tailored"coal grind.

• EvaluateaftPTO configurationand confirm viability of Arco current controls operatingas
consolidatorson aft PTO.

Task 8

• Hold THRC Executive Committeemeetingon February21, in Pittsburgh.

• Issue finalcopy of 5th semi-annualstatusreportof the MHD 'Iq'IRC activities,
=li
=
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11. SUMMARY

Testing of the High Pressure Cooling Subsystem electrical isolator was completed this quarter rl_c
PEEK material successfully passed the high temperature, high pressure duration test (50 hours). The
design for the full scale CDIF Current Consolidation Subsystem was also completed this quarter.

The Combustion Subsystem drawings were CADAM released. The procurement process is in
progress. An equipment spec,fication and RFP were prepared for the new Low Pressure Cooling System
(LPCS) and released for quotation. Assessment of the impact of low temperature cooling water on file
Combustion Subsystem reliability was initiated.

Work has been conducted on confirmation tests leading to anode, cathode, and sidewall gas-side
designs and studies to assist in channel fabrication. Brazing techniques and tests on the durability of
sidewall water cooling ,jumper hoses were performed along with thermal stress tests of sidewall elements.

Confirmation testing continued at the CDIF and consisted of five testing days prior to a refurbishment
of the workhorse channel including the installation of 1A4-style test coupons in the 1A1 channel, and four
testing days after the channel refurbishment for a total of 45 thermal test hours and 31 power hours.
Attempts at both longer mad shorter duration tests were made. A test program was initiated to investigate the
practicality of using Avco current controls for current consolidation in the power takeoff (PTO) regions and
to determine the cause of past current consolidation failures.

An analysis of the effect of a coal injector hot sleeve on combustor performance and heat fluxes was
performed. Other cornbustor data analysis efforts focused on understanding and improving the current
levels of slag recovery and seeA utilization achieved by the combustor.

A Power Management Integration Working Group was established to ensure the integration of"the
subsystems which comprise the power managemeot of a diagonally loaded MHD channel.
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APPENDIX A. CDIF TEST SUMMARIES

The following test summaries were reported for each CDIF test and indicate the testing achievements
and the associated problems. A chronological summary report is presented in Table 7-1. A comprehensive
discussion describing modifications to the test train and the facility is detailed in Section 7.2,

A.1 SHORT DURATION TEST SUMMARIES: 91-CHEK-01, 91-CC-01,02,
91-CHEK.02

A.I.1 91-CHEK-I - Slag Grinder Facility Checkout (11/08/90)

A.1.1.1 Objectives

The primary objectives of this test were to: 1) checkout the slag grinder with a 2:1 tooth ratio and a new
funnel modification, 2) checkout slag grinder Phase 1 installation, 3) checkout facility operation for current
consolidation testing, and 4) checkout the new hot walled CFPC combustion can.

A.1.1.2 Test Results (Refer to Table 7.2)

The facility was able to come up as normal. There was a problem getting seed out of the storage silt
into the system due to the long down time.

The combustion can performed weil, no difference was noted in slag retention.

There were no apparent problems with the chaxmel. The current controls experienced two current
imbalance alarms. The one located in Cabinet 1 Group 3 Location 12 was due to an open jumper. This
may have caused the failure of a diode. The other location (Cabinet 4 Group 4 Location 7) was near the
Fro interface,

Slag plugged in the transition pipe between the denseveyor and the slag tank. The concentric pipe
reducer is believed to be the problem. The 2:1 tooth ratio allows slag to grind larger than with a 1:1 ratio,
To remedy slag plugging, a larger pipe diameter and vertical pipe reduction is recommended.

A.1.2 91-CC-01 & 91-CC-02 - Current Control Diagnostic Testing (11/13-14/90)

A.1.2.1 Objectives

The primary objective of these tests was to determine the cause(s) of frequent semiconductor
component failures (diodes and GTO's) when the Avco current control circuits are configured as anode
consolidators in the forward FrO (power takeoff) region of the channel. Following the diagnostic tests,
corrective actions were to be implemented, if possible, and the test repeated after corrective measures have
been taken for confirmation.

The secondary objective of these tests included operation of the slag grinder for the slag injection
system Phase I checkout.

A.1.2.2 Test Results (Refer to Table 7-3)

The test was unable to induce a fault on the current control boards. Several conditions were checked:

1) Inverter on/off, no magnet, no seed

2) Inverter on/off with seed on, no magnet

3) Inverter and magnet on at different levels

4) Full magnetic field inverter load sweep

5) Inverter and magnet on with quick power down on magnet

6) Repeat 5) with inverter R-C filter circuit disabled

There were no problems identified during the dumping of the slag/water mixture ft'ore the denseveyor.
Although some slag built-up on the edges of the newly designed slag rejector iunnel, the funnel appeared to
work,
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The facility is still having problems getting seed out of the storage bin. The reason was a slag bridge

that was never fully removed. The magnet warm-up loop valve on the PCW retum is sticking, therefore,
allowing a substantial leak (120 GPM) at the warm-up loop head tank. Operators am in training, therefore
there are large swings in conditions. There was a mix-up on thc operation of the iron oxide pumps,
therefore 91-CC-02 had anode iron oxide pumping to the cathode.

A.1.3 91-CHEK-02 - 1991-Coupon Channel Checkout Test (01/17/91)

A.1.3.1 Objectives

The primary objective of this test was to provide a checkout test at low stress reference operating
condition (N/O = 0.76), prior to longer duration tests with the 1991-coupon channel for both conductivity

and power. The secondary objective was to add to the accumulation of 50 electrical hours on the
prototypical channel test coupons.

A.1.3.2 Test Results (Refer to Table 7-5)

Power and conductivity at the low stress condition was obtained. The facility appears to be ready to

support longer duration testing. The iron oxide flow rate requirement (to mitigate high ICV's) appears to be
higher with bottom injection than side injection. Preliminary indications are that one port can supply iron
oxide to the entire wall.

Blue vessel seed flow was not as stable as norrnal, but seed from Bldg. 20 was very good. Vessel coal

screen appears to be in need of cleaning prior to long duration testing. Iron oxide from new pumps seem to
work weil.

The current controls are ready to support long duration testing. All current control units were checked

prior to the test, and the PTO current control unit was checked during post-test. There were no charmel
water leaks. Iron oxide coverage seems to be different than with side injection. Individual anode
thermocouples am affected by noise from the magnet.

Slagging/second stage performance appeared to be normal except for a slag bridge between the
precombustor combustion can and the filler (approximately 50% full). Denseveyor pads sustained a lot of
dirt and water and did not arc.

A.2 LONG DURATION TEST SUMMARIES: 1990-COUPON CItANNEL BUILD NO. 3

A.2.1 91-MATL-01 through 91-MATL-03 - Objectives (Refer to Table 7-4)

The primary objective of this test series was to provide a 22-hour electrical duration test at low stress
reference operating condition (N/O = 0.76) as follows:

• Electrical continuous ibr observation of power degradation with time/iron oxide on cathode wall.

• Thermal continuous for observation of precombustor fouling with time.

A.2.2 91-MATL-01 through 91.MATI.,-03 - Test Results

A.2.2.1 91.MATL.1 . Results - 22-Hour Continuous Electrical Test (11/21/90)

Cathode wall high voltage gaps continued to increase throughout the test. 'lhis was thought to be due to
too much iron oxide, too little iron oxide, and iron oxide to cathode and anode switched. These
combinations were tested, and the test was finally terminated because of wall polarization due to a plugged

iron oxide injector.

'The conductivity appeared to be higher than normal based on cathode current and total power

generation. Steady state power at N/O = 0.76 was 1.2 MWe, therefore operation was changed to N/O =
0.78 and 0.80 to reduce the forward cathode currents to less than 15 amps each.

Post-test observations revealed a leaking left forward peg row between C79 and C80. A seep occurred
at the cathode nozzle coupons and the second stage oxygen injector at Location 6. The west cathode iron

oxide injector was plugged.
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A.2.2.2 91.MATL.2 - Results - 22-Hour Continuous Electrical Test (11/28/90)

225 minutes of thermal operation yielded 10 minutes of full field electrical power.

Iron oxide pump pressure dropped on startup but was stable after about an hour of operation.

q'he channel supply hose for the right side middle supply manifold had a large leak and caused the first
shutdown.

The magnet tripped four times on power. The first time was due to training a new operator who
allowed over-temperature limit trip. Phase imbalance was investigated for other failures. Upon termination
of the test, it was determined that loose wires on an over-current relay was the cause of the trip. The

magnet was run off-line and was found to be operational.

Upon coal processing, the main fan bearing failed and will take several days to fix.

After the third magnet trip, several current imbalance alarms were observed on the current control

consolidating the forward PTO. The power boards were checked, the board at Slave 3 was found to be,
nonfunctional and was replaced. No further leaks occurred on channel. ,

The existing leak in the CFC second stage frame appears to be no worse than previously noted. Also a

leak (sprayer) on the head endplate over a previous weld was repaired at the 10:00 o'clock position. Slag
dumped smoothly from the denseveyor.

A.2.2.3 91.MATL-3 . Results . 22.Hour Continuous Electrical Test (11/29/90)

Good conductivity data was taken at Phi 1 = 0.55, Phi 2 = 0.90, N/O = 0.78, 1.75% K. After 80
minutes of continuous power at these conditions, an arc flash occurred in the test bay and the test train was

shutdown (ESS). Upon entry into the test bay, a channel supply cooling water hose was blown (ILSM) in
the same location as IRSM which had blown the day before. There was evidence of arcing around the west

side of the slag rejector denseveyor and the facility steel, in some cases over 4 feet away. The test train was
_egger checked and found to have the same electrical isolation (10 to 12 Kotuns) as upon startup.

Some current control power boards were damaged as a result of the arc fault trip. Charmel external
arcing occurred from the channel cooling water manifold and the CIM inside the magj_et bore. This may be
a result of the water leak from the previous test. Pictures were taken.

The denseveyor valve support electrical isolation pad had an arc track along the side and Iequires
replacement. A leak in the second stage oxygen injection frame S/N 23 appears to be the same as
previously noted. There was a leak over a previous weld repair on the slag tank neck at about 3 o'clock.

A.3 LONG DURATION TEST SUMMARIES: 1991-COUPON CHANNEL BUILD NO. 1

A.3.1 91-MATL-04 through 91-MATL,06 . Objectives (Refer to Table 7-5)

The primary objective of this test series was to provide 50 electrical hours on the coupon channel at low
stress reference operating condition (N/O = 0.76). The secondary objective was to provide as many long

duration tests as possible (16 to 22 hours of power continuously).

A.3.2 91-MATL-04 through 91-MATL-06 - Test Results

A.3.2.1 91.MATL-04 . Results (01/23/91)

Three unsuccessful attempts to attain a long duration test were shutdown for the following reasons:

1) Slag tank door leaked about 10 GPM past a cracked rubber gasket, plus there was a broken channel
connector,

2) Pressure tap hose leaked slightly until enough CFPC gas escaped to melt the hose away and then
trip the CFC,

3) Channel electrode wire arced to pressure tap, thus tripping the CFC.
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Total power time at low stress condition with iron oxide on cathode wall only was approximately 2
hours. The cathode wall voltage profile was well behaved at 5 lb/min irolt oxide slurry flow. The seed
storage vessel plug problems forced a switch from Bldg. 20 seed flow to the blue vessel.

The current control units were checked and found to have bad boards on Cabinet 8 (forward VI'O)

Slaves 1and 9 and Cabinet 3, Bay 3, Slave 11 (electrode that arced). No channel water leaks were
observed. ,

A slag plug in the denseveyor was caused by cleaning out the filler after the previous test. The plug
was removed by back flowing the jam and pressurizing the denseveyor. A small leak on the slag tank neck
over the existing weld was repairedl There was no slag in filler, transition or combustion can, although
combustion can heat flux was still lower than previous runs. The anomaly of high filler fouling observed

during the last test could have been either.

• Pintle gap movement or

• Ultrasonic inspection coupler compound.

Attempts to raise precombustor can heat flux by increasing and decreasing precombustor coal flow were
unsuccessful. Heat flux in the combustion can is not responsive to coal flow changes.

A,3.2.2 91.MATL.OS - Results (01/24/91)

Two test starts yielded 2 1/2 hours of power at condition with 3.4 hours of magnet power. The iron
oxide injector partially plugged and the channel jumper water leaked during the first start. Ultimate test
termination was due to the inability to get seed out of the storage bin,

Wiring on left Z-wail (shorting endbar to sidebar) appears to reduce voltage gaps, although the high
voltage gaps just move to a new location.

During the first try with iron oxide on cathode (one pump to 2 ports), the pump pressure went to 400
psig and the cathode wall was .polarized indicating a plug. One pump was reinstituted to each cathode port.

The second attempt ended with the seed storage bin bridging, not allowing any seed to flow.

The channel jumper hose (ASB to AMB DIAG. 85) clamp fell off, thus wetting the magnet bore.
Current control was not functioning in the area of previous short (C182-A 197), although the board was
replaced. The boards on Cabinet 2, Bay 4, Slaves 2 and 3 had to be replaced (probably related to previous
arc fault).

Removing slag from the denseveyor continues to be a problem without the grinder installedl The
denseveyor pads were still working despite plenty of water and slag. The isolator pad that was previously
replaced on the north CFC stand arced (probably due to previous slag door leak), No precombustor fouling
occurred. Slag vent is s011plugged despite back flushing and cleaning.

A.3.2.3 91.MATL-06 - Results (01/29-30/91)

The test lasted over 11 hours thermally with 10 1/2 hours of power at condition. Testing was

terminated due to coal stoppage at the CFPC pinch valve. Coal flow was erratic throughout the test. lt
appears as though one iron oxide pump does not prevent incipient cathode wall polarization.

Iron oxide line plugged between pump No. 1 and divert valve. Coal flow uneven indicating plugging
on primary injector screen. The QSW valve (A800) stuck due to the cold environmental temperatures. The
02 farm valve also stuck due to the cold.

Current control cabinet No. 8 Slave 1 had _)addiodes due to the abrupt shutdown experienced.

. Slag between filler and combustion can may be due to courser coal, as indicated by C'T&E wet sieve
analysis. The slag tank was full of slag with slag in exit section.



APPENDIX B. DENSEVEYOR ELECTRICAL ISOLATION SUPPORT PADS

B.1 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

MHD test 91-MATL-3 occurred on Thursday 11/29/90, The test was similar in operation to other MHD
tests, except a channel gas conductivity was run prior to power generation, After approximately 1/2 hour of
conductivity data collection, power generation was initiated. Approximately 80 minutes into the power
generation portion of the test at 6000 Volt inverter reference voltage setting, a flash occurred in the test bay.
The flash was visible to observers through the window and the camera located high in the test bay
observing the west side of the combustor. The test train emergency shutdown (ESS) was initiated.

B.2 OBSERVATIONS

Upon entry into the test bay, a large water leak was observed from the 1 1/2-inch diameter supply hose
for the middle left forward sidewall channel manifold.

The arc activity was located next to the slag rejection system denseveyor. An arc track had occurred on

the isolated support pad assembly for the denseveyor discharge valves along the top surface near the bolt
cap and along the west side. There was azaindication that the top of the isolator had gotten hot enough to
bubble the electrical paint, and that the side had burned. There were several other areas where steel had
been melted on sharp protruding areas.

It was noted that there was some water located on the top of the second denseveyor discharge piping

valve. This came from a continual drip from the PCW piping above. This water also caused the top of the
isolator pad to be wet.

There were no signs of any physical contact of other foreign materials (pipes, wires, etc.) between
denseveyor and ground.

B.3 MEASUREMENTS

Immediately after the test, the test train was meggar checked and tbund to have 10 to 12 Kohms of
electrical isolation. This was identical to the pre-test value, and is as expected with a charmel that had
experienced a water leak.

On December 3, 1990, the isolator pad was meggar checked from the pipe contact surface to ground.
There was infinite resistance at 5000 V between these two points indicating that the isolation still exists, lt
was noted that during previous isolator failures, the isolation once broken down remained so and only
_.gistere,d a value of 500 ohms resistance.

B.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Dr, Dick Rosa was called in to provide an expert opirfion. His opinion was that the arc path was along

the dirty top surface of the isolator pad to the facility steel, where the arc propagated to other parts.

B.5 ISOLATOR PAD REDESIGN AND INSTALLATION

The isolator pads for ali slag rejector parts were redesigned, built, installed and tested. A comparison of
new versus old design appears as Table B-1. These i_lator pads have been in service since January 7,
1991.
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TABLE B-1. COMPARISON OF OLD TO NEW DENSEVEYOR ISOLATOR PAD
DESIGNS

_IQN REASON FQR C_

I. L_OLATOR HEIGI:L]:
A, Denseveyor 4 3/4" 9" To Increase Arc
B. Pipe Support 2 1/2" 6" Track Length
C. Collection Tank 4 1/4" 6 1/2"

II, .EXTERNAL A.B.G._T_B3_K LENELT_J:I 4"A'_Denseveyor 4 3/ 11 1/4" To Increase Arc
B, Pipe Support 2" 7 3/4" Track Length
C, Collection Tank {_" 9 1/4"

III..INTE'R__ K LEN(:_J:}
A.-Denseveyor 2" N/A Reduce The Chances
B, Pipe Support 6" N/A Of Arc's
C, Collection Tank 2" N/A

IV, _AL COATING
Glyptal Dow Coming Better Coating For
Electrical Sylgard Extremely Contaminated
Paint Coating And Wet Areas

' EZY..Eg._Y._
Arc track length does not include the top surface,
therefore lenght is substantially reduced. The top
surface Is considered conductive.

• /_NTERNAJ=
Arc track length does not exist with new design.
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APPENDIX C. PRIMARY COOLING WATER (PCW) SYSTEM

C.1 TEST SETUP

A schematic of the flow system is presented in Figure C- 1. Standard plastic coupon holders for
corrosion tests were supplied by BETZ-Entec, Inc. for 3/4-inch IPS piping. Coupons were made to
standard dimensions (3.0 inches I., x 0.50 inches W x 0.060 inches T), weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg, and
placed in the flow loop. Readings of water resistivity (Mohm-cm) and pH were made for both the
demineralizer outlet (coupon water) and bulk flow. Resistivity measurements are read from the existing
CDIF in-line l.p..edsand Northrup units.

Measurement of pH was difficult to obtain, lt was determined that the "flow-thru" Leeds and Northrup
pH meter electrode was not fullyoperative,so a new one was ordered, but still has not arrived. A portable
pH meter was also found to be errant, therefore a portable unit with temperature compensation was obtained

from the MultiTech laboratory. The unit is an Orion Research model SA230 and was calibrated prior to
reading with pH = 4, 7 and 10 buffer solutions, To take readings, water was not allowed to contact air

prior to the probe as shown on Figure C-2. Water was bubbled past the probe and allowed to overflow the
pH bowl. After several minutes, the water supply was shutoff (from either the demineralizer outlet or the
PCW header) and the pH meter was allowed to settle out. This typically took between 3 and 5 minutes due
to the poorionization of H+ and OH" in highly resistive water, ha 'all cases, the pH readings went from a

: lower reading to a higher reading after water flow was terminated.

C.2 RESULTS

Figure C-3 presents the water velocity and resistivity versus time. The flow to the coupons was
stopped twice prior to coupon removal. In one instance, during system makeup operations, the coupons

were probably exposed to air for approximately 2 hours.
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Figure C-1. Coupon Flow Test Schematic
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The coupon test setup was removed on January 14, 1991 after 631 hours under water with 610 hours
of water flowing. Approximately 1 1/2 hours after remov',d,the coupons were individualiy removed from
the holders and dried off with a clean rag. The molybdenum coupons were dull black, which wiped off
onto the rag as if covered with ink. Following removal and drying, the coupons Wererimed with reagent
grade methyl alcohol to remove oils, and blown dry with oil-free air. They were then subjected to bead
blasting for approximately 10 secondsper side with fine glass beads. Using sterilized white gloves, the
coupons were then re-rinsed and re-dried and reviewed under a microscope to determine if "alloxides were
removed. The coupons were re-weighed using the same balance by the same technician. Table C-1
presents the before, after and delta weights obtained from the laboratory. Calculation of corrosion weight
per ASTM G-1 is as follows:

Corrosion rate = (K x W)/(A x T xD)

Where:

K = 3.45 x 106 (Constant for conversion to mpy)

T = time of exposure in hours, 631 hrs

A = area in cm2, 21.86 cm2

W = mass loss in g, to nearest 1 rag, and

D = density in g/cm3 (seeTable C-1).

TABLE C-1. PCW COUPON WEIGHTS
..... -

Wt. (gin)

_ PRIOR TO __ _,,T..._ Wt. LOSS (am}

1 A- 387 12.2663 12.2567 0.0096
A Mo 16.0744 15.3564 0.7180
B Mo 16.0633 15,3198 0.7435
C W/Cu 20.8414 19.6462 1.1952

DENSITIES USED IN CORROSION RATE CALC.

A387- 7.9 gm/cm3

Mo- 10.2 gm/cm3

W/Cu- 14.8 gm/cm3
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Therefore, the corrosion rate of the molybdenum coupons was 17.9 mpy, W/Cu coupon was 20.2 mpy
and the low alloy steel coupon was 0.3 mpy.

C.3 CONCLUSIONS

1) The pH of the PCW water using the existing demineralizer system at the CDIF varies from
approximately 5 to 7.

2) Even without heat flux, significant corrosion may exist on molybdenum and tungsten-copper
channe, parts given tile current PCW water chemistry.

C.4 FURTHER WORK REQUIRED

A determination of the best method of pH control must be performed for the PCW system at the CDIF.
Questions to be answered include:

• Why does the pH vary so much?

• Is the pH being measured correctly?

• Can the pH and conductivity be controlled simultaneously?
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APPENDIX D. NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

1. AIC - Ash Injected Combustor

2. CDIF - Component Development and Integration Facility

3. CDR .-Critical Design Review

4, CFC - Coal-Fired Combustor

5. CFPC- Coal-Fired Precombustor

6. CTS - Capistrano Test Site (TRW)

7. Dcr - Design Confirmation Test

8. DOE - Department of Energy

9. DVT - Design Verification 'lest

10. FETS - Fossil Energy Test Site (TRW)

11. GOX - Gaseous oxygen

12. ITC - Integrated Topping Cycle

13. MEF - Material Evaluation Fixture

14. OFV. Oil-Fired Vitiator

15. PDR - Preliminary Design Review

16. POC - Proof-of-Concept

17. PRD - Project Requirements Docu,-nem

18. PEM - Performance Evaluation Module

19. TI'IRC - Technology Transfer, Integration and Review Committee

Symbols

20. t3- Beta- Hall parameter

21. _ - Boundary layer thickness (Meters)

22, o - Plasma Conductivity (Mhos/m) - There are several definitions for plasma conductivity, as follows:

1. Mid-channel conductivity - the conductivity at the channel mid-point determined experimentally
from a plot of conductivity vs. channel axial length. This is the conductivity most often used in

presenting test results. Unless otherwise specified, o refers to this conductivity.

2. Inlet conductivity - the conductivity at the channel inlet. This parameter can be determined
experimentally by extrapolating the conductivity vs. channel length curv_, _ zero.

3. Bulk conductivity - the conductivity determined in the 1A1 channel at CDIF by taking the

voltage drop divided by the current. This parameter is available on-line and is used to spot
conductivity changes during testing.

4. PEM conductivity - the conductivity measured at the Performance Evaluation Module at crs at
subsonic (stagnation) conditions,

23. _01 - Precombustor Equivalence Ratio - Ratio of oxygen input to the coal-fired precombustor

combustion chamber to stiochiometric oxygen required for complete combustion of fuels,

13-1
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24. 01 - First Stage Equivalence Ratio - Ratio of oxygen input to the first stage to stiochiometric oxygen

required for complete combustion of fuels.

25. _2 - Overall Equivalence Ratio - Ratio of total oxygen inputs to stiochi0metric oxygen required for

complete combustion of fuels.

26. AR - Aspect Ratio - The height H (anode to cathode distance) divided by the width D (sidewall to
sidewall distance) of the channel

27. B - Ma/_etic field (TeSla)

28. Ex - Axial electric field (volts/m)

29. le - Electric current (amps)

30. Isc- Short circuit current (amps)

31. Ix - Axial current (amps)

32. Ileak - Constant current leakage that is proportional to the Hall voltage (relating to cathode wall
nonuniformities, plasma nonuniformities, and/or voltage drops) (amps).

33. Jy - Faraday current density (amps/cm 2)

34. %K - Amount of potassimn injected as a percent of total mass flow through power train.

35. L/D - Length -to-hydraulic diameter ratio (second stage)

36, MWe - Electric megawatts (power output)

37. MWt - Thermal rnegawatts (heat input rate)

38. N/O - Molar ratio of nitrogen to oxygen inputs (all input stremns).

39. Novlp - Number of overlapped electrodes in channel.

40. P - electrode pitch (m)

41. Pb - burner pressure (atm)
42. Pdiss" Power dissipated ha ballast resistors (watts)

43. R- Resistance between shorted cathode gaps )ohms/gap)

44, Rleak - An end-to-end resistance that is independent of Hall voltage (i.e., current transport through
the liquid slag layer) (ohms/gap).

45. Rlink - Resistance value of link resistor (ohms)

46. T250 - Temperature at which slag viscosity equals 250 poise

47. Voc,- Open-circuit voltage (volts)

48. AV - Transverse voltage drop (e.g., AVbl - across boundary layer) (volts)

Definitions

49. Heat Flux - Heat loss per unit area (watts/cm2).

50. Heat Loss - Sensible heat loss to cooling circuits, usually stated as a percent oi total lhermal input to
the combustor.

51. Slag Recovery - Weight of dry s'.ag collected in slag tank as a percentage of dry, SO3 -free ash fed to
° the combustor (SO3 is volatile and is not found in the slag).

: 52. Weight Percent Oxygen in First Stage (wL % 02)- Weight percxmt of oxygen in vitiated gases
entering combustor E_t stage.
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